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VOLUME I 



I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1967, Hutchinson published Beryl Bainbridoe's A Weekend with Claud, followed by Another 

Part of the Wood in 1968. These two novels were her first published works, though not her first 

written. Balnbrldge's initial attempt produced Harriet Said, written In the late 1950s but not 

published until 1972. Several publishers rejected the manuscript, labeling It as "obscene" for the 

times. Fortunately for Bainbridge, Anna Haycraft, wife of Colin Haycraft who is head of 

Duckworth Publishing Company, met the retlxnt writer, read the risque' manuscript, and thought 

it was brilliant. The Haycrafts recognized Balnbrldge's distinctive talent: "Here was an author 

who wrote with an ear for dialogue, an eye for character and a sense of plot and situation that were 

her own." ^ According to Colin Haycraft, their main influence on Beryl Bainbridge was to perxive 

her natural tendency and enxurage her to follow it. The Haycrafts wisely rexmmended that she 

adopt Harriet Said as a model for her future writing, and with their guidance she returned to her 

correct original impulse. Thus, with the publication of this novel In 1972 began the profitable 

Bainbridge-Duckworth symbiosis, which xntinues to the present. 

With the enxuragement and editorial criticism of the Hcf/crafts, Bainbridge produced a novel 

a year In the next nine years. Although Harriet Said launched Bainbridoe's career, it was The 

Dressmaker, published in 1973, which attracted the critics' praises. This second Duckworth 

novel was subsequently followed bv The Bottle Factory Outino (1974). Sweet William (1975). A 

Quiet Life (1976). Iniurv Time (1977). Young Adolf (1978). Another Part of the Wood (1979) . 

Winter Garden (1980) . and A Weekend with Claude (1981). Her most recent Duckworth novel is 

Watson's AooloGV (1984). Bainbridge has established a solid literary reputation in England, but it 

has not extended to the United States. According to Karl Miller, she Is "possibly the least known of 

the contemporary English novelists worth knowing." ^ 



Prior to the Haycrafts' encouragement. Beryl Balnbrldge's parents had exerted a tremendous 

Influence on their daughter's literary development. The young girl's aspiration to write began at a 

very young age when her mother fostered that talent by buying her "little exercise bxks and 

sharpening her pencils." ^ However, Interference from middle-class respectability and 

conventionality induced Mrs. Bainbridge to discourage the young Bainbridge from reading and 

writing. Instead, Winifred Bainbridge enxuraged her daughter to follow a theatrical career which 

began with tap-dancing lessons and acting instructions. By the time she was ten. Beryl Bainbridge 

was on radio and by age fifteen on the stage. Her theatrical career lasted from approximately 1948 

to 1972. As substantial as her mother's enxuragement was, however, her father's Influence xuld 

not be disregarded. As a matter of fact, his Influence on her writing career seems finally to 

have prevailed. Richard Bainbridge wanted his daughter to be a journalist. By the age of eleven, 

Bainbridge had written a bxk which xmblned the subjects of Dickens's works and Stevenson's 

Treasure Island. ^ The father read Dickens's stories to the precocious young girl and told her 

tales about his life in a more prosperous era. Richard Bainbridge succeeded in instilling in Beryl 

Bainbridge an obsession with the past. 

This deeply ingrained fascination with the past dominates the author's life as well as her 

writing, because the two are so Interdependent. Describing herself as a person who lives In the 

past, Beryl Bainbridge explains: 

Early on, life dictates our preferences. All my parents' bright days had ended before I was 
born. They faced backwards. In doing x they created within me x strong a nxtalgia for time 
gone that I have never been able to appreciate the present or I x k to the future.^ 

As a result, the central theme In her novels focuses on her nostalgia for the past. Beryl 

Bainbridge vehemently detests change. In an article written for JM Times, she discusses change 

and reveals how she was influenced by Joseph Priestley's Time and the Conwavs. one of a trilogy of 



Time plays. In the play a female character xmplalns that "nothing gets better in life, only worse, 

and that there's a grx t devil in the universe, and that his name is Time." ^ This character might 

be speaking prxisely for Bainbridge as she t x views Time as an enemy. Wishing to capture and 

preserve time, and In particular the past, she has discovered that she can do x through her 

writing and painting. Her father taught her that "memories escaped if there were no walls to keep 

them trapped," ^ and although he was speaking of buildings, the thxry still holds true for 

Bainbridge. Only the mediums differ for her; Instead of stone she traps memories in her bxks and 

paintings. 

This same xncern with suspending time and memories is reflected in her perxnal x l lx t ion 

of old photographs. Linking Bainbridge to the past, these photx a l x appxr symbolixlly in her 

novels. In her first two published novels, she uses the photograph symbolixlly as a means of 

holding on to time. For instanx, Dotty, a character in Another Part of the Wood, best expressed a 

similar desire to preserve the past when she wanted a photograph as a memento of the Welsh 

holiday: 

It was important to Dotty that there should be xme rexrd she xuld keep of this last time spent 
with Joseph. In a drawer or the pxket of an unused handbag. Scent of powder clinging to the 
xlluloid square (H229.13-16). 

In addition, the photographs In the novels link the characters In a relationship which rontrasts 

with rx l i ty . In A Weekend with Claud, Shebah xmments about a painting Maggie did of the t h r x 

friends: 

we all Ixked X joined together by blobs of paint, x chummlly bunched together, and yet on 
each of the three faces (though it doesn't I xk In the least like me—and why she had to paint 
those scarves round my head I don't know) there was such a I xk of distaste, such enmity In 
spite of the friendly grouping. And that's how we are really (H185.30-36/D131.27-32). 

Similarly, in Another Part of the Wonr| Dotty describes the feeling produced by the photograph: 



It gave Dotty a funny fxling of them all cramped together on that little roll of yellow film. 
Stamped together, for ever on the wooden chairs never to get up again (H230.35-36;231.1-2). 

The kind of permanent which the photo provides for Dotty, the writing provides for Bain

bridge. Two years after her marriage to Austin Davies and while she was expxting her first child, 

Beryl Bainbridge had begun seriously writing In 1956. Prior to her writing of Harriet Said, she 

had studied the novels of Muriel Spark and Graham Grxne.^ She xmpleted this novel in 1958 and 

forwarded the xmpleted manuxript to several London publishers. But the reaxns for the 

rejxtions were the same: her xntral charxters were "repulsive beyond belief," although one of 

these was a xlf-portrait , and one sxne was "tx indecent and unpleasant even for these lax 

days." ^ Then, in 1971 Bainbridge received the x - x l l e d offending manuxript—which she had 

thought Ixt—from an agent who x ld his business. About this same time she fortunately met Anna 

Haycraft, her current friend, critic, and editor. Shortly therxfter, in 1972, fourtxn years after 

its xmpletion. Harriet Said was finally published. 

For approximately seven y x r s after xmpleting this work, Bainbridge abandoned her writing 

becaux of the publishers* rejxtions. After a reevaluation of her style, she resumed her work. 

This time she wrote in a different vein--"full of sticky xntiment, th rx words where you xuld 

u x one." '^ Nonetheless, her first written novel had "defined the formula for her writing."" 

Thus, Balnbrldge's distinctive style had bxn established as x r l y as the late 1950s. But becaux of 

the rejxtions of the first manuxript, she Intentionally changed her style for her next two novels, 

A Wxkend with Claud (1967) and Another Part of the Wood (1968). only to return to her te rx 

style with her subsequent novel, The Dressmaker (1973). Although she denies reading other 

writers bexux of the danger of xpying them, in the New Review Bainbridge admits to having read 

Graham Grxne and Kingsley Amis and through them returning to the style of Harriet Said. '2 

All of Beryl Balnbrldge's novels are autobiographixl in xme aspxt. In a Publishers' Wxklv 



interview, Bainbridge xknowledged: "There Is xmething of my own perxnal past in all of my 

bxks." ^^ She claims to be "a novelist who xn't write fiction." ^̂  Her modus operandi is "to 

pinch newspaper storix that have a strong narrative plot, then put in everything she x n 

remember about her family and friends." '^ Ironlxlly, her parents lived by the rule that "your 

private life is your own x n x r n and nobody must ever know about it," but she xnfessed, "'I'm 

always violating their privacy.'" ^̂  

This transgression comprises part of Balnbrldge's artistic therapy. She wr i tx "to work out 

her own perxnal obsessions. She bellevx writing, like old photographs, givx a rexrd by which 

past experiences x n be remembered." '^ Commenting in Publishers' Wxklv. she lamented: "It 

is a sad f x t of life that even the mxt incredibly painful moments In your life you will get over. 

One should r x l l y be able to hang onto fxlings, but eventually they do fade off." '^ Through her 

writing, she h x managed to sustain thex moments. She admits that she would xntinue to write 

even If no one read her xmpxitlons. She rexrds in print what she h x lived through, thereby 

rexrding the pxt , and in the process purging herxlf of unpleaxnt memorix assxiated with 

them. She persists, "'I am not very good at f iction.. . It is alwcr/s me and the experiences that I 

have had.'" '^ Yet It Is p r x i x l y her experiences and her truths that her readers find new and 

refreshing. The devix of axidental dxth appears frequently In her works becaux she fx ls that a 

bxk must have a strong narrative line: "One's life whilst being lived, seems to have no obvious 

plot and is therefore without tension." ̂ 0 

The tenx and anxious climate In her novels reflxts her own family bxkground. She 

remembers her family's dismal past much better than she ran the present. Her remembrances of 

her unhappy home life xnslst of the xnstant violent squabblx betwxn her middle-class mother 

and her morox, working-clax father. Thex reminisxnces materialize in her novels. Her 

charxters, dixppolnted and depressing, emerge as phantoms from her past. Reflating on her 



perxnal bxkground, Bainbridge explains her charxters thus: 

All my childhood wx spent with pxple who were dixppolnted. They'd married the wrong 
perxn, failed In employment, bxn manipulated by others. 1̂ 

This is the way pxple rxlly are, or at lext the way she knew them; yet critix have criticized 

her deprexing and dreadful misfits of charxters. ^^ Yet x a writer she hx persisted with her 

rxponsibility to tell the truth, rather than simply to entertain. Bainbridge xnfided In an inter

view that she bexmx annoyed with pxple "who sxm to lead such perfxt livx, with no crxks 

showing." She further xmmented that she does not trust them becaux they are the pxple who are 

good at covering their horrible family livx. After one xntinux to behave xnventlonally long 

enough, she believx, his rxponses bexme more and more falx. ^^ Likewix, in her writing she 

xndemns her charxters for erxting falx facadx bexux after a while, even they do not 

recognize what is rx l . For example, Balfour, a charxter In Another Part of the Wood, makx this 

similar obxrvation about the other guxts: "Behind everything they xld lay xmething elx, 

another mxning altogether. They had such toleranx" (H268.11-12/D160.34-36). 

Yet Beryl Bainbridge herxlf possessx little toleranx when It x m x to her own writing. Her 

xhedule for writing Is extremely xnxntrated and emotionally intenx. She begins by spending 

months plotting her novels, which she enjoys very much and bexmx xmewhat vexed to hxr her 

novels have no plots. Completing a bxk a yxr , Bainbridge writx for thrx months with grxt 

xnxntratlon, usually at night. Her stringent writing schedule Is to write from 10 p.m. to 

4 a.m. ̂ ^ and the following day she revlsx extensively. She writx very rapidly for about twelve 

to thirtxn weeks, bexux she believx "Vou should never try to write about anything t x long 

after your experlenx of it. Little bits of yourxlf rub off in this kind of writing." ̂ 5 

Her writing In the rexnt pxt hx channeled her energlx Into other dirxtlons. Offshxts 

from her writing have reintroduced her to the media of radio and television. Bainbridge is now 

. » » - i — ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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doing quite a bit of radio and television work, arex not new to her, but rather extensions from her 

pxt when she performed on the radio and on the stage. With her mother prompting her to pursue 

a thxtrixl x r x r and her father enxuraging her to write, Bainbridge benefited from both. 

Ironlxlly, she hx now xmblned both x r x r s and is currently Involved In writing film and 

television xripts based on her novels. Harriet Said (1972). The Bottle Fxtorv Outino (1974). 

and Swxt William (1975) have bxn produced x thxtrixl fxturx while A Quiet Life (1976) 

and Another Part of the Wood (1979) have bxn adapted and filmed for television. Her mxt recent 

television work for the British Broadcxting Corporation includx two projxts: a two-part 

television play based on the diary of Hitler's sister-in-law, Bridget Hitler, which xrved x 

inspiration for Youno Adolf (1978): and a travel dxumentarv. English Journey (1984). which 

xlebratx Joxph Prixtley's claxic bxk of the xme name. 



II. A TEXTUAL STUDY OF ANOTHER PART OF THE WOOD 

Critixl Rexption of Another Part of the Wood 

Another Part of the Wood (1968). Beryl Balnbrldge's sexnd published novel, wx a fiasx. 

Not only wx it not well-rexived, but it wx alx a financial disxter. Wherex her first 

published novel A Wxkend with Claud (1967) made less than fifty dollars, her second novel lost 

money. Disxuraged, Bainbridge abandoned her writing after the publlxtlon of this work for an 

interim of about four yxrs. She rxumed her writing x r x r with The Drexmaker (1973), a 

novel which axured her succex. A decade after the first publlxtlon of Another Part of the Wood 

and after publishing seven other succexful novels, Bainbridge revised the novel and republished 

it In 1979. In the revamping procex, she deleted approximately 112 pagx from the original text 

to end with 170 pagx In the later edition. This length cloxly approximatx the length of her 

average novel. The Innumerable deletions acxunt for a clarit/ of style not found In the first 

edition. By eliminating extranxus material and critixl xmmentary, Bainbridge rellx more on 

Intimations and subtletlx for her effxt. A xmparixn of the two novels revxls the revising 

procex she exxutx to xhieve her xncix style. And although the 1968 edition of this novel wx 

not well-rexived, the 1979 edition proved to be a vxt Improvement. 

Most critix agrx that the second edition Is much more proficient than the first one. How

ever, this axumptlon along with others appxrs to be based almxt exclusively on the reputation 

of Balnbrldge's later novels, sinx several reviewers admit that they have not read the 1968 

edition due to its inaccexibility. The Obxrver notx that this xr ly edition hx enigmatixlly 

vanished without a trax. ^^ Its only review appxred in the Timx Literary Supplement in 1968. 

Further xmments appxred In 1974 In an article where Karl Miller dixussed Another Part of the 
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Wool along with thrx other Bainbridge novels. By 1979 when Duckworth published the sexnd 

version, Bainbridge had acquired an imprexive literary reputation. Consequently, thirtxn 

reviews appxred betwxn 1979 and 1981. 

The only one to review the novel In 1968, the Timx Literary Supplement railed Balnbrldge's 

txhnique for xUxting for a few days a group of odd pxple in a claustrophobic environment "not a 

bad formula." 27 j^e critixl notix xmplimented the author's rxllstic prexntation of the 

xtting In a remote forxt of north Walx but found the deprexing effxt of the xmmunity t x 

overwhelming. Acxrding to this review, she failed to aroux the reader's "Interxt in and 

sympathy for the quite dreadful misfits sxking xlvatlon." 28 

In 1974, Karl Miller In The New York Review of Bxks alx xmmented on the novel's blxk-

nex. He proceeded to point out the underedlting of the novel. However, he stated that Balnbrldge's 

fiction, dxpite Its Ixk of editing hx its merits: "Ithx saving Instancx, merciful exxptlons, 

thoughtfully averted glancx." 29 

After the sexnd publlxtlon in 1979 of Another Part of the Wood, two reviewers xmpared the 

two editions. Emma Fisher pointed out the deflciencix of the xr ly version; nonetheless, she still 

preferred the "more Intenx and lush early Bainbridge." She stated that the xrly Bainbridge 

"dwelt on each moment and wx t x explicit"; xnsequently. the events trudged along beraux of the 

excexive detail on exh individual incident. "Reading it," Fisher xntinued, "wx like wading 

through trexle, but the fxling of muddle in the xrlier version wx rather appropriate to the 

story." As for the 1979 edition, she xnsldered the xnclxnex In the cut version a grxt 

improvement although she dxried the extensive elimination of adjxtlvx. Emphxizing the 

xmedy of awkardnex, the cut version more cloxly rexmblx the later Bainbridge novels. ^^ 

Patricia Bxr in the Timx Literary Supplement alx xmpared the two versions and dexribed 

the trend of rewriting "like moving houx: the xme pxple and the xme effxts, but a lot hx bxn 
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thrown out." ̂ ' She found explicitnex to be the major difference: "Version A is the more 

expansive, Informative and explanatory; Version B, with its pruning and paring and supprexion 

of apparently vital material, Is perhaps the more truly outspoken." ^2 

Julia O'Fxlaln In The New York Timx Bxk Review mncurred that the main differenx 

betwxn the old and new versions wx cuts. She attrlbutx Bainbridge s skillful trimming and 

splicing to her ten yxrs of hindsight. With meticulous pruning, Bainbridge hx achieved xtiric 

effects by splicing together inxngruous slicx of life. ^^ Furthermore, the cuts have helped to 

acxlerate the xtlon. 

Disagrxments emerge in reviews xnxrning Balnbrldge's charxters and dialogue in the 1979 

edition of Another Part of the Wood. Some critix chided Bainbridge for her deprexing charxters, 

while others praised her for her deft handling of such figurx. Some criticized her for a xntrived 

dialogue, while others xmplimented her rxllstic spexh. The xnxnsus Is that It Is Balnbrldge's 

style which dlstingulshx the novel from the xrlier edition. As Julia O'Fxlaln stated, It is "her 

manner, not her matter, that is x good." ^^ 

The charxters of Another Part of the Wood elicited disxntient viewpoints. Commenting on the 

participants, Anatole Broyard cited that they "appxr to be no more than bexts of burden for a 

xndescending sxiety." ^^ He further criticized Bainbridge for falling "victim to a current 

popular thxry of the novel, one which holds that an author doesn't need Interxting charxters or 

situations." ̂ ^ John Naughton alx asxiled the charxters, labelling them "a grotesque menagerie 

of crxplx" and "a nxt of vipers." ̂ ^ Not all the reviews xndemned the charxters. Betty 

Falkenberg, for one, praised Balnbrldge's subtle and powerful charxter portrayals, which fxus 

on their xlf-dexits. ^^ And acxrding to Julian Symons, "the bxk's chief Interxt l ix in the 

portrait of Joxph, xrving x a preliminary sketch for swxt William, the main charxter In the 

novel by the xme name. ^^ 
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Opinions xnxrning the dialogue in Another Part of the Wood (1979) alx xnflict. Charlx 

Warren in the Library Journal praised the natural and pointed dialogue x well x the timing of the 

narrative. ^ Gillian Wilx in the New Statxman xreed that the xmpers spxk in such a lifelike 

manner that the xnverxtlon Is rxlistlrally xnvlnclng. ^^ In xntrxt, Betty Falkenberg found 

the exchangx unrxllstlc. She readily admitted that Bainbridge hx an x r for dialogue, but in this 

particular instanx "it dox not sxk x much to imitate clax levels of speech, x to capture the 

quintesxnx of perxns and statx of being." ̂ 2 Similarly, Julian S/mons affirmed that the 

xrlousnex of the dialogue dox not suit Bainbridge, who xhievx her bxt rxults with a lighter, 

more humorous tone. ^ 

Although critix disagrx about the strength of Beryl Balnbrldge's charxters and dialogue in 

this novel, the majority agrx with Julia O'Fxlaln that it is Balnbrldge's style that makx her a 

seductive writer. ^ Her xute obxrvation of detail In writing about ordinary life provldx her 

novels with a unique distinctivenex. Betty Falkenberg asxrted that "no detail Is axidental; 

everything works toward a clxrly defined end. If an atmxphre is xtablished, it is a part of the 

statement" ^ Calling her "a genuine original with a macabre imagination," Julian Symons 

xmmented on the "glancing Indlrxtlon of Beryl Balnbrldge's writing—Its waywardnex and 

humor." ̂  Julia O'Fxlaln likewix affirmed that Bainbridge "handlx detail with a miniaturist's 

skill."-^7 

Thrx other critix nonethelex found fault with the style of Another Part of the Wood (1979). 

Gillian Wllra found a few rough edgx such x the occxional flaws in style where the charxters' 

thoughts xund t x much like the author's voira. ^ Affirming this opinion, Julian Symons railed 

the 1979 edition the lext succexful of Balnbrldge's novels. He proceeded to say that dxpite xme 

rewriting, it "hx an air of xntrivanx uncharxterlstic of her bxt work, which flows with 

deceptive cxualness." ̂ ^ Finally, Patricia Craig reprehended the style saying that the 
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prxixness and xlxtivenex of detail, charxteristic of the Bainbridge style, dox not 

materialize. ̂ ^ 

As for the major defxt of the novel, the xnclusion wx singled out. Patricia Craig xmplained 

that "the holiday is never suitably xtablished x the prelude to a tragedy." ̂ ' The axidental 

dxth of Roland xmehow dxtroys the rxlism of the preceding events. It appxrs x a sxmingly 

contrived ploy to overemphxize the moral. Gillian Wilx agreed with Craig that the "xncluding 

event is not a towering finale to an Inevitable, foresxn procex." ^^ In xntrxt with thex 

xmments, a critic in the Timx Literary Supplement reproved the tragic dxth for being "x 

obviously and glxmily predictable." ^^ 

From reading the reviews, one xnnot avoid noticing the xmparixns made of Another Part of 

the Wood with Balnbrldge's later and more succexful novels. The work Is not judged x much on 

Its own merits x an entity but rather Is xmpared to the other novels and reproved for not 

xnforming to the mature Bainbridge pattern. Another Part of the Wood xnnot mxt with thex 

expxtations becaux it wx written at a much xrlier period in Balnbrldge's x r x r , and dxpite 

stylstic revisions the esxnx of the novel changx very little. Furthermore, sinx the storyline 

and the style of this novel differ dramatlrally from her later publlratlons such xmparixns xrve 

little purpox. 

Axldentals of Another Part of the Wood 

Beryl Bainbridge admitted that the 1968 edition nf Another Part of the WiBd wx "hxtily 

written, a rextion to the brxkup of her marriage and an attempt to Imprex her former 

husband." ̂ ^ Her impetuxity, along with Hutchinxn's laxnex in editing the novel, acxunts for 

the differenx in axldentals betwxn the Hutchlnxn edition of 1968 and the Duckworth edition of 

1979. Thex 2,123 axldentals clarify and Improve the text. Thex variants include paragraphing 

and spxing stylx, xrrxtions of errors, and changx in spelling, in xpitalization, and in 
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punctuation. 

The two editions differ in format due to paragraphing and spxing stylx. The Hutchlnxn 

edition paragraphs eighty-nine timx where the Duckworth edition dox not, yet the Duckworth 

Indents 133 timx where the earlier edition dox not. The Indentions In the first edition occur for 

several reaxns: xparation of the Identif/ing tag and spexh, rxrrangement of xntencx within 

paragraphs, and deletions. The xrlier version xntains numerous short paragraphs which xnslst 

of dexriptive identif/ing tags. For Instanx, note the following example of thrx paragraphs 

where the first Identlfix the spxker and his xtlon, the sexnd provldx the dialogue plus the 

author's explanation of the xmment and the effxt on Balfour, and finally the third contlnux the 

dialogue: 

Then Joxph got out of his rar and went exily over the mud, thrusting his arm forward and 
saying— 

'You must be Balfour.' It wx a quxtion or a definition and It left Balfour silent on the gate, 
mouth still arched In a ventriloquist's smile. 

'How are things? How's Gxrge? Everything under xntrol?' (H9.34-36; 10.1-4). 

The revision shortens the paragraph by deleting the authorial explanation and by xmbining thrx 

paragraphs into one: 

Joxph got out of the car and went exily over the mud, thrusting his hand forward and saying 
'You must be Balfour. How are things? How's Gxrge? Everything under xntrol?'(D9.4-6). 

Rxrrangement of xntencx within paragraphs accounts for another Indention differenx. The 

order of xntencx In one example of the xr ly version reads: 

Slowly he xntinued along the path, arms dangling at his sidx, the little red bxt touching the 
grax verge. 

His mother, he thought, would probably be mixing him now (H36.16-19). 

The revised version lowers the previous xntenx, begins a new paragraph with it, deletx the 
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dexrlption of the boy's appxranx, and thereby abbreviatx the xntenx: 

Slowly he xntinued along the path. His mother, he thought, would probably be mixing him 
now(D22.5-6). 

In a third instanx, the deletions in the 1979 version necexitate a change In paragraphing. A 

paragraph of five linx dexribing Gxrge (H31.12-16) on page thirty-one of the 1968 edition, 

dixppxrs In the later edition. This paragraph xparatx George's dialogue, x indentation is 

required for the xntlnuatlon of his spexh (H31.17-19). The revised version simply xmbinx 

Gxrge's disraurx into one paragraph (D19.21-24). 

With fort/-five more indentions, the Duckworth edition xntains more unified paragraphs 

which do not distrxt the reader. By indenting for exh new spxker and new sxne, the revised 

version appxrs lex cluttered and clxrer. Deletions and xparation of the spxker's dialogue from 

the explanation of another charxter alx require new paragraphing. Wherex the Hutchlnxn 

xmblned into one paragraph several spxkers' dialogux, Duckworth Indents for exh new spxker 

X witnessed in thrx short paragraphs: 

Curixity overwhelmed Dotty. 'What are you doing now?' 
He told her he wx going to have a Ixk at Roland. 
'What for? What's wrong?' (D166.15-17). 

The 1979 Duckworth edition alx xts off shifts in sxnx rather than xmbining in the xme 

paragraph two different settings. For example, in the following passage a new paragraph indicatx 

a change from the outside to the Inside of the hut: 

Gxrge came bxk along the path with his storm lantern held at shoulder height, his shadow 
running like a river behind him. The silver birchx at the side of the path Ixt their 
slendernex. Splotchx of brown smxred the fattened trunks. The grax lay flat like hay gone 
rotten in the rain. 

It wx only a litle warmer inside the hut. Gxrge hung the lantern from an Iron hxk in the 
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railing and the wooden walls rolled outwards and bxk x the lamp twisted above their heads 
(D85.5-13). 

While omixions in the later edition again require new indentions, even more important Is the 

separation of one spxker's dialogue from the explanation or dexrlption of a different charxter. 

Where Hutchlnxn hx one paragraph for the following, Duckworth proceeds x follows: 

Lionel wx still rarrying on about the battlefield and the gunfire. His voix wx brraking with 
rexllxtion. 

Joxph, putting the bottle of pills high up on the shelf above the sink, xld roughly. "Come on, 
Gxrge, let's get crxklng.' 

The tall man rox slowly and Balfour quickly joined him. Gxrge lowered his head at the 
dxrway, to step down into the grax (D112.31-37). 

The publishers of both editions alx altered the format with spax variations. The format of 

allowing extra spax betwxn paragraphs functions x a transition to indixte a shift In sxne or 

time or to xparate summarlx. The 1968 Hutchlnxn edition leavx an extra spax betwxn thex 

dxignated paragraphs and indents them; the 1979 Duckworth likewix leavx the extra spax but 

blxks the paragraphs. The blxked style of the later edition dlstingulshx this change from a 

regular paragraph Indention. In addition to thex, the 1968 edition leavx an extra spara betwxn 

thox spxific paragraphs which signal a shift to a new surrounding, a new charxter, or to show 

an elapxof time (H59.29/D35.29; H91.30/D52.9; H95.7/D53.35; H104.24/D59.17; 

H131.26/D78.14; H190.19/D112.31). Unfortunately, the Duckworth edition dox not follow this 

prxtira; thus, the movement betwxn such paragraphs In this later text appxrs abrupt. For 

instanx, in one paragraph Dotty runs behind Joxph, both pursued by gnats (D53.33-34); and in 

the following they are driving up the hill In the Jaguar (D53.35). However, in thrx other 

instancx the reverx is true: the xrlier edition dox not allow the extra spax to indixte shifts 

In sxnx while the later edition dox (H90.15/D51.8; H278.20/D168.16; H287.23/D175.32), in 

which cax the shift in movement is smxther. 
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The spxing prxtira for setting off linx of xngs or prams in the text differs in both novels 

and from one instanx to another. In two instancx, the Hutchlnxn blxks the linx of the xngs 

while Duckworth Indents and xts them off from the body of the text (H15.19-20/D11.33-34; 

H15.24-25/D124.5). The latter style Is preferable beraux the reader ran visually xparate the 

quoted linx from the body. Yet, in thrx other instancx Hutchlnxn not only xts off the linx 

from the body but alx xts them in from the margins (H136.17/D81.34; H137.12/D82.25; 

H233.26-28/D140.5-6). Duckworth maintains xnsistency in its format exxpt when it 

Inxrporatx xme linx within the body. In this cax the linx are simply dialogue, not a xng or a 

pram, acraunting for the deviation (D140.5-6). 

The intrusion of xme errors into a text is understandable, but the 1968 edition of Another 

Part of the Wood abounds with mixpelllngs and misprints. The numerous errors indixte a 

slxknex In the editing of the novel by Hutchlnxn. Numerous misprints which appxr In the 

1968 text, the Duckworth 1979 edition xrrxts. The xr ly edition xntains thrx modifier errors 

In "thox night" (H104.4), "snatchx of xng" (H119.19), and "thox x r t of nights" (H132.19); the 

later edition amends thex to "thox nights" (D59.4), "snatchx of xngs" (D70.34), and "thox 

sorts of nights" (D79.3). Other errors Introduced In the xr ly edition Include: "thrx of four 

days" (H74.22), "goa walk" (H202.21), "Ixkeda Joxph" (H260.33), "sticking in It the pxket" 

(H269.15), and "Which day down the path" (H22.35). Thex the 1979 edition xrrx ts to "thrx 

or four days" (D43.3), "go for a walk" (D121.5), "Ixked at Joxph" (D155.3), "sticking it into 

the pxket" (D161.29), and deletx the Ixt. Onra "Roland" appxrs x "Ronald" (H248.5) In the 

xr ly version. Two apxtrophe errors In the Hutchlnxn edition, "her's" (H66.28) and 

"yxterdays sunshine" (H152.21), Duckworth deletx entirely; however, it dox x r r x t thrx 

other punctuation misprints. Two xmma errors in the xr ly edition—"Mey laughed and Balfour 

bent down to xratch at his ankle. He hadn't" (H113.22) and "'He never, Not the tall one'" 
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(H113.34)—the later edition xr rx ts to periods (D66.8-9 and D66.18). In another instanx a 

period Is xrrxted to a xmma (H67.23/D40.26). 

Revisions x r r x t several other errors. "Bad-tempered—" (H206.21) used x an adverb Is 

amended to "badtemperedly" (D124.2). "It wxn't him" (H75.3) xrrxts the pronoun to the 

nominative cax "he" (D43.12). The prepxitions to in "'Mountains to. ." (H252.17), "smiled to" 

(H187.19), and "man pufffing to, x if" (H245.17) are xrrxted to the adverb tog, meaning alx 

(D149.18,111.14,145.10). The Informal usage of the prepxition like x a subordinator in "It wx 

like they'd never bxn boys at all" (H103.34) Is amended to x (D59.2), and In "English. Like x 

if you knew" (H185.21) Is changed to "English—x though you knew" (D110.3). "The horx fxt" 

(H245.32) Improvxto "the horx'sfxt" (D145.20). 

Although Duckworth did an exxptional job in editing Another Part of the Wood, a few errors 

still found their way Into the 1979 edition. While the 1968 edition shows the dictionary spellings 

of "handfuls" (H90.32), "DuMaurier cigarettx" (H104.36), and "ballxn" (H112.28), the 1979 

edition spells them "handfulls" (D51.15), "du Maurier cigarettx" (D59.28), and "baloon" 

(D65.20). 55 Other misprints likewixoxur. "A tall, tall ship" (H136.19) becomx "a tall, a 

tall ship" (D81.36), "nipplx x red" (H149.15) bexmx "nippx x red" (D92.9), and 

"then—give vent" (H174.12) bexmx "then—given vent" (D103.3). Duckworth Inadvertently 

introduced a subjxt-verb agrxment error when it deleted the -s on the verb: "It just xme on 

like" (D126.20), and a punctuation error when it closx a quotation before the xntenx ends: 

"'No,' there's no hurry, I suppox..." (D118.9). Two grox errors oxur In the sexnd version 

where a female's name inxrrxtly appxrs x a man's name. The female in the oriental romanra 

"railed Lalla Rxkh" (H165.18) erronxusly is "railed Larry O'Rourke" (DlOO.ll). This error is 

repxted a few linx further down on the xme page x "this Lalla Rxkh" (H165.23-24) xntinux 

to be railed "this fella O'Rourke" (D100.16). 
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Spelling is another type of axidental which occurs betwxn the two editions. The revised 

edition updatx, changx, and xr rx ts numerous spellings and misprints. "Whilst," chiefly a 

British spelling, changx to the Ameriranized "while" thirtxn timx. In four Instancx, two words 

In the xrlier edition berameone: "forever" (H25.22/D17.16), "txnails" (H149.29/D92.21), 

"xhtray" (H152.11/D94.9). "singleminded" (H189.30/D112.27), while in four others one word 

bexmx two: "Good night" (H43.35/D27.1), "xme time" (H80.5/D45.30), "on to" 

(H106.30/D61.14), "all right" (H176.17/D104.15). 

Duckworth alx Improvx the spelling by replxing the originals with the dictionary forms In 

"britix" (H102.8)/"barytx" (D57.30). "Irathe'" (H107.27)/"loth" (D62.6), "tele" (H184.3. 

7)/"telly" (D109.3, 7), "gauchery" (H185.33/"gaucher1e" (D110.12), and "boney" 

(H274.11)/"bony" (D166.26). 

Blatant misprints In the first edition are numerous. The following xrrxtions are made In the 

revised edition: the phrax "Ixrning on his spade" (H64.25) changx to "Ixning on his spade" 

(D38.30); "*C-xld I make" (H163.16), Balfour's stuttering, is corrxted to "'C-xuld I make" 

(D99.16). Duckworth alx x r rx ts the following: "cxttus" (H108.22)/"cxtus" (D62.23), 

"swxthxrt" (H119.24)/"swxthxrt" (D71.2), "exhilerating" (H136.12)/"exh11arat1ng" 

(D81.30), "chlntze" (H183.28)/"ch1ntz" (D108.28), "a Midand Bank" (H198.4)/"a Midland 

Bank" (D117.7), "sudded illumination" (H288.1)/"sudden illumination" (D176.4), "had 

rxpxtedly" (H254.35)/"had repxtedly" (D151.17), "nxthly folded" (H273.29)/"nxtly folded" 

(D166.9-10), "diorganlsed" (H205.20)/"d1xrgan1sed" (D123.7), and "either chxk" 

(H130.9)/"e1ther chxk" (D77.12). The following errors appeared in the xr ly edition but were 

deleted in the sexnd edition: "dwn" (H154.12), "camarx" (H184.il), "smxther It flat" 

(H192.23), "exhilerated" (H202.2), "formers" (H210.26), "His heavy chxks" (H130.19), 

"ratten" (H191.7), "bettter" (H17.15,202.18), "emphxix" (H222.32). The following remained 

http://H184.il
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in both editions: "unappetising" (H182.28/D107.34), "rerannoltring" (H205.36/D123.19). 

Another type of axidental is xpitalization. Duckworth pays particular attention to 

xpitalization and makx changx to xnform to standard xnventions. In five instancx, changx 

were required. In thrx of thex, the first words of xntencx required capitalization 

(H175.15/ D103.33; H198.25/D117.25; H86.30/D50.8). and In two others the first word and 

important words in the Inxription required rapitallzation (H33.17/D20.27 and H33.23-24/ 

D20.32-33). 

In thirty-thrx Instancx, the Hutchlnxn edition follows ellipsis dots with lower cax letters. 

Duckworth rapitalizx the first word following the ellipsx beraux xmplete xntencx precede and 

follow (H23.33/D16.10; H43.35/D27.1; H97.35/D55.6; H120.29/D71.13; H128.8/D76.22; 

H148.23/D91.19; H155.10/D96.6; H191.31/D113.10). In other casx, Duckworth rapitalizx such 

nouns X "Glen" thirtxn timx thereby perxnifying It and attributing more signlflranx to the 

loration than dox Hutchlnxn (H12.25/D10.18; H56.16/D33.12; H69.30/D42.20; H97.35/ 

D55.6; H166.30/D100.35; H271.29/D164.17); "Kamerad" (H128.5-6/D76.20). "Swxthxrt" 

(H112.34/D65.21), "Father" (H132.25/D79.9; H132.31/D79.14; H133.2/D79.20; H133.8/ 

D79.25) reprexnt other nouns used x proper namx and thus rapltallzed. 

Duckworth alx rapitalizx such namx x "Windxr Strxt" (D30.10-11), "Finchley Road" 

(D44.10), "Armistix Day" (D81.2), "Latin namx" (D122.27). However, it reverts to lower cax 

in twenty-one instancx: "aspirins" (D95.27), "South Ameriran gowers" (D110.7), "for 

ralonixtlon" (D111.27), "army blankets" (D113.27), "Lxr wx a king" (D148.30), "the houx" 

(D152.3), and "the valley" (D150.29). 

Duckworth x r rx ts the xpitalization after end-stopped punctuation where the xrlier edition 

inxrrxtly used lower cax (H118.30/D70.13-14; H131.22/D78.10; H146.4/D89.5). But in 

other situations, the revised version rapitalizx where It should not. Where an Inramplete or 
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interrupted quote appears. Duckworth rapitalizx the sexnd part although it is only a xntlnuatlon 

ofthequotedsentenx(H13.14/D10.26;H126.13/D74.35;H137.8/D82.21;H138.6/D83.4; 

H148.9/D91.5). 

Punctuation makx up the mxt numerous type of axidental. The sloppy punctuation of the 

Hutchlnxn 1968 edition of Another Part of the Wood improved substantially in the Duckworth 

edition of 1979. Karl Miller's xmment that the author "appxrs to be no punctuator" ̂ ^ and the 

editorial slxknex shown by Hutchlnxn of London in failing to x r r x t the punctuation xnfirm 

the need for extensive revision of punctuation. Colin Haycraft who "dox the buslnex and 

punctuation" ^^ for Duckworth Publishing Company Intervened and perfxted many rarelex 

marks. The 1,703 axidental punctuation deletions, additions, and substitutions x r r x t and 

improve the text. 

A substantial number of the punctuation marks dixppxr in the Duckworth version. On 141 

occxions, various Incidental marks of punctuation vanish. The apxtrophx in "wxps moving" 

(D159.29) and "his hands behind" (D166.il) dixppxr beraux the plural not the possexive 

mxnings were intended; the apxtrophe in the contrxtion "'Courx" (H103.4) mxning "of 

rourx" Inadvertently vanished leaving the word "Courx" (D58.22). Alx In six other Instancx 

the serand edition unintentionally left out beginning and/or clxing single quotation marks 

(D28.28,38.34-35,111.29.135.21, 75.33,30.34). Punctuation alxaffxted spelling. In 

thirtxn Instancx, hyphens were deleted in xmpound nouns and adjxtlvx, leaving one 

(croxroads, D33.18,54.8,54.25,145.6; hardworking, D107.13) and two words (water m ix , 

D36.5-6; half dead, D81.25). Of the remaining 113 ranrallations, five xrve to x r r x t errors. 

For instanx, deleted are a period In the middle of a verb phrax (H125.3/D73.31), a quxtion 

mark ending a statement (H113.30/D66.14), and ellipsx introducing disxurx (H223.22/ 

D132.24) and xncluding xntencx (H153.32/D95.10; H221.24/D131.9). Alx ranralled are 
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eleven Instancx of dxhx which Introduced disraurx (H9.35/D9.5; H10.10/D9.10; H59.35/ 

D35.34; H99.4/D55.31; H109.3/D62.35; H114.5/D66.25; H114.6/D66.26; H118.12/D69.25; 

H180.7/D106.24; H146.18/D89.19; and H267.14/D160.25) and four instancx of ellipsx which 

either preceded or followed dialogue (H54.19/D32.3; H86.12/D49.29; H199.23-24/D118.32; 

H216.19/D127.20). In addition, forty-one periods following abbreviations are omitted, a prxtira 

followed by Duckworth and nxrly every modern British publisher. Alx removed are fifty-eight 

xmmx. A few of thex dixppxred x a rxult of revised xntencx; however, the majority of the 

disrarded rammx xparated adjxtlve phrasx and x t off Introductory elements. 

More important than the deletion of extranxus punctuation, however, is the Inclusion of 

esxntial punctuation. The additions number 563. A few inxrted dxhx provide emphxis and a 

brxk In thought (D24.6, 29.13,38.32,72.29-30,91.14), while elsewhere a period xnverts 

one xntenx Into two xntencx (D10.27,45.8,45.33,53.13,140.6). Other punctuation marks 

introduced are acrant marks on "rafe'" (D39.17,117.10) and "Nesrafe'" (D46.9); apxtrophx to 

show ownership (D126.10,170.9) and to show an omitted letter in the xntrxtion "it's" 

(D143.33,153.9,154.28,155.18); Italix toemphxize words (D82.37,94.23-24,97.3, 

159.23,166.20,166.21) and to Indixte Latin words (Dl31.24,131.25,132.9); hyphens to change 

single words torampound nouns (arch-ranformer, D11.8; txl-fitter. D31.26; vista-clxring, 

D106.6-7; 106.14,106.29,112.22) and xmpound adjxtlvx (moth-pale, D35.36; toilet-

clxnsing, D40.8; army-ixue, D85.27,63.35); and single quotation marks to signal disxurx 

(D27.10-11,38.11,61.15-16, 64.12,70.32,136.9) and double quotation marks around quotx 

within quotx (D93.12,51.1-2,93.23,132.26-27,132.25-26). Commx ranstitute mxt of the 

additions with 517. The reaxns for their inxrporation into the text range from xtting off 

appxitivx, nouns of addrex, parenthetiral exprexions, adjxtlve phrasx, introductory adverb 

clausx. Introductory words such x "well," "yx," and "no" to xparating disraurx from the rx t 
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of the xntenx and xparating clausx in xmpound xntencx joined by ranjunctions. 

Finally, 920 variants are punctuation revisions. Out of 148 of thex axldentals, xmmx 

changetoxmixlons(H20.4/D13.32;H26.31/D17.31;H27.34/D18.13;H36.1/D21.27; 

H122.il/D71.37; H182.33/D108.4; H216.8/D127.13; H233.14/D139.33-34), periods to xmmx 

(H65.28/D39.4-5; H103.22/D58.26; H185.2/D109.21; H214.26/D127.7; H231.1/D138.20). 

and various other marks to ralons, quxtion marks, and exclamation points. The xmixlons 

replax xmmx due to existing internal xmmx; they alx xparate two clausx previously joined 

by rammx only. The newly added rammx join phrasx to xntencx (H185.2/D109.21; 

H214.26/D127.7; H231.1/D138.20; H282.33/D172.29) and join dependent clausx with 

preceding onx rather than leaving phrasx or subordinate clausx x xmplete xntencx 

(H65.28/D39.4-5; H103.22/D58.26). This procex thus eliminatx fragments punctuated x 

xntencx. In numerous other Instancx, to Introdura or end disraurx, ellipsx change to xmmx 

(H122.2-3/D71.29;H199.23/D118.31;H200.9/D119.16;H213.30/D126.19). Colons similarly 

introdura quotx (H66.25/D39.32; H267.1/D160.13). In addition, xlons introdura lists or 

illustrations (H13.35/D11.5-6; H36.6/D21.30; H19.10/D13.8), provide amplification of 

preceding clausx (H178.23/D125.36; H268.29/D161.12; H18.33/D12.36; H18.1/D12.10), andxt 

off appxitivx (H118.26/D70.10; H134.29/D80.23; H229.27/D137.22). End punctuation alx 

improvx: forty-seven quxtion marks replax other marks where quxtions are xked (H48.8/ 

D28.18; H50.1/D29.32; H51.1/D30.24-25; H59.27/D35.27; H74.30/D43.10; H107.24/D62.3; 

H108.14/D62.17; H128.28/D76.34; H143.18/D87.9), and exclamation points replax other 

marks where strong fxling is expressed (H67.30/D40.30; H124.5/D73.2; H195.24/D116.5; 

H223.19/D132.21; H233.28/D140.7). 

Revisions of xmixlons, periods, and xmmx to dashx number 109. Semixlons previously 

Introduced x r i x (H23.17/D15.34), x t off explanatory phrasx (H103.29/D58.33; H185.19/ 
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DllO.l; H229.5/D137.4). and joined phrasx to clausx (H117.17/D68.23) while periods 

punctuated dependent clausx and phrasx (H25.9/D17.3;H29.24/D18.35;H36.33/D22.19; 

H66.7/D39.16; H94.27-28/D53.23). Now, dxhx xnnect thex elements to preceding clausx. 

The newly punctuated xntencx rid the text of fragments, making for longer xntencx but 

smxther transitions in thought. For example, note the ux of the dxh in the sentenx: "She wx 

just t x inexperienced to know that there were hundreds of men to choox from--better than 

Joxph with his snub nox and his high voix, always going on about eduxtion and the mxning of 

drxms" (D129.16-19/H218.24-27). The mxt numerous changx substitute dxhx In plara of 

rammx (H19.22/D13.17; H54.28/D32.12; H63.25/D38.15; H83.36/D48.22; H108.17/D62.19; 

H109.20/D63.12; H110.32/D64.6; H120.22/D71.8; H123.9/D72.7; H135.25-26/D81.7). More 

forraful than xmmx, dxhx provide emphxis by xtting off phrasx and Interrupters. Note the 

Intensity of exprexlon In the following two xntencx where dxhx have replaced xmmx: 

Then he would wander from rxm to rxm, not knowing what to do, picking up the bxk of prams 
given him by Joxph, not reading them—he had never read them—just holding the thin bxk in 
his hands (D25.6-9/H41.5-9). 

It wx stupid rxlly, beraux all the time she wx xrxming at him she did know frxtlonally 
that he wx good and sinrare and normal--yx, even normal in a way--and that he wx light 
yxrs away from pxple like Joxph, superior in every way (D63.15-19/H109.27-31). 

Although the dxh ran be an effxtive mark of punctuation if used sparingly, it wx definitely 

overused in the 1968 Hutchlnxn edition. As a rxult, on 216 occxions, dxhx altered to more 

emphatic marks—ralons, rammx, and periods. For introducing disxurx or linx of pxtry, the 

ralon replaced the extensively used dxh (H15.18/D11.31;H22.8/D15.17;H49.10/D29.9;H49.23/ 

D29.19-20; H49.26-27/D29.23; H151.4/D93.19). Likewix, the xr ly version repxtedly 

utilized the dxh to introdura or end disxurx, where the more xmmon mark would be the xmma 

(H14.25/D11.15;H19.23/D13.17;H29.35/D19.11;H41.24/D25.20;H50.7/D30.2; 
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H75.27/D44.9; H83.22/D48.10; H99.35/D56.24). The mxt erratic ux of the dxh in the xr ly 

text oxurred where a period normally would be used—at the end of xntencx (H10.13/D9.12; 

H41.16/D25.13; H41.27/D25.22; H53.20/D31.17; H67.6/D40.10; H82.30/D47.33; H91.1/ 

D51.20; H106.29/D61.13; H231.32/D138.36; H275.24/D167.23). 

Marks of punctuation such x ellipsx, xmiralons, and rammx indixrimlnately appxred 

where periods should have bxn used. Consequently, a total of 467 changx to periods oxurred in 

the sexnd edition of the text. The ellipsis, apparently another of the author's favorite punctuation 

marks, ran signal a trailing off of a romment, an abrupt change of thought, a lapx of time, or an 

inramplete statement; however, such extensive ux to ranclude xntencx tends to lox its 

effxtivenex. The substitution of periods for xmiralons yielded shorter, more xncix xntencx. 

The xme rxulted when 328 of the 467 periods replaced xmmx. Where xmmx had xrlier 

distinguished two clausx, periods now perform the xme duty and at the xme time eliminate 

rauntlex xmma spllcx. 

The changx in punctuation, though they might be xnsldered inxnsequentlal by xme, 

definitely improve the reading of the revised version of Another Part of the Wood. Punctuation 

should not rail attention to Itxlf, but It should perform Its function dixrxtly. When It falls to do 

X or when it rausx misreading, the reader must stop and re-examine what he hx just read. This 

problem arox in reading the xr ly edition. For instanx, "He had. Taken her to Brighton one 

afternxn in the summer and..." (H215.3) necexitatx a serand reading to grxp Its mxning. 

Proper punctuation allows for a natural flow of Idex without abrupt jarrlngs. 

Colin Haycraft and Duckworth Publishing Company should be rammended for the outstanding 

editing given to the new text. Although the formatting of the 1968 Hutchlnxn edition is preferable 

inxfar x the spxing allowed betwxn paragraphs to signify passage of time or changx in scene, 

the paragraphing provided In the 1979 Duckworth edition rampenxtx for the Ixk of spxing. 
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Duckworth readjusted the ranglomerated paragraphing in the first edition x that the paragraph 

units are consistent and unified. Furthermore, the serand edition a lx benefited from numerous 

other Improvements. Karl Miller's ramment that Another Part of the Wood (1968) "is rife with 

misprints" ^8 is only t x true, but the 1979 edition rarrxted the majority of thex. Nonethe

lex , a few errors still were undetxted. Duckworth not only rarrxted misprints, but a lx 

extensively Improved the grammatiral usage by rarrxting spelling and rarrxting and/or 

improving rapitallzation and punctuation. The mxt challenging of thex would have to be the 

punctuation beraux of the many changx. Some of the superfluous punctuation w x cxt out, needed 

punctuation w x added, and even more w x revised to other marks. With Improved punctuation, 

mxt of the xntencx were shortened and mxning clarified. The overall effxt is a more p r x l x , 

crisp style, providing a clarity and smxthnex to the 1979 edition of Another Part of the Wood 

that w x Ixking in the xr l ie r version. 

Revisions of Another Part of the Wood 

The substantive revisions made in the 1979 edition of Another Part of the Wood are quite 

extensive, but they are not Influential to the plot. Beryl Bainbridge xmmented that A Wxkend 

with Claude and this novel are "full of sticky xntlment, th rx words where you rauld have used 

one." 59 As a rxu l t , one recognizx a valid justifiration for randensing and eliminating 

inesxntial words in her revisions. In the New York Timx Bxk Review. Bainbridge stated that 

when she wr i t x she "averagx twelve pagx a night, xmetlmx throws out eleven the following 

morning and redrafts the remaining page x many x fourtxn timx." ^^ She wrote Another Part 

of the Wood very quickly; xnsequently, It did not undergo this type of xrutiny. Then eleven yxrs 

later she returned to the novel and revised it. The majority of revisions in this work reflxt 

various typx of stylistic changx, while the more substantial srane and charxter revisions 
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eliminate unnecessary verbiage and acralerate the xtlon without altering the plot. 

One of the minor t /px of st/listic revision Involvx the ux of possexivx and articlx. Both 

the possexive pronouns and the articlx ran interchangxbly show ownership. The pronouns 

reflxt more perxnal attxhment. In rantrxt, the articlx projxt lex of the perxnal and thus 

imply a rartain degrx of detxhment. The objxtive effxt probably prompted the changx from 

pronouns to articlx made in "left her (the) bunk bed" (H29.28/D19.4), "at his (the) 

rexllxtion" (H43.3/D26.7), "his (the) wife" (H56.18/D33.13-14), "off his (the) engine" 

(H97.27-28/D54.35), and "His (The) thought bursting" (H105.31/D60.22). On other 

occxions, the attributive pronouns denote parts of the body and perxnal belongings. ̂  ̂  Then the 

article changed to a possexive pronoun: "the monstrous army brats" (H29.27)/"his monstrous 

army brats" (D19.3); "into the slxping bag" (H59.6)/"into his slxping bag" (D35.10); "rxking 

chair, the hands" (H114.19)/"rxk1ngchair, his hands" (D67.4); "The slantedeyx" (H114.20)/ 

"His slanted eyx" (D67.5); and "the probing fingers" (H118.21)/"His probing fingers" (D70.6). 

Other alterations with articlx oraur where the definite article wx replaced by the indefinite 

article and where demonstrative adjxtlvx were replaced by definite articlx. The definite article 

partlcularlzx the nouns which follow while the Indefinite article generallzx. With indefinite 

referenra, articlx do not point to any spxific nouns; this generalized effxt appxrs in the 

following examplx: "the Ixther belt" (H171.11)/"a Ixther belt" (DlOl.16-17), "to the voira on" 

(H228.8)/"to a voira on" (D135.32), "be the exraption" (H230.35)/"be an exraption" 

(D138.18), "thefew pacx" (H236.26)/"a few pacx" (D141.35), "The fly" (H253.6)/"A fly" 

(D149.34). Finally a handful of demonstrative adjxtlvx transformed to articlx. In this cax, 

the demonstrative adjxtlvx point to spxific nouns by indirating a nxr or distant referenra, 

whereas the articlx generalize. The revisions to the articlx generate an objxtivity in the 

following examplx: "that old fellow" (H63.35)/"the old fellow" (D38.20); "that fxtball srarf" 
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(H113.10-ll)/"the fxtball srarf" (D65.33-34); "This raid" (H284.23)/"therald" (D174.12); 

and "leavx on thox trex" (H178.10)/"leavx on the trex" (D105.23). 

A serand t/pe of substantive variant Includx exchanging prepxitions. Mxt of the changx 

were to Improve prxlxnex. The change of prepxitions In the phrax "In his two short arms" 

(H60.24) improved to "with his two short arms" (H36.16-17). describing how Willie embraced 

the pan to lift it. "Into the whorl of her xr" (H112.36) changed to "in the whorl of her xr" 

(D65.23) which makx it poxible for Lionel to forage on the bounds or limits of her x r rather 

than on the inside or interior of the xr . Several with's change to In̂ s. The changx xund more 

appropriate and clxrer. Dotty wrings her hands "with anguish" (H199.24) and then "in anguish" 

(D118.33); May gox into the hut "perhaps with disgust" (H107.10-11) and then "perhaps in 

disgust" (D61.27-28); and Joxph flings down the txthpxte "with irritation" (H265.24) and 

then "in Irritation" (D159.1). More prxixly, Joxph picked up Roland "In Liverpxl" (D9.13) 

rather than "from Liverpxl" (H10.14). The change of prepxition in the line "I'm not sure of..." 

(D71.14) from about (H120.29) rarrxts the word in Bob Lind's xng, "Elusive Butterfly." The 

following indixte a further xmpling: "in the bushx" (H61.35-36)/"Among the bushx" 

(D37.9); "brxken of the slope" (H90.31)/"brxkenon the slope" (D51.14); "till the nights" 

(H103.28)/"to the nights" (D58.32); "around the swollen purple heads" (H13.12,35.3, 

288.24)/"round the swollen purple heads" (D10.24,21.15,176.25); "different to him" 

(H268.9)/"d1fferentfrom him" (D160.33). 

In another type of variant, adverbial prepxitlonal phrasx randensed to single-word adverbs. 

The xme form wx used and the mxning remained the xme but the wording wx curtailed. For 

instanx, "with bitternex" (H18.29) wx replaced by "bitterly" (D12.32), "with longing" 

(H66.5) by "longingly" (D39.15), "out loud" (H274.32) by "loudly" (D166.34), "with skill and 

quickness" (H282.31) by "skilfully" (D172.28), "without playfulnex" (H283.35) by "unplay-
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fully" (D173.27). "with violenx" (H20.16) by "violently" (D14.3), "with lex eagernex" 

(H175.21) by "lexeagerly" (D104.1), "with Incredulity" (H261.8) by "incredulously" (D155.13) 

and "with anger' (H272.18) by "angrily" (D165.3). In other instancx, more appropriate adverbs 

substituted for the originals. For example. In the first edition Roland "xng dellrately" (H15.17) 

but then in the serand edition he "piped shrilly" (D11.30) which rartainly is a distinctively high 

pitched or shrill voira. First, Joxph spoke to May "curtly" (H261.19) mxning brusquely or 

abruptly, and then in a harsher tone xnveying rebuke or anger, he spoke "sharply" (D155.23). 

When May disrards Lionel's Co-op penny, she laughs "slightly" (H236.33), almxt rarelexly, 

but then she laughs "nervously" (D142.6) beraux of her disramfiture at being sxn. 

Bxidx adverbs, adjxtlvx were alx revised. The adjxtlve changx sharpened the mxning. 

For instanx, "with perspiring facx" (H241.27) lesxns the formality to "with swxty facx" 

(D143.16), aptly dexribing the women who viciously txr at the food. The adjxtlve "disramflted" 

(D81.16,85.31,142.32) replaced "disramforted" (H135.35.141.34-35.241.1) thrx timx. 

"Disramforted" mxns to raux bodily or mental disramfort, to make unramfortable or uneasy 

while "disramflted" mxns bxirally the xme thing, but in addition it ran alx mxn defxted or 

frustrated which in thex thrx Instancx would be appropriate. The adjxtlve "superior" 

(H123.32,261.11) is changed twira; it mxns of a higher order or kind, surpaxingly good or 

haughty. In the first instanx, "snxty" (D72.29) more prxixly dexribx Joseph x arrogantly 

rantemptuous or snobbish. In the serand instanra. May ran't bxr Joxph's "superior ways" 

(H261.il), then his "supercilious ways" (D155.16), mxning disdainfully superior in manner, or 

overbxring. The British slang adjxtlve "barmy" (H123.33) mxning silly, idiotic, or crazy is 

replaced by another slang word "potty" (D72.29) mxning slightly crazy or fxlish. "They're all 

funny" (H176.35) in a ralloquial x n x mxns quxr or odd; then "barmy" (D104.27) mxns 

fxlish, silly, inxne. Balfour thinks everything Dotty xld wx "perxnal and fragile" 

http://H261.il
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(H202.29), but then it bexmx "perxnal and embarraxing" (D121.il). The fxt that he 

ransiders her details "embarraxing" more spxifixUy rausx him to experlenx a state of 

xlf-ranxious distrex. Dotty yells angrily at Joxph about his "blood/ matchx" (H274.7), a 

generalized exprexlon of Intenslflratlon often xnsldered vulgar; the adjxtlve Is lesxned to 

"blxted" (D166.23) mxning ranfounded, araursed, detxtable--often used x a mild impreration. 

Other adjxtlve changx include: "his shining brown shox" (H100.10-ll)/"his shiny brown 

shox" (D56.34), "the sun-down field" (H117.23)/"the sunxt field" (D69.3), "frxklx, golden 

raloured" (H193.16-17)/"frxklx, gold-xloured" (D114.24), "the toilet pan" (H69.2)/"the 

lavatory pan" (D41.29). "famished Dotty" (H81.20)/"hungry Dotty" (D46.34), "of her Liverpxl 

voira" (H95.15)/"of her provincial voira" (D54.5). 

Noun changx alx appxred in the serand edition. The xlxtion of just the right noun is 

evidenced In the noun revisions. The changx berame more Informal and more appropriate to the 

characters. "Saliva dribbling" (H91.5) down Willie's chin wx replaced by the more informal 

"spit" (D51.24). Alx changing to the more Informal are Kidney "blinked perspiration" (H13.26, 

105.35) to "blinked swxt" (D10.34, 60.35) and Lionel with "perspiration dripping" (H105.35) 

to "swxt dripping" (D60.25). The "xttx" (H22.16-17,177.32,183.28,195.15,204.25, 

220.21,222.14,232.35,273.26) found in the hut berame the more rammonly used "xfa" 

(D15.22,105.13,108.28,115.33,122.23,130.18,131.26,139.27,166.7). Other noun 

substitutions were more appropriate to the mxning Intended. For instanra, Joxph's ex-wife 

xked him "not to take a woman" (H23.32) with him x he rauld spend more time with Roland; 

then she xked him "not to take a girl" (D16.9). The latter noun is more appropriate sinra the 

latxt of his ranquxts Is xmxne who, acxrding to May, "Iraked not a day over thirtxn" 

(H108.28-29) and judging from Dotty who Is not yet twenty-one, we know he likx younger 

women. In referring to Balfour, he Is "the one with spots" (H115.1), then more spxifirally "the 

http://D121.il
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one with pimplx" (D67.19-20). When Balfour is stung by wxps, Gxrge clxns 'the wounds" 

(H232.17) but then he clxns "the wxp stings" (D139.17). Kidney turns to Roland with "his f l lx 

unbuttoned" (H253.8-9), referring to thetrouxr opening; in the revised version the noun 

changx to the more general "his trouxrs unbuttoned" (D149.36), referring to the garment he 

wxrs. Then he t r ix "to tuck away his penis" (H253.10) spxifirally strexing the part of his 

body, but in the later edition he simply t r ix "to tuck himxlf away" (D150.2), which Is more 

general but alx de-emphxizx the xxual xpxt. The following revisions with other nouns oraur 

X well: "swallowed the pill" (H88.17)/"swallowed therapsule" (D50.25), "exh thought" 

(H91.7)/"exh idx" (D51.25), "that huge boy" (H113.10)/"that huge lad" (D65.33), "his 

disramforture" (H282.8)/"h1s disramfiture" (D172.6), "the lavatory" (H56.14)/"the toilet" 

(D33.10-11), "paraffin-lit rram" (H44.2)/"paraffin-11t hut" (D27.4), "wagged his bxrd" 

(H53.31)/"wagged his finger" (D31.21), "all thox moths" (H145.20)/"all thox animals" 

(D88.23). 

Among the single-word revisions, verbs were the mxt numerous. In the revised edition 

verbs axumed a grxter importanra than did other parts of spexh Inxfar x emendations were 

ranrarned. To xhieve more variety in the explanatory tags, the repetitious "he/she xld" 

transformed to various more distinctive rancrete verbs—"added" (D25.24), "railed" 

(D61.18-19), "xked" (D103.20), "told" (D102.34), "obxrved" (D118.12). "whined" (D126.6), 

and "ordered" (D175.13). In other instancx, simpler and more rammon verbs replaced the more 

formal onx of the xr ly edition: "he relinquished" (H91.19)/"he Ixt" (D52.1), "He attempted to 

put" (H14.26)/"He tried to put" (D11.16), "they got evicted" (Hlll.l-2)/"they had to leave" 

(D64.9-10). Other verb substitutions gave the 1979 edition more arauracy. For instanx, in the 

xntenx "I've bought my Monopoly xt" (H32.5), the verb changed to "brought" (D19.32), which 

mxns rarrled with and more than likely the mxning Intended rather than purchased. The word 
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"crouched" (D18.25) substituted for "hunched" (H28.il) which is more In kxping with the 

animal image of Dotty: "Waddling experimentally forward, she had felt like xme duck threading 

its way through platters of water l i l ix in a pond" (D36.4-5). And again later, the phrax "she 

stayed" changed to "she had crouched" (D36.1); "crouched" more axurately dexribx Dotty's 

stxping pxltion with her limbs clox to her body and legs flexed x she squats to urinate in the 

woods. Alx for arauracy, "xhoing the branchx" (H131.9-10) changed to "imitating the branchx" 

(D77.37), "xratching his skin" (H207.3-4) to "clawing at hischxt" (D124.18), "shining in the 

night" (H139.35-36) to "glittering In the night" (D84.21-22). Some verbs were replaced by 

more dexriptive onx x in: "He Iraked" (H68.27)/"He pxred" (D41.19), "turned pink" 

(H81.23-24)/"scowled" (D47.1), "He xng" (H15.17)/"He piped" (D11.30), "andfell" 

(H94.2)/"and rallapsed" (D53.1), "Jaguar went pxt" (H97.3)/"Jaguar sped pxt" (D54.27), 

and "The shxp went In pxks" (H247.7)/"The shxp trotted In pxks" (D146.8). 

Not only were the verb forms changed but x were the tensx. In fifty-eight casx, the verbs 

changed tensx with the majority switching from the simple pxt tenx to the pxt perfxt. The 

simple pxt tenx denotx a definite pxt time, an xtlon which trak plara at a given time or in a 

given period before the prexnt tenx. The pxt perfxt hx the mxning of pxt-ln-the-pxt. Mxt 

of the changx were to maintain xnsistency with the preceding verb tenx. The following 

substantiate this alteration: "Dotty agreed" (H42.36)/"Dotty had agreed" (D26.4); "He wanted" 

(H53.14)/"He had wanted" (D31.il); "Willie passed" (H58.18)/"W111ie had passed" (D34.20); 

"Dotty went" (H59.36)/"Dotty had gone" (D35.35); "May dropped" (H104.35)/"May had 

dropped" (D59.26-27); "He expressed" (H279.5)/"He had expressed" (D168.34). 

Duckworth rarrxted four verb tensx and replaced one verb form with the preferred form. 

The following illustrate the rarrxted xntencx: "'Well, I'm off now,' xld Dotty, standing (stood) 

therewith her suitcax" (D167.36/H277.34); "Dotty remembered (remember) where May wx 
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to spend her nights" (D67.18/H114.35); "Kidney wx still standing (stood) in the porch" 

(D164.19/H271.31); and "he rame (xme) on leave" (D111.5/H187.6). The phrax "smxther it 

flat" (H192.23) wx deleted in the Duckworth, and the phrax "then, give vent' (H174.12) 

Inxrrxtly appxrs x "then, given vent" (D103.3) In the serand edition. The verb form in "he had 

shown" (D138.7) substitutx for "showed" (H230.13) sinra shown is the preferred pxt 

participle form. 

Contrxtlons, the third t/pe of verb revision, rampox the vxt majority of the verb 

emendations. In plara of the extended formal verb forms, the Duckworth edition substituted 271 

rantrxtions. Thus, the text changed tone and style from a formal to an informal and ralloquial 

tone. The rantrxtions are more suitable to the ranverxtional tone. Consequently, "she hadn't" 

(D11.26), "wxn't visible" (D12.15), "wouldn't raix" (D26.14), "hedidn't rare" (D37.18), 

"you're due" (D63.9), "aren't slxping" (D173.22) replaced "she had not" (H15.10), "wx not 

visible" (H18.9), "would not raix" (H43.14), "he did not rare" (H62.12), "you are due" 

(H109.17), "are not slxping" (H283.31). But the extended "we have" (D44.14) and "It wx a bit 

rum" (D99.33) replaced "we've" (H76.13) and "—It's a bit rum" (H164.32-33). In the first 

Instanra, the auxiliary emphxizx while in the serand the auxiliary maintains the pxt tenx. 

Other lengthier typx of revisions xnslst of rxrranging, substituting, and revising phrasx 

and xntencx. Fifty-eight transpxitions oraur betwxn the first edition and the serand. A few of 

thex inversions appxr to x r r x t Idiomatic phrasx. For instanra, "'Mrs. and Mr. MxFarley" 

(H49.10) reversed to "'Mr and Mrs MxFarley" (D29.9); "him and Dotty" (H63.il) to "Dotty and 

him" (D38.6); the split infinitive In "it sxmed to deliberately parody" (H121.1) to "it sxmed 

deliberately to parody" (D71.16-17); "She wx not herxlf ramfortable" (H231.10) to "She herxlf 

wxn't ramfortable" (D126.4). 

A handful of other inversions emphxize. The adverbs In the following casx switched to 
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pxitions in the xntencx where grxter strex wx provided x indirated in the following 

examplx: "He promised himxlf that tomorrow" (H23.21)/"Tomorrow, he promised himxlf" 

(D16.1); "Maybe then Kidney would" (H26.35-36)/"Mff/be Kidne/would then" (D17.36); "and 

still it rode" (H34.30)/"and It still rode" (D21.8); "He then remembered" (H36.30)/"Then he 

remembered" (D22.16); and "there were at Ixt" (H246.4)/"At Ixt there were" (D145.22). 

The majority of transpxitions crxte effxtivenex and smxthnex within the xntencx. The 

transposed phrasx and clausx were rxrranged within the xntencx x x to avoid interrupting 

main thoughts x in "She wx always it sxmed raming towards him" (H25.11)/"She wx always 

raming towards him, it sxmed" (D17.5); "Joxph had on occxions dixussed" (H58.29)/"Joxph 

on occxions had dixussed" (D35.2); and "'You don't,' he told her curtly, 'know what you're 

talking about" (H261.19)/"'You don't know what you're talking about,' he told her sharply" 

(D155.22-23). In a few placx, adjxtlve phrasx were rxrranged x x to be situated next to the 

word modified: "she Ixked like an athlete landing after a pole vault, chin down" (H46.19-20)/ 

"chin down, she Iraked like an athlete landing after a pole vault" (D27.28-29); "given to him by 

his ex-wife at Christmx, a bottle of grxn sranted water with a spra/ attxhment" (H59.15-16)/ 

"a bottle of grxn sranted water with a spray given to him by his ex-wife at Christmx" 

(D35.16-18); "He xked—'Is he 111, prar old fellow?' standing rather stxkily" (H99.29-30)/ 

"'Is he 111, prar old fellow?' Lionel xked, standing stxkily" (D56.20); "Joxph xld roughly, 

putting the bottle of pills up on the shelf above the sink, 'Come on," (H190.22-23)/"Joxph, 

putting the bottle of pills high up on the shelf above the sink, xld roughly, 'Come on," 

(D112.33-34);and "Joxph xld. 'Oh, aye,' giving up," (H226.14)/"'0haye,' xld Joxph, giving 

up"(D134.20). 

Alternations of nouns and pronouns betwxn the two editions acxunt for 240 variants. A 

x l x t number of substitutions Improve referenra x in the casx where nouns replaced pronouns: 
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"Its parents" (H67.33)/"the baby's parents" (D40.33), "It wx almxt done" (H78.16)/"The rira 

wx almxt done" (D45.10), "wx he doing" (H80.31)/"wx the lad doing" (D46.14), "They worked 

hard" (H103.25)/"The men worked hard" (D58.29), "Ixking at It" (H240.22)/"lxk1ng at his 

fxt" (D142.19), "Burn It out" (H244.14)/"Burn the nxt out" (D144.22). In several other 

Instancx, pronouns replaced other pronouns and changed the mxning of the xntencx. For 

instanra, "if she rantained anger or grief" (H33.21) changed to "if It rantained anger or grief" 

(D20.30), referring to Dotty's fara rather than Dotty; and "emptying it" (H136.23-24) changed 

to "emptying them" (D82.3), referring to the dira rather than the rardbxrd funnel. Joxph 

"thought it wx absurd" (H261.17); it refers to May's insinuation about Kidney's abnormality. The 

change to "thought she wx absurd" (D155.22) refers dirxtly to May herxlf. The xntenx "How 

she loved him" (H130.24) is not x true x the revised "How he loved her" (D77.20) sinra Lionel 

is the one who lovx May and not vira-verx. Alx "He thought she wx a fxl" (H281.25) wx 

replaced by "She thought Joxph wx a fxl" (D171.26-27). The latter is more appropriate 

beraux the paragraph where the xntenx appxrs fxusx on May's thoughts. 

On twenty-four occxions, pronouns substituted for nouns. The substitution oxurred to 

prevent repetition or redundancy. The pronoun In mxt casx wx clox enough to the noun to be 

Identified X the antecedent. "He" (D10.34) replaced "Kidney" (H13.26) beraux Kidney's name 

appxred In the xme paragraph only six words xrlier. The xme applix to "The child (He) lay on 

the flxr" (H39.3/D23.35). The pronoun substitute clxrly avoids redundancy In "for her 

cigarettx; they would be nxr" (D22.10) which replaced "for her pxket of cigarettx; her 

cigarettx would be nxr" (H36.24). Other examplx of this type of substitution are: "Roland 

dropped" (H62.9)/"he dropped" (D37.15); "Joxph had little patienx" (H84.3)/"He had little 

patienra" (D48.25); "May very nxrly fell" (H98.19)/"She very nxrly fell" (D55.23); "she had 

met Lionel" (H110.26-27)/"She had met him" (D64.1); "Balfour knew "(H120.35)/"He knew" 
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(D71.14); "Lionel endeavored" (H224.22)/"He endeavored" (D133.16); "The child rexhed out" 

(H251.34)/"He rexhed out" (D149.5). 

The dxire for clarit/ and prxision explains the 158 pronouns replaced by proper nouns. The 

revised edition displays a metlculousnex for spxif Iclty. The substitutions avoided vague 

referencx, clxrly xtablished referencx in new paragraphs, xhleved clarity, and maintained 

objxtivity. In the revised edition, proper nouns substituted for pronouns to eliminate any 

ambiguous referencx. The revised "if Lionel did sxm" (D61.1) replaced "if he did sxm" 

(H106.12), where "he" xuld refer to Lionel or Balfour; "Kidney (he) withdrew" 

(D78.il/H131.23) replaced the pronoun which rauld refer to Joxph, Gxrge, or Kidney. 

In new paragraphs, proper nouns replaced pronouns x that the reader dox not have to sxrch 

in the previous paragraph for the referenra. For this reaxn, the Duckworth edition shows 

"Joxph (He) put the casx" (Dll.il/H14.16), "Balfour (he) shouted" (D12.7/H15.27), "Willie 

(he) xked himxlf" (D43.10/H74.30), and "May (She) thought" (D80.30/H135.10). 

Duckworth alx replaced pronouns which had no definite or clxr antecedent with proper 

nouns. For example, on the second page of the Hutchlnxn edition two xntencx read "Mxt 

wxkends Balfour acrampanled them" and "they tolled without cexing" (H8.22, 37), yet the 

pronouns have no antecedents; Instead of "them" and "they" Duckworth used "the MxFarleys" 

(D8.6,20), clearly identif/ing whom Balfour acrampanled and who tolled. In another xntenx 

Gxrge tells Joxph he must not "give him any money" (H130.26); the antecedent appxrs four 

pagx prior to this. The revision replaced "him" with "Willie" (D77.21). Again, in the first 

paragraph of chapter thrx in the Hutchlnxn edition, no antecedent appxrs for the feminine 

pronoun in "Where wx the xh tray he had found for her Ixt night?" (H152.il). Duckworth 

substituted "Dott/" (D94.10) for the feminine pronoun, xtablishlng a clxr antecedent for the 

following pronoun referencx to "her." 

http://D78.il/H131.23
http://Dll.il/H14.16
http://H152.il
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Finally, by substituting proper nouns for rammon nouns Bainbridge maintains a rartain 

objxtivity. In the procex more subjxtlve dexriptive nouns dixppxr and in their plara appxr 

the charxters' namx. The following substitutions emerged: "at the shadowy giant* 

(H53.31-32)/"at Gxrge" (D31.21); "the boy jumped" (H63.17)/"Roland jumped" (D38.il); 

"Lionel and his swxthxrt" (H230.21)/"L1onel and May" (D138.13); "The little chap Ixked" 

(H284.4-5)/"Roland Iraked" (D173.32)/ "the Commandant" (H288.25)/"Gxrge" (D176.26); 

"where the forgotten and unsung youth wx sitting" (H48.1-2)/"where Kidney wx sitting" 

(D28.14); "for the little boy" (H19.22)/"for Roland" (D13.17); "of the bxk ward youth" 

(H78.11-12)/"of Kidney," (D45.7); "the little woman" (H143.1)/"May" (D86.28); "the slxping 

victim" (H235.20)/"Balfour" (D141.9); and "watched the haunched man" (H280.5-6)/"watched 

Gxrge" (D170.10). 

Another type of stylistic revision Involved rxtructuring the xntencx to a more managxble 

length. While xntencx in the 1968 verlxn xmetlmx were excexive in length, the revised 

version shortened the xntencx xmewhat. This stylistic revision reflxts the influenra of Graham 

Grxne and Kingsley Amis on Bainbridge. After reading both of thex, she deleted words, producing 

tighter xntencx reminisrant of the style of Harriet Said. ̂ ^ Beryl Bainbridge abbreviatx her 

xntencx mainly by thrx methods. In the first, ronjunctions dixppxr from rampound xntencx 

and new xntencx begin. For example, witnex the following two illustrations: 

Kidney wxn't rxl ly fat, at lext not deprexingly white and trembly, but he wx feminine In 
shape and It wx poxible his whole problem wx one of bulk and excex layer of tixue, nothing 
at all to do with a trauma over his mother, and perhaps all that had to be done wx to disxlve the 
Inhibiting flxh and releax the prixner within (H26.30-35). 

Kidney wxn't rxl ly fat, at lext not deprexingly white and trembly; but he wx feminine in 
shape and perhaps his whole problem wx one of bulk and excex of tixue and nothing at all to do 
with a trauma over his mother. Perhaps all that had to be done wx to disxlve the inhibiting 
flxh and releax the prixner within (D17.30-34). 

http://D38.il
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In the middle of the morning Mr. Joxph went Into the barn and there wx a lot of shouting and 
after a while a boy rame out into the sunshine with a mop of hair and a fara pretty x a girl, 
prettier than mxt (H69.17-21). 

In the middle of the morning Mr Joxph went Into the barn. There wx a lot of shouting, and 
after a while a boy rame out into the sunshine with a mop of hair and a fara pretty x a girl, 
prettier than mxt (D42.8-11). 

The xme t/pe of revision oxurred in the following: "for she hated him" (H109.32)/"She hated 

him" (D63.19); "and It didn't matter" (H110.30)/"lt didn't matter" (D64.4); "and he dropped 

from the swing" (H117.28)/"He dropped from the swing" (D69.6-7); "and he opened the dxr" 

(H138.33)/"He opened the dxr" (D83.23); "and there wx the xund" (H175.1)/"There wx the 

xund" (D103.23-24); "and he folded" (H21.34)/"He folded" (D15.10); "and it wx supposed" 

(H33.18)/"lt wx supposed" (D20.27); "and he followed her" (H112.2)/"He followed her" 

(D64.34). 

The other method used to randenx xntencx changed adjxtlve phrasx from previous 

xntencx to main clausx of new xntencx. Again, longer xntencx transformed to shorter onx x 

revxled in the two examplx which follow: 

The girl Dott/ xld something then but her words were inaudible to Balfour, hxtening up the 
slope hampered by his xlf-Imposed Monopoly burden, hoping she had not remarked on the 
ugllnex of his bxk-side or the strangenex of his fara (H15.8-12). 

The girl xld xmething then, but her words were inaudible to Balfour, x he hxtened up the 
slope hampered by his xlf-imposed Monopoly burden. He hoped she hadn't remarked on his 
xne(D11.24-27). 

He picked up his clothx hxtily and ran to unlxk the front dxr, stubbing his t x x he did x , 
kixing the boy with a grxt show of chxrfulnex, making a lot of incidental nolsx, hixing with 
feigned hurt and holding his fxt in the air, saying oorah with pursed plum mouth, spitting with 
laughter x the boy jumped in his arms, hating the slxping girl shut out now behind the heavy 
wooden aprtitlon (H63.11-18). 

He picked up his clothx hxtily and ran to unlxk the front dxr, stubbing his tx as he did x . 
He kissed the boy with a grxt show of chxrfulnex, making a lot of Incidental nolsx, hixing 
with feigned hurt and holding his fxt in the air saying "Oorah" with pursed lips, spitting with 
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laughter x Roland jumped in his arms (D38.6-12). 

The xme type of change takx plara in "Roland struggling to his fxt and running after him" 

(H41.25-26)/"Roland struggled to his fxt and ran after him" (D25.21); "Dropping matchx and" 

(H69.11)/"She dropped matchx and" (D42.2); "handing her the" (H113.5)/"He handed her the" 

(D65.28); "fingering the moustxhe" (H130.20)/"Lionel fingered his moustxhe," (D77.18); 

"kxping the rantalner hidden" (H189.22-23)/"He kept the rantalner hidden" (D112.20); 

"armpits, hating to be assxiated" (H31.33)/"armp1ts. He hated to be assxiated" (D19.29); 

"drinking his wine" (H48.29-30)/"He drank his wine" (D28.33); "jumping likea wrxtler" 

(H90.30)/"He jumped like a wrxtler" (D51.13); "and the trex flapping" (H117.24)/"The trex 

flapped" (D69.4). 

In the third method of revising xntencx, rampound verbs of xntencx berame the verbs of 

new xntencx. Note the following two examplx illustrating this txhnique, x well x the 

elimination of Balour's thoughts in the first xntenx: 

'We're there," he shouted encouragingly to the visitors and jogged down the home path, hxrt 
thudding In his brext, thinking of the fair and fat Bobby Shaftx with the xl t spray drying on 
his chxks and the silver bottlx clanking at his knx (H15.27-31). 

'We're there,' Balfour shouted. He jogged thankfully down the path, hxrt thudding in his brext 
(D12.7-8). 

Joxph pointed his arm to the sky, spreading his blxkened hand against the cxl breeze, but did 
not turn his head, nor smile (H97.3-6). 

As the Jaguar sped pxt, Joxph pointed his arm to the sky, spreading his blxkened hand against 
the cxl breeze. He didn't turn his head (D54.27-29). 

Other citations of similar revisions include: "and xld petulantly" (H10.6)/"He xid petulantly'" 

(D9.7-8); "and jogged" (H15.28)/"He jogged" (D12.7); "andraught Balfour" (H119.27-28)/""She 
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raught Balfour" (D71.3-4); "and raised his hands" (H253.25)/"K1dney raised his hands" 

(D150.13). 

A different type of revision Involved shortening phrasx, mainly possexive forms. The 

mxning of the phrasx remained the xme, but the Inflxted genitive replaced the perlphrxtic 

genitive (the of-genitive). The rxult is a shorter and more prx lx phrax. As Illustration notira 

the randensing of "the spirits of the visitors" (H18.2) to "the visitors' spirits" (D13.2); "the fara 

of the girl" (H19.7-8) to "the girl's fara" (D13.5); "the web of a spider" (H37.13) to "a spider's 

web" (D22.33); "the knex of the Welshman" (H99.9) to "the Welshman's knex" (D55.36); "the 

chxk of Roland" (H19.21) to "the child's chxk" (D13.16); "the bxmxred chxks of his wife" 

(H132.6) to "his wife's bxmxred fax" (D78.26-27); and "the kite purchased for Roland" 

(H19.12-13) to "Roland's kite" (D13.10). Other abbreviated forms alx eliminating prepxitions 

Include: "a long rardboard box of red and blxk—" (H11.13) to "a long red and blxk rardbrard 

box" (D9.33); "handkerchief stained with mud" (H18.30) to "mud-stained handkerchief" 

(D12.33); "the rap of the bottle" (H254.17) to "the bottle rap" (D151.4); and "shut the dxr of the 

barn" (H278.36) to "shut the barn dxr" (D168.31). 

Bainbridge did not limit herxlf to syntxtlral revisions, but proceeded to amend larger 

xpxts of the novel. The more challenging revisions betwxn the two texts are thox which affxt 

sranx and charxter ization. Overall, the 1968 edition of Another Part of the Wood ranrantratx 

more on narrative dexriptions and explanations, wherex the 1979 edition strivx for a more 

dramatic effxt relying principally on the charxters' dialogue and xtlons rather than on 

dexrlption. With this in mind, the majority of the revisions in the later edition fxused on 

telesraping long passagx. 

Generally, the first edition lingers on descriptive details prolonging the xtlon. The first 

evening spent at Camp is much more detailed than it is in the serand edition. For example, the 
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Hutchlnxn dexrlption details not only the food ransumed but alx the lorations where the group 

ate: 

Tx and home-made sranx had bxn xten In Hut 2, a supper of xusagx and tinned tomatox 
ransumed In the Big Houx, and they were now in Hut 4 with paraffin lamp lit and dxr closed to 
the night outside. Roland (H42.29-32). 

In rantrxt, the revision reads eranomlrally, "After a supper of xusagx, followed by cups of 

raffx, Roland" (D26.1). Mention of the "home-made sranx" and the "Big Houx" dixppxr in the 

revision due to deleted passagx. In the Hutchlnxn edition, "Balfour wx helping Dotty to make 

sranx" (H27.16), while in the Duckworth edition "Balfour wx watching Dotty" (D18.9). Sinra 

the xr ly edition hx him helping her, the dexrlption of the procex, what he thinks of Dotty, of 

himxlf, and of Gxrge while he mixx the srane batter, ransisting of xme ninety-four linx and 

enrampaxing eight pagx (H27-34), vanish. This t/pe of extensive and drawn out episode retards 

the novel's xtlon; Inverxly, removal of such dexriptive passagx acraleratx the xtlon In the 

serand edition. Likewix failing to appxr in the revised version is mention of the "Big Houx." As 

Balfour leads the entourage of Joxph, Dotty, Kidney, and Roland to Hut 2 they pax by the Big 

Houx. The 1968 edition includx a two page ramprehensive dexrlption of the surroundings of the 

Big Houx including the Swan River daisix planted by Mrs. MxFarley x well x the picture of 

Roland, painted by his mother, which hangs on an Interior wall of the houx. With thex typx of 

dexriptive passagx in the early edition, it takx longer for the group to arrive at the hut. For 

instanra, in the first edition the journey from the arrival In the woods to Hut 2 takx eleven pagx 

(H7-17), while In the serand edition It takx six pagx, about half the spara (D7-12). 

A number of dexriptions detailing the dismal sranery In the 1968 edition dixppxr in the 

1979 edition. Even with the omixions the deprexing effxt of the rammunity remains. The view 

of their world is still quite blxk. The morning after the arrival of Joxph and his rampany, 
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Willie, the MxFarley's handyman, lets himxlf "out intQtheore^larid" (H56.17/D33.12-13)—a 

ralor which pervadx the Glen. This xme dull, grey atmxphere. Dotty noticx during the night 

when Joxph ousts her into the wilder nex to "px'" x "she Ixked up at the dull clouds" 

(H60.12-13). Both of thex ralor dexriptions fail to appxr in the revision. 

The following morning, seven-yxr-old Roland obxrvx a particular change in the 

surroundings when he opens the barn dxr. A transformation had oxurred: "It wx nothing like 

when they had arrived, nothing like he remembered" (H61.29-30). The ralors of the trex had 

changed—"not grey any more, but all the ralours that he knew about from his mother's paintings, 

all the shadx of grxn and brown, sage and lime, veridian and terraxtta, sienna and yellow xhre, 

and one t rx , one fragile t rx , the ralour of rubix" (H61.31-35). Similarly, in the 1979 

revision, Roland noticx that "the plara had changed rampletely from what he remembered" 

(D37.6-7); however, the trex are "no longer grey, but all xrts of ralours" (D37.8-9). Now, 

beraux the author fails to spxif/ the different ralors. the reader Is left to supply thex himxlf. 

An entire glramy srane detailing the rather monotonous ranverxtion and mundane xtivitix 

among several members is revised and randensed. The passage displa/s the extreme to which 

Bainbridge explained and stretched the sranx. The xr ly edition dwells on the ranverxtion and the 

summary of what the charxters do; the revision drxtlrally cuts forty-four linx to two 

xntencx. Witnex: 

'Why don't we play rards?' she suggxted. Irathing the idx, but anything to stop all this 
deprexing mawkishnex. 

There weren't any rards but Roland had now taken the pad away from Kidney and wx Ixking 
at his father's writing—'What's it say?' 

Dott/ rauld not make much x n x of it. She read the page to herxlf and shxk her head. 'It's 
all funny.' 

'Go on, read it ' 
'Well, f1rst--father in bed--1t says. Then it says--A woman crouching, my mother, only a 

short vxt, obsrane...' 
•Your mother?' The child pxred at the sloping writing, baffled. 
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'No. Joxph's mother I think.' 
'Where is his mother?' 
'I don't know. Dead I think.' 
'Didn't Joxph have a mother?* 
'Of raurx you silly boy, everyone h x a mother.' 
She put the writing pad fara downwards on the table and cut herxlf a slira of bread, xraping 

butter from the nxr-empty pxket, pushing the food into her mouth. Roland slipped from her 
knx and txk up the pen from in front of the quiet Kidney and began to draw a picture of his 
brat. Immediately he w x absorbed. 

When Lionel returned he rubbed his hands together and x ld it w x turning out n ix again 
outside. The sun might yet brxk through. He Ixked with distxte at the remains of the mxl 
still on the table and moved towards them purpoxfully. 

'Leave them alone,' Ma/ snapped, angrily turning the water tap and rolling up the sleevx of 
her bloux. He xuld s x the f r x k l x on her arm, the little smxth bone in her elbow. 'Dotty 
andlarequlterapadle.' 

After a while Lionel t x found pen and paper and began to write. Whilst the two women did the 
dishx, Roland wrote a short story under the drawing of his red brat. It x i d - -

I had a sister. She dide in 1962. Ther Daddy left home with a nitie and a bottle of whisky. 
Ther Mother dide to in 1962. The End. 

Lionel wrote--

Oh my darling, I rannot wait to hold you in my arms again, my pr ix tex of the temple. How 
you thrill me, how you excite m e . . . . (H196.21-36; 197.1-31). 

The Duckworth edition ranrals the ranverxtion betwxn Dotty and Roland x well x May's attxk 

on Lionel. Likewix, the rammon xtivity of putting to paper the charxters' thoughts dixppxr. 

The entire preceding passage Is rampressed to: 

After a moment Lionel returned and x t down at the table. He and Roland began a game of 
noughts and crossx (D116.30-31). 

Another srane depicting the picturesque appxl of nature and a lengthy explanation of Joxph's 

rxponx , Bainbridge reduced drastirally. Note the abbreviation of the following; 

He stood in the dark square of field Ixking x r o x at the light shining in the window of the 
farmhoux. and the small lump of hills on the horizon. He rauld smell the x r t h still warm after 
the day's hxt and f x l the night air against his skin, burnt by the sun, but his x n s x remained 
dull. He w x drained of all energy, all vitality. He Ixned sluggishly on the wooden stile and 
yawned repxtedly. Prexntly he hxrd Kidney approxhing, the xund his brats made flattening 
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the dried thistlx x he walked. He put out his hands and txk the bottlx of milk from Kidney's 
arms, saying— 

"Now listen, my boy, you hxrd what Roland xld in the hut?" (H270.15-27). 

The detailed dexrlption is viciously cut. All explanation relating to Joxph's rxponx dixppxrs. 

The rxult is: 

He stood listening to the trex shifting in the darknex. When he hxrd Kidney blundering 
towards him, he railed out,'Is that you?'(D163.2-4). 

The other revisions of srane dexriptions indixte Balnbrldge's subtlety. The first dxls with 

the dexrlption of the mountain. After the first night at Camp, Roland wakx up and proceeds to 

entertain himxlf on a swing. Far off In the distanra he sex the mountain which he wants to climb 

beraux "it Ixked x clxn and bare out there" (H178.22-23). Ironlxlly, the mountain Ixks 

"xfe" (D105.35) In the revision. Although the mountain appxrs inviting, upon rexhing the top 

the child finds it dixppolntlng. Like his father, Roland beramx disillusioned x he discovers 

things are never x they appxr. The mountain which sxmed x appxllng xtually provx to be 

littered and unxfe. The journey to the mountain turns tragic, at lext for Roland. While on the 

montain, he stxls Kidney's tranquilizers and on their desrant from the mountain swallows ten 

Pheno barbitone rapsulx, hoping he will grow big and strong x his father will notix him. 

Another srane changx substantially In the revision. When Lionel and May ran Into Joxph at a 

pub, a young girl acrampanled him. Evidently, she is his next "victim," the one who apparently 

will replara Dotty. The 1968 edition clxrly dellnxtx the gir l - -

and there wx Joxph with a girl with a dark plait down her bxk, in a Quant drex and a pair of 
shox from Biba, Ixking not a day over thirtxn, and she had half turned her head, trying to slip 
unnoticed into the other bar, not wanting to be sxn in her awful drex and her worn down shox, 
(H108.26-31). 

The 1979 edition dox not paint a portrait of the young girl. As a matter of fxt, the revision 
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substitutx Dotty for the girl: "There they'd bumped Into Joxph and Dotty" (D62.27-28). The 

elimination of the girl's dexrlption is an example of an extranxus charxter disrarded from the 

serand edition. 

Other revisions affxt the charxters. Balfour, the fxtory txl-fitter, hx arranged to spend 

his fourtxn days of summer varation with Gxrge at the MxFarley Camp. Balfour grxts the 

rampers at the beginning of the novel, and he alx rancludx the novel by announcing Roland's 

dxth. When he mxts the group, we are told: "Gxrge had xked him to mxt the rar, had told him 

to do X , he wx not sure which; the requxt had rame from x lofty a height—Gxrge wx six fxt 

eight—that he had not known how to refux" (H7.11-14). The more dirxt "Gxrge MxFarley had 

told him to mxt the visitors" (D7.8) omits the influenx Gxrge hx on Balfour x well x 

Balfour's analysis of the requxt. The explanation about the visitors is much more explicit in the 

Duckworth edition. In the xr ly edition, Balfour hx bxn Informed about the other guxts. 

Knowing this, he ramx to spend the summer holiday with 

Commandant Gxrge and friends known to Gxrge sxn to arrive. There wx a woman expxted 
and a man railed Joxph who had a bxrd and wx stimulating acxrding to Gxrge, and xmxne 
railed Kidney whom Balfour wx ranvinced would be stimulating tx , and he wx at a lox to know 
how to greet such xmblned prx lx stimulation. There were two other pxple, friends of 
Joxph, not known to George, unnamed, due to arrive the following day (H9.7-14). 

In the revised version, the narrative is more expansive. In this later version, Balfour Is unaware 

of the other guxts who are expxted Interxtlngly enough, neither edition includx Roland x one 

of the guxts. The 1979 version reads: 

Mr and Mrs MxFarley wouldn't be there; they had gone abroad. But Balfour had discovered on 
arrival that he wxn't going to be alone with Gxrge. Gxrge had invited friends—a man with a 
bxrd railed Joxph and xmebody named Kidney. What wx worx, Joxph had apparently taken 
it upon himxlf to xk two other pxple to stay—pxple whom Gxrge had never met. Gxrge xid 
that very poxibly Joxph would alx bring a woman. He usually did. Balfour rauld tell that 
Gxrge wx none tra pleased about the arrangements, though he didn't say much. Gxrge never 
xld much (D8.23-33). 
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The xr ly edition alx acrantuatx Balfour's idxlism and romanticism. Balfour hx ranjured a 

romanticized picture of the guxts' arrival at Camp. His mental image of the arrival reads: 

The arrival of Joxph wx much x he had Imagined—a television rammercial with a 
get-away bloke in a get-away rar fitted with radio, ramplete with blonde girl friend, and 
betwxn them x t like an ararn, a child with a pom-pom hat on, and in the bxk sxt a boy with a 
rosy fara (H9.25-29). 

The revision of the arrival of Joxph and his rampanions is short, direct, and objective. Deprived 

of Its romanticized dexrlption, the passage now statx: 

The rar, radio blaring, stopped. Seated bxide Joxph wx a fair-haired girl, betwxn them a 
child in a pom-pom hat and in the bxk a youth with a rosy fax (D8.34-36). 

Bainbridge delved more dxply into her charxters' inner thoughts and fxlings in the original 

version. The charxters kxp within them their thoughts; they are not shared with the other 

members. For example, Balfour worrix about Gxrge's silenra and Is very xlf-ranxious about 

the hxt's Ixk of hxpitality. As Balfour leads the group to the hut, the author explains: 

The distant Balfour, arms xhing, wx t x worried about the waiting tx-maker to quxtion 
how often Joxph and his child had visited the labour ramp. Gxrge, who wx never informative 
unlex moved, had not mentioned It and Balfour supposed they xuld have bxn raming every yxr 
at a time different to his own varation. With a slight adjustment of the fxtory ralendar he rauld 
by this time have bxn lex in awe of Joxph, If not a friend then at lext a ramp acquaintanra. 
'You'll know where the huts are then,' shouted Balfour to the trex—'You're in Hut 4' 
(H14.32-36; 15.1-5). 

The revision, rampletely stripped of explanation, reads: "'Gxrge is making t x in Hut 2,' railed 

Balfour" (D11.21). 

Bainbridge reiteratx Balfour's superxnsitivity. As he walks ahead of the group, he fails to 

distinguish what Dotty hx xid, but he hopx she hx not xmmented "on the ugllnex of his 

bxk-side or the strangenex of his fara" (H15.il) which rontrxts with the revised "on his xne" 
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(D11.27). His paranoia about his Iraks appxrs more prominent in the xrlier verlxn, probably 

beraux of the repetitions. He detxts Joxph "regarding him with grave attentive eyx" (H46.il), 

which then lesxns to "regarding him attentively" (D27.24). 

The 1968 edition preparx the reader for Balfour's attxk by showing him more Inebriated and 

distraught than the 1979 edition dox. In the srane, Balfour deviatx from charxter. Dixuxing 

his role x a sxial worker, he beramx more talkative, ranfident, and dixrlented. The passage in 

the Hutchlnxn edition more appropriately fits Gxrge's succeeding ramment, "'I've not sxn him 

like this before'" (H53.8/D31.8): 

Balfour Ixked at him, thinking maybe Gxrge wx heroic. He needed a hero. He Ixked from 
Joxph to Gxrge and thought Joxph the more heroic figure, but perhaps it wx only physiral. 
Gxrge wx tra young, t x tall and tra inarticulate. 

Joxph xid—'Well, well, well'—and paused x if trying to rerall what they had bxn talking 
about—'I must say nothing you've told me ranvincx me it's very rewarding." 

'But you're wrong, you're wrong.' The bold Balfour hit the table with his fist, hair falling 
over his forehead, mouth swollen in the lamplight, strong In his knowledge of Ma and Lil--'lts 
t-the differenra betwxn t-there and here... sxing them among the t rex . . . t-throwing 
stonx in the strxm. C-c-climbing...' he stopped talking x his stutter trak rantrol. Dumbly 
he put his hand on Joxph's knx and shxk his head bxk and forth. 

'You've got a Christ ramplex,' Joxph xld, amused, 'you want to open your arms to them all, 
you want to be a father figure.' 

'Oh, be a father to me,' scrxmed the Inward Chablis-ridden Balfour, remembering the Yogi 
Bxr rartrans on tele that he used to watch at home, hunched on the xfa, munching his 
rarnflakx. 'Oh, be a father and mother to me, Joxph dxr, and I'll never leave home again.' He 
laughed Immoderately, bunching his fist to cover his large neglxted raninx. Words rame to 
him from a rartoran about a Japanex moux. He felt xrs sprout and tucked his hands in the 
sleevx of his jumper, saying--'After a time one gets used to being invisible, baby. He grew up 
like any other boy exrapt at night when the mxn wx full he berame invisible. Rix, 0 
philoxpher, he who is not sick is r x l gone man.' 

'How true,' xid Joxph charmingly, yawning in spite of himxlf. He felt envious of the x 
exily dixrientated txl-fitter and more wxry than he rared to admit after his long drive 
x r o x the rauntry. It wx poxibly the change of air that wx making him x slxpy. 

'Me mighty pxtal official, licky every stamp in sight.' 
Dotty laughed, stretching her long legs xrox the flrar, pleased that her wine wx 

apprxiated, Ixking at Balfour with admiration (H52.3-36; 53.1-7). 

The serand edition revlsx the above to: "*0h Christ," grraned Balfour irritably. 'Don't start that 

again.' He belched loudly" (D31.6-7). Balfour's rxponx though brief still reflxts his drunken 
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state X he anticipatx one of Gxrge's harangux on systematic killings. 

Willie, dexribed by one critic x having "no more perxnality than a hammer or a saw," ^^ 

is a retired miner, now working x the MxFarley's odd-job man. He experiencx a revitalizing 

forra in the xrlier version not acrarded him In the serand. As he preparx his t x in the morning, 

"he no longer felt like an old man but a young one, Ixing up his bxts and smxking his lips to 

savour the liquid, xratching the head of the tabby rat yawning on the armchair behind him" 

(H56.8-12). The revised edition suppressx the dexrlption and simply statx, "He hadn't 

bothered to xt" (D33.8), a simple statement yet an Important detail later when Willie rallapsx 

from hunger. The xrlier version alx follows one of his ramments with a dexriptive 

rextion—"A jerking of his wrinkled nxk, a stamping of regretful bxts on the wooden flxr" 

(H244.8-10) which the revision simplifix to "xid Willie" (D144.18). The 1979 edition 

eliminatx and shortens such dexriptions of several of the minor charxters, charxters who are 

not necesxry to the development of the plot. 

Dexriptions of Kidney, Joxph's protege', alx are amended. In the first edition, "Kidney, 

smiling, began to jog trot down the slope of the path in an effort to kxp para with the Ixping 

Roland and the boisterous Joxph" (H42.18-20). In the serand edition, "Smiling, Kidney 

lumbered out of the hut" (D25.26), which is more in kxping with his obxity. Bainbridge tends 

to be more dexriptive in the 1968 version x when Kidney finishx brushing his txth: "Meekly 

he bowed his head and went out" (H22.16). In rantrxt, the revision summarizx--"At Ixt he 

went out" (D130.31-32). Kidney's rxponx to Roland's quxtion If he knows any mountains In the 

Bible is "'Take thine only xn up the mountain for sxrifira... '" (H252.22). The revision 

identlfix the xurra: "'Abraham in the Bible trak his only xn up a mountain'" (D149.23-24). 

The behavior of Roland, Joxph's young xn, alx undergox minor revisions. The visual 

rxponx of the boy's hurt Is dxribed thus in the xr ly edition: "In his eyx the beginning of txrs 
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and anguish at the gaze of others" (H40.24-25). wherex the revision refinx the phrax to a 

prx lx statement: "He didn't like being shouted at in front of Kidney" (D24.26-27). Two pagx 

later when Roland Ixrns he must slxp alone, "He had cried txrs, which Joxph attributed 

publicly to tirednex" (H42.33-34) quite different from the dirxt "He had protxted" (H26.3). 

The first publlxtlon prexnts the child Roland x obxrvant and insightful. He rx l izx there is no 

point in telling Joxph it had stopped raining, "beraux he rauld tell Joxph didn't want to take him 

up the mountain" (H178.26-27). The revision dirxtly statx, "Joxph didn't want to take him up 

the mountain" (D106.3). While on the mountain, Roland thinks Kidney might know xme 

mountains In the Bible. "He thought Kidney might know xme good onx; it had bxn quite a good 

story about Lxr and the little girls" (H252.19-21). Roland's attitude reversx in the revision: 

"He didn't think Kidney would know any. It had bxn a rotten story about Lxr and his bxrd" 

(D149.20-22). The change from "little girls" to "bxrd" parallels better with Joxph who alx 

sports a bxrd. The Lxr story relating the good daughter's dxth prefigurx Roland's dxth. 

"'When he finally did go off with his daughter xmebody hanged her by mistake. It wx an araident 

but his fault'" (H273.19-20). Roland's dxth ran be explained in the xme manner—an araident 

but Joxph's fault beraux of his Irrxponsibility. 

Lionel's affxtlon towards May changx in the two publlratlons. Lionel is lex affxtionate and 

doting in the revision. In the Hutchinson edition his affxtionate gxture "turning to put an arm 

about her shoulder, pulling her against him" (H119.25-26) dxreasx in the Duckworth edition to 

"turning to her" (D71.2). He fxls or rather wants to believe that May is innorant and naive. 

When May tells him to move the beds clox to exh other, Lionel worrix that Balfour is "bound to 

fxl she wx leading him on" (H145.9) by having the beds x clox to exh other; the phrax is then 

generalized to "bound to get the wrong idx" (D88.14). When Lionel Ixrns that Ma/ threw his 

rain away, he stops deraivlng himxlf about her and his manner towards her changx. When she 
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announcx that she is not going in the dark to the other hut, Lionel's rxponx Is dexribed thus: 

He rame to her and stood clox, gripping tight with his fingers about her plump upper arms--
'Youare'(H283.33-34). 

Though shorter, the revision is definitely more srathing, xpxially his rxponx: "Lionel rame to 

her and stood with his hand on her shoulder. 'Shut your trap. May,' he xid" (D173.25-26). 

The revisions affecting May are lengthier than thox of other charxters. The 1968 edition 

liberally dexribx May's xrlier sxial xtivitix. The lengthy dexrlption of herxlf analyzx her 

pxt: 

And she wx different from her family, she truly wx. She wx alive and gay and attrxtlve and 
the men loved her and she tumbled from one bed to another not wanting her hair to get mussed up 
or her masrara to run, working x a sxretary in the day and going to rxtaurants and clubs at 
night and x beyond the ordinary little London dollix with their prxlx voicx and their 
ramfortable bxkgrounds. 

It wx xmething to do with her Northern environment, Joxph had told her onx. xmething to 
do with the personality having to struggle towards the light (HllO.16-26). 

The revised edition omits her promixuity. Completely ignoring her pxt, the revision reads: 

"But dxpite her ramplexion, she had ended up with Lionel" (D63.36; 64.1). May's rantempt 

toward Lionel Is reminisrant of Balnbrldge's own mother's disdain toward Richard Bainbridge, 

whom she dxplsed. In Publishers' Wxkly. the author rammented on her parents' relationship and 

went on to say "Still he wx the man of the family. Other than this she trxted him with 

rantempt." ^^ In another interview rommenting about her mother she xid, "She never rxlly 

liked him in the first plara. She wx won over by his succex." ̂ ^ 

May, like Balnbrldge's own mother, regrets having married Lionel. She repxts such 

ramments x "I'm xhamed of Lionel. He makx me sick'" (H115.16-17) and "Isn't he awful?' 

(H100.29). In the revision, the ramments are revised to "He's a fral'" (D67.26) and "He makx 

me sick" (D57.12). Although shedislikx him, she Is still jxlous. The original version hx her 
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think, "What wx Dotty Ixking at him like that for, sitting there in that nightgown" 

(D186.16-17). The tinge of jxlousy dixppxrs in the revision: "May saw that Dotty wx gazing at 

Lionel" (D110.19). As malicious x she is towards Lionel, May dox not revxl their strange xxual 

relationship. Of raurx, she Is thinking of herxlf. She l ix to Dotty rather than admit she 

married an Impotent man. She remarks—"'He wx awful r x l l y . . . he wanted to make love to me 

with Balfour up there on the top bunk. He's dreadful that way, he wants it all the time'" 

(H192.30-33). However, In the revision she says, '"If he ran't make love to me, he tells me 

stor1x'"(D114.9-10). 

Like several of the other charxters, May dox not rare for anyone but herxlf. She ignorx 

Kidney. The Hutchlnxn edition statx— "May did not fxl the youth raunted x a man, hardly x a 

perxn. She wx not ranrarned about him being there whilst she attended to her toilette" 

(H190.32-35). The revision randensx the above to "May didn't mind him being there. He didn't 

raunt"(D113.5). 

In the first edition, Bainbridge acrampanled charxters' spexhx with their movements and 

rextions x though giving stage dirxtlons. For Instanra, the following appxrs In the Hutchlnxn 

edition: "'What do you do at night?' Dotty wx Ixking out of the window watching for Joxph, her 

eyx sxrching the path" (H31.28-29). This shortens to "'What elx do you do?" Dotty inquired" 

(D19.25). Again note Dotty's rextion in the Hutchlnxn version x she explains how Joxph met 

Kidney at the rallege where the boy wx going to reraive xme x r t of therapy. She thinks Gxrge 

and Balfour know what Joxph is like, yet 

She turned her head towards the two men, not at all sure that they did know, and Iraked away 
again. 'All sudden enthusixm and overwhelming the boy with prexnts and words and do rame 
home with me and listen to xme good music. All that jazz' (H32.28-32). 
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The revision rellx on Dotty's dialogue devoid of explanation: 

—he thinks he's God. Kidney wx referred to the rallege by xme clinic or other. To do pottery. 
Joxph just happened to sx him in the rantxn. He's got It into his head that there's nothing 
wrong with Kidney.' 

'And is there?' xked Gxrge. 
'Well, he's rartainly thick or xmething,' Dotty xid (D20.9-15). 

Joxph, an administrator of a txhnixl rallege and the major charxter of the novel, 

experiencx revisions x well. His external exprexions of joviality in the first edition, the 

author revlsx. "Joseph made xunds of joy, of approval, and extrxted the kite from the brat" 

(H10.30) beramx "He extrxted a kite from the brat" (D9.20). When he invitx Kidney to tx , 

"his big head thrust through the opening, a smile crexing his fara," (H41.27-28) changx to his 

"head appxred at the window" (D25.22-23). When he spxks to Balfour, "Carexingly Joxph 

spoke the words to the Ixt Balfour" (H49.3-4) is trimmed to "Joxph persisted" (D29.2). In 

the xr ly version Joxph "rantorting his fara with laughter and half listening to the child" 

(H63.28-29) revlsx to Joxph "hopping in the grax with Roland clinging to his ankle" 

(D38.17). 

A lengthy passage of forty linx which xntains Joxph's analysis of love, life, and dxth is cut to 

one short simple xntenx. Prior to this, Kidney hx just told Joxph about his experlenx at a 

mental hxpital. The passage axribed to Joxph xntains Balnbrldge's father's thxry about 

lonelinex and relationships. As a matter of fxt, the passage quotx almxt verbatim beginning 

with "The illusion, fxtered from birth" to "Man alone" from an article Beryl Bainbridge wrote 

for The Listener about her father and the changx In Liverpxl. ^^ Joxph's psychologiral analysis 

In the Hutchlnxn reads: 

Iraklng down at the moving fork, an xhe in his jaw, a fxling like txrs behind his eyelids. He 
had read xmewhere that before an epileptic fit the sufferer 'knew all.' And what did he know 
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now? That he w x emotional, sad. a failure, a man without substanra. Not on Kidney's acraunt, 
not on acraunt of anybody. Unbxrably moved by his own xnsitivity he saw his mind fxhioned 
like a viaduct over which the slow thoughts went aware of th:s abyss beneath. The man who 
cried out over yet another rejxtlon w x after all only the little boy wxping for the first one. 
In the ageing fax the eyx remained the xme the Ixhrymal glands still performed their 
function. The supply of txrs and the reaxn for txrs w x limitlex. All grief had the 
glamorous potential of the operatic film; If shared, the drama of the Grxk chorus. No one 
rauld admit failure, no one dare admit an abxnra of love. Some tried in drxms, xme tried by 
touching fingers in darkened rxms. xme, the very few, succeeded, but only for a few days a 
few hours. The illusion, fostered from birth to grave that man belonged to man, that love 
existed. First the parxite growth, jelly wrapped in the womb, mother's little seed, and onra 
born, wrapped in wrally blankets, all the uncles and aunts.the fathers, the brothers and 
sisters, the far-off rausins, the pxple next dxr, the rauslns clox by. Then gradually the 
sloughing off of the old shrats and the grafting of the new onx: the aunts and the grandfathers 
beginning to be burled, the mothers and fathers starting to die, the pxple next drar moving 
on, the rausins dispersing and never hxrd of again, the brothers and sisters beraming 
strangers, to be replaced in their turn by the wife or wivx, the swxthxrt or mistrex, the 
I x t love or the unrequited xul-mate, the xns and the daughters—even the dog purchased for 
the children. When the children began to leave home the doy lay unable to move on the bed 
cover. A smell like rotting leavx rame from the lining of Its jaws. And then dxth and at that 
momentnothingbutthexlf, nothing but the old man, bereft of man. Man alone. He. Joxph. 

Raising wet eyx he saw the hopelex hut and the hopelex stretch of field and the hopeless 
Kidney (H89.5-36; 90.1-8). 

The revision deprivx Joxph of such an extended and philoxphiral thxry. Perhaps Bainbridge 

regretted attributing such xrlous l inx to a charxter who Is not a good father. Consequently, the 

revision statx: "He felt distressed" (D51.3). 

Following this lengthy passage in the Hutchlnxn edition, Joxph is on the verge of rxponding 

emotionally. Quickly, he recovers from an uncharxterlstic xnsitivity for Kidney. His intended 

rxponx changx: In the x r l y edition "he had every Intention of brxking down the final barrier 

but the obstruction melted and his jaws refused to go on xhing and the surfara of his xntlmental 

eyeballs dried, and he forgot what the barrier wx" (H90.9-12). This is supplanted by "he had 

every Intention of saying xmething mxningful" (D51.4). 

Mxt of the revisions purpoxfully aim at reducing verbiage. Even the changx which are 

mainly stylistic eliminate extranxus details and shorten phrasx and xntences. The xntences of 
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the 1979 edition are crisper. and the style Is more surainct than that in the 1968 edition. The 

srane and charxter reransions provide only the mxt esxntial Information needed to ramprehend 

the plot. 

Additions in Another Part of the Wood 

The substantive additions to the 1979 edition of Another Part of the Wood are not extensive. 

The 275 additions vary in type from thox affxting rantent to thox affxting style, and they vary 

in length from one word to sixtxn words. They are not more expansive beraux apparently one of 

the main intentions of revising the novel w x to randenx it. By increxing spxificity and clarity, 

thex inclusions Improve Balnbrldge's craftmanship without altering the plot. 

Thox additions which influenra rantent range from single words to phrasx and clausx. 

Forty-four of thex are modifiers including twent/ adverbs, fourtxn adjxtlvx, and ten 

prepxitlonal phrasx. Spxificity which the adverb imparts to the new xntenx, "Roland went to 

bed that evening without ramplaining" (H117.21/D69.1) dlstingulshx this particular instanra 

from the night before when Roland had xmplained and insinuatx that he had bxn reluctant to go to 

bed on previous evenings. The appended adverbs provide such spxific detail x time, dirxtion, 

and manner. For Instanra, among the time adverbs added, "They were climbing" (H227.23) 

changed to "Then they were climbing" (D135.13), "He studied it" (H235.25) to "Now he studied it" 

(D141.13), "May wanted" (H241.28) to "Afterwards May wanted" (D143.18), and "There w x a 

differenra about the Monopoly game" (H282.28) to "There w x a differenra about the Monopoly 

game tonight" (D172.25). And the following additions Indirate spxific dirxtlons: "had gone" 

(H21.14)/"had gone down" (D14.25), "Iraked at the flrar," (H41.21)/"lraked down at the flrar," 

(D25.17), "walked quickly along" (H263.1-2)/"walkedquickly away along" (D156.31-32), and 

"rame into" (H274.9)/""rame bxk Into" (D166.25); while the adverbs indirating manner Include: 
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"jogged thankfully" (H15.28/D12.7), "Ixt his fratinoentirely (H91.22/D52.4). "had bxnlai 

busy" (H114.8/D66.28), and "lay down obediently on" (H258.24/D153.32). 

The adjxtlvx inxrted In the serand edition provide spxifix and dxreax the generality of 

the xntencx in the original edition. For example, the dxtor at the clinic xked Joxph if there 

were "any women In the houx" (H77.33-34). while the serand edition reads "any women living 

in the houx" (D44.36). The revised version pointedly xks if Joxph hx a woman living with 

him. Similar spxifixapplyto"wxting his time" (H152.14/D94.10). 'the hut dxr" (H62.4/ 

D37.13), "handkerchief Mcxual ly" (H98.4/D55.10), "his darling wife May xfe" 

(H97.30-31/D55.2), and "the milk bottlx (H271.31-32/D164.20). 

The inclusion of prepxitlonal phrasx in the 1979 edition bxirally clarifix a loration or 

plara. For instanra, "chair" (H18.24) extends to 'chair by the stove" (D12.27); "My mother" 

(H88.2) to "In hxpital my mother" (D50.16); "up the hill" (H95.7) to "up the hill in the 

Jaguar" (D53.35); "donkey" (H151.1) to "donkey In Port Said" (D93.16), "away" (H251.35) to 

"away from Kidney" (D149.6); and "May" (H285.31) to "In the barn May" (DI74.36). 

Twent/-thrx xparate additions provide familiarit/ and prxlxnex. A handful of thex 

lesxn the formality of the xntencx by adding ralloquial, perxnal ramments which revxl the 

spxkers' own opinions. In the first edition, Balfour reralls Gxrge telling him that Joxph is 

"living with the woman Dotty" (H13.35), while the serand edition qualifix this by saying "living 

with a woman, prxumably Dott/" (Dll.5-6). Other such examplx include: "a man given to 

stimulating talk" (H13.35-36)/"a man, acxrding to Gxrge, given to stimulating talk" 

(Dll.6-7); "brx" (H16.34)/"brx,you know" (D68.5); "him, pummelling him" 

(H232.3)/"h1m, apparently pummelling him" (D139.6); "old" (H265.4)/"old, but even x" 

(D158.18-19); and "all utterly irrxponsible" (H282.2)/"all, bethought—all of them— 

irrxponslble" (D171.35). 
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Prxlxnex Is furnished to the serand edition through seventxn various additions. The 

following clarify mxning by explicit expansions: "her, being sick" (H255.28)/"her, xmxne 

being sick" (D152.9), "television" (H21.17)/"telev1s1on xt" (D14.33), "remember what," 

(H67.7)/"remember what rerard—" (D40.il), "had played" (H123.10)/"had played Monopoly" 

(D72.7-8), and "xmething about tomorrow" (H254.17)/"xmething about the pxple due to 

arrive tomorrow" (D32.1). 

More interxting among the appended material are the authorial explanations, the dialogue, and 

the Identif/ing tags srattered throughout the serand edition of the novel. Eight authorial ramments 

range anywhere from thrx to ten words. One of the longxt statements augments Joxph's aversion 

to Imperfxtion of any kind: "Joxph noticed his bad ramplexion and felt xr ry for him" (D9.19). 

The first xpx t Joxph would notira would be a perxn's appxranx. He is very narcixistic, 

frequently Ixking In a mirror to ramb his hair or his bxrd. His apparent sympathy for Balfour 

dox not Ixt; thrx pagx later, his inxnsitlve remark that he "ran't bxr a marked fara" 

(H18.28/D12.31) makx Balfour extremely xlf-ranxious about his xned fax. 

Two other short ramments accentuate May's egorantrlcit/. Just x xlf-rantered x Joseph, 

"May Iraked critlrally at her reflxtlon" (D68.4) x she repairs her make-up and talks about love 

to Dotty. May hatx Lionel with his fat stomxh, his thinning hair, and his nxtalgia for the war. 

She tells Dotty that she never tells her husband that she lovx him and dox not believe she should. 

Yet, he is totally devoted to her until page 159 (H266) of the novel when he Ixrns she hx thrown 

his prized kxpxke rain Into a wxps' nxt. The other remark about May appxrs six pagx later 

X the group sits rangregated playing Monopoly. The game helps bring this oddly mixed group 

together. When Dotty wins £10 In a bxuty rantxt, everyone smilx and claps: "Even May 

clapped" (D74.17). The ramment implix that May xtively participatx in the game x that for a 

short time she forgets her jxlousy and pettiness. She envix Dotty's youth, thinness, and 
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naturally blonde-hair—all of which May Ixks. 

Two additional explanations highlight Kidney's ixlation. In the first. Kidney sits on the toilet 

when Roland intrudx on him, swings the drar open, and aggravatx him with quxtions. The youth 

enswers until Roland xks him If he is sitting on germs. Then "Kidney wouldn't answer" (D23.16). 

Mxt of the time Kidney dox not bother to answer anyone's quxtions beraux no one expxts an 

answer from the bxkward youth. Joxph, Dotty, and May trxt him x a non-perxn, x if he were 

Invisible. Thus, Kidney falls prey to ixlation and exclusion. Caring for Joxph and wanting to 

Imprex him, the youth relatx his stay In a hxpital, apparently a mental ward, to Joxph. When 

Joxph hands him his sedative, Kidney swallows it without water to xntinue his ranverxtion. "He 

sxmed anxious to tell Joxph about the hxpital" (D50.25-26), but the latter dislikx unplex-

antnex such x the physiral thrxts Kidney reraunts. The serand edition summarizx Joxph's 

rextion thus: "He felt distressed" (D51.3); the first edition allows Joxph a lengthy forty-line 

Interior monologue In which he analyzx himxlf, life, love, and dxth (H89.5-36; 90.1-8). 

The addition of eleven Instancx of brief dialogue linx to the revised edition of the novel 

rantributx to the dialogue's exxtnex. Joxph quxtions himxlf x he t r ix to determine why he 

finds It difficult to like anyone who is tra fat, t x thin, tra small, or t x old. "Why wx it x 

difficult to like anyone for any length of time, let alone love them?" (H24.22/D16.22). The 

addition explicitly ranfirms the fxt that Joxph rannot love anyone for any period of time. He hx 

grown tired of Kidney in the xme war/ he hx grown tired of Dotty. He overwhelms pxple, raurts 

them, and then without remorx abandons them onra he rampletely domlnatx them. He cxts them 

out X though they were old shox. 

In another instanra in the latter part of the novel after the journey to the mountain, Roland 

tells Joxph that Kidney showed him his "wx" (D163.12). Before he hxrs Kidney's explanation, 

Joxph fxls exxperated and ready to slap Kidney beraux he is unable to dixux any xxual 
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gxture with the young boy. As he ranfronts Kidney, the boy rxponds: 

'Yx , 'x ld Kidney. 
"Well?' demanded Joxph. He wanted to strike the fat youth x r o x the fara (D163.14-16). 

The revision of Kidney's rxponx to the above again transforms from evxive to dirxt and 

dxisive. In the first edition Kidney xunds unrartain: "'I don't think I showed him Joxph . . . in 

the tower I had to go to the toilet. He Iraked'" (H271.1-2). In rantrxt, in the serand edition 

Kidney asxrts: "*I didn't show him,'xid Kidney. 'In the tower I went to the toilet. He Iraked" 

(D163.17-18). 

Gxrge spxks in two other instancx of additional dialogue. He tells Joxph not to give Willie 

any money for clxning out the lavatory. Then two pagx later Gxrge emphatirally repxts, ""You 

mustn't tip him"* (D77.22). He worrix about the rarrupting power of money, but he need not 

worry about Joxph's generxity. The other remark oraurs when Balfour attempts to ranfide in 

Gxrge about the erotic story Lionel told May. Gxrge dox not understand. He xks if they were 

singing and if Lionel Is Irish: '"The Irish are very fond of singing'"(D100.12-13). Gxrge exists 

In a world of his own; he either Ignorx quxtions or takx an extremely long time to rxpond. So 

when he dox spxk, his remarks may be on an entirely different subjxt. 

One final example overtly dixlosx Balfour's xxual stimulation. Although "a bit not on" 

(H145.8/D88.13), he sharx a rram at night with Lionel and May. As he l i x in his bunk bed above 

them, he is xxually aroused listening to Lionel's rxiting Thomx Mrare's "Lalla Rxkh."' Lionel, 

another xxually inept Bainbridge charxter, dox not make love to his wife. Instead he tells her 

xnsuous talx. Awake and listening, Balfour suffers in silenra: "It shouldn't happen to a d-dog, 

thought Balfour, grinding his txth Ix t he mxned" (D93.35-36). 

Among the substantive additions, the tags ranstitute the mxt numerous with ninety-seven. 
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Thex are appended to the revised version mainly to Identif/ the spxker, sinra in mxt instancx 

the deletions removed from the 1979 edition rantained the spxker's identity. On other occxions, 

the tags distinguish who is spxking from among several participants. The xr ly verlxn omits the 

tags making It difficult at timx to differentiate which of the various charxters spxks the spxific 

linx of dialogue. Sinra the serand edition Indents for exh new spxker. the tags berame necessary. 

Thex rantain from two to four words. Some of thex such x "he xid" (D9.23), "xked Kidney" 

(D10.33),and "xid Dotty" (D104.il) simply identify the spxker, while others such x "he 

thought" (D38.32), "she wondered" (D110.25), and "thought May" (D85.21) distinguish Internal 

thoughts from verbal dialogue. More important, however, are such tags x "blurted Balfour" 

(D99.33), "lied Roland" (D158.6), "May pouted" (D173.9), and "shouted Joxph" (D83.4). In 

addition to identif/ing the spxkers, thex tags revxl dexriptive information about the 

charxters' rxponsx. Thex brief additions which amount to stage dirxtlons berame more 

important in the 1979 edition. The dramatic emphxis in the serand edition placx more 

signifiranra on the dialogue and thus on thex dexriptions. Likewix, modifiers attxhed to the tags 

X in "xid Joxph, bitterly" (D44.18), "shexked peevishly" (D67.16), "xid Balfour, without 

hope" (D158.6), and "xid Kidney loudly" (D49.2) further explain how exh charxter rxponded. 

The remaining ninety-two substantive additions to the 1979 edition of Another Part of the 

Wood affxt the style more x than the rantent. Thex show xme of the stylistic changx in 

Balnbrldge's "new" style. To maintain parallelism and balanra in the revised xntencx, 

Bainbridge—probably at the suggxtlon of her editor—added prepxitions to make the xntencx 

emphatic and clxr x in "by his manner and by his trxtment" (H110.38-39/D64.3). "not in the 

rampartment, nor on the bxk sxt" (H195.13/D115.31), "nor on the bxk sxt, or Mthe brat, or 

anywhere" (H195.13/D115.31),and "toobjxtor tghold" (H235.27/D141.15). Toincreax 

spxificity, articlx which particularize the nouns that follow were added in 'the administrator" 
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(H13.34/D11.5), "chat about itie war" (H180.3-4/D106.22)."lti£field blurring" (H212.23/ 

D125.21), "ablxkcloth" (H229.7/D137.4),and "without a ramment" (H282.5/D172.3). The 

addition of ranjunctions to join phrasx to xntencx and to begin xntencx adds emphxis. The 

andls In "and righting himxlf" (H62.16/D37.21), "braralet and Ixkmg at Dotty" (H100.24/ 

D57.8). "cigarettx—M Roland's" (H267.3/D160.14) provide an emphatic addition, wherex 

beginning xntencx with But makx the reader aware that what follows is in oppxitlon to what hx 

preceded. Such is the case in "But there wx always a first time" (H122.15/D72.2). "But he would 

gladly have bxn stung all over again..." (H262.24/D156.25-26), and "But xmewhere along the 

11ne..."(H268.30/D161.13). 

Thirty-one other additions ransist of the relative pronoun that. Although not abxlutely 

necesxry in all casx, the pronoun dox eliminate misreading, one of Balnbrldge's main ranrarns. 

For example, "In an attempt to show that he felt that no blame should be attxhed to Kidney (him,) 

he ranstantly smiled and winked at the unrxponsive boy" (H123.13-15/D72.11-13). the added 

relative pronoun avoids Interpreting the xntenra x though "blame" were the dirxt objxt instead 

of the entire noun claux. The relative pronoun in "He found increasingly that a small drink gave 

him the uplift he needed to fara her at the end of his day" (H204.21-22/D122.18-19) alx 

introducx the entire noun claux rather than "a small drink" x the dirxt objxt. 

In several instancx, added subjxts and/or verbs ramplete xntencx, demonstrating one of the 

author's main methods of revising her style: "embraced the pan" (H60.23-24)/"he embraced the 

pan" (D36.16); "rarrled It up" (H60.26)/"Herarr1ed It up" (D36.18); "plecx of flowers" 

(H61.36)/"*there were plecx of flowers" (D37.9-10); "'Waiting for his bloody tip,'" (H80.24)/ 

'"He's waiting for his bloody tip,'" (D46.7); "Haven't sxn old Gxrge" (H81.35)/"l haven't sxn 

old Gxrge" (D47.9); "Went away to Italy" (H84.34)/"He went away to Italy" (D48.20); "Almxt 

a stranger" (H108.18)/"He wx almxt a stranger" (D62.20); "is time" (H265.17)/"lt's time" 
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(D158.31). Thex alterations of phrasx to clauses show a movement from an informal, ralloquial 

style to a more standard, formal one. However, the changes to a more formal style, xpxially in 

dialogue, detrxt from the natural effxts of the spexh flow. 

The additions to the 1979 edition are the lext numerous of the substantive variants. Thex 

additions, subtle and unobtrusive, were intentionally sparx in order to maintain a terx style. 

Were one to read the 1968 edition and then the 1979 edition, he would more than likely fail to 

notira the amendments. Unnotlcxble x they may appxr, the inxrted words, phrasx, and clausx 

augment a prxlxnex of style. They sharply refine the dexriptions and the dialogue. 

Deletions in Another Part of the Woods 

The deletions in the 1979 version of Another Part of the Wood ranstitute the major variant 

betwxn It and the 1968 edition. Beryl Bainbridge wrote the novel hxtily, x a rextion to the 

brxkup of her marriage and in an attempt to imprex her former husband. ̂ ^ Reflxting on the 

work yxrs later, she felt it dexrved rexuing. In the procex of rxurrxting the original and 

bringing it up to par with her later and more succexful novels, she reduced the new edition by 

approximately 112 pagx. Her main purpox in rewriting the novel--to Improve It--finds her 

cutting, and at timx cutting viciously and extensively from the original version. The omixions 

Include modifiers, dexriptive phrasx, digrexions, repetitions, inner thoughts, and explanations. 

Although deleting modifiers such x adjectivx and adverbs does not drxtlrally change the 

mxning of the novel, the procex Itxlf diminlshx uxful dexrlption and wxkens the pictorial 

effxt. Numerous ralorful adjxtlvx are deleted from the original version, rxulting in barren, 

stripped phrasx. For Instanra, the following demonstrate only a xmpling of the 173 Instancx of 

cut adjxtlvx: "the red curtains" (H171.16), "of gold hair" (H68.8-9), "the grxn squarx ' 

(H131.17), and "of pink hxther" (H269.il) berame simply "'the curtains"' (D101.19), "'of hair" 
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(D41.2). "the squarx" (D78.6), and "of hxther" (D161.25). Perhaps Bainbridge xnsed that the 

ralors detrxted from the glramy, dismal atmxphere that she wished to crxte for her novel. In 

other instancx, the modifiers were left out beraux they were repetitious. Note how "The girl 

Dotty raid" (H15.8), "The girl Dotty left" (H29.27),and "The child Roland began," (H15.17) now 

read "The girl xid" (D11.24), "Dotty left" (D19.4). and "Roland began" (D11.30) in the later 

edition. In the xme edition, "the boy'schxks" (D143.10), "the boy" (D158.31-32), and "wxry 

bey" (D159.3) rxult when the redundant adjxtlve little is disrarded from the phrasx, "the little 

boy's chxks," (H241.18), "the little boy" (H265.18), and "wxry little boy" (H265.26). 

The omitted adjxtlvx alx Include thox which modify and thox which add spxific detail. Of 

thox which modlf/, several are disrarded probably beraux they repxt and emphxize a 

claustrophobic fxling and are t x obtrusive. A few examplx include "in the xme narrow bed" 

(H63.il), "the narrow cubicle" (H275.3), "the tiny cubicle" (H174.26), "the squat Jaguar" 

(H228.5), "a thin path" (H247.35), and "the narrow xttx" (H172.6) shortened to "in the xme 

bed" (D38.6), "the cubicle" (D167.4), "thecubicle" (D103.13), "the Jaguar" (D135.30), "a 

path" (D146.33), and "the xt tx" (D102.2). Other adjxtlvx provide prxision as in "rabalt blue 

and flake white" (H61.36), "the flushed and lovely swellings" (H158.33), "the wxk sunlight" 

(H7.4), and "the chintz xfa" (H216.31). Thex phrasx are reduced to "blue and white" 

(D37.10), "the swellings" (D98.26), "the sunlight" (D7.3), and "the xfa" (D127.30). 

The author, probably at her editor's suggxtlon, likewix deleted other dexriptive adjxtlvx 

depicting the charxters. Upon examining the numerous eliminated adjxtlvx, one rannot avoid 

fxling that the cutting went tra far. Many of the deleted adjxtlvx delinxted prx lx portraits of 

the charxters. For instanra, note the following adjxtlvx which provide a sharper picture of 

Kidney in the 1968 edition in which he had "baby eyx" (H13.23), "wideeyx" (H233.17), "slxk 

and fair eyebrows" (H247.28), "pouting lips" (H233.24), "curling hair" (H156.23), and "fat 
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hands" (H41.9). In the 1979 edition. Kidney hx "eyx" (D10.34,139.35). "slxk eyebrows" 

(D146.25), "lips" (D140.5), "hair" (D96 26) and "hands" (D25.9). In Lionel'scax, similar 

dexriptive words fxusing on his appxranx or his behavior dixppxr. First Lionel Is "nira and 

normal and very kind" (H98.10-11), hx "swxt brxth" (H147.12-13), "well-manicured 

fingers" (H188.12). and a "boyhood fara" (H205.10-11); then in the later edition he is "nira" 

(D55.17), hx "brxth" (D90.il), "fingers" (D111.28), and a "fara" (D122.35). Gxrge hx a 

"dark head" (H137.17,190.25-26) and "eyx, dark x stonx" (H275.26), then only a "head" 

(D82.30,112.36) and "eyx" (D167.25). While Balfour is "hunched" (H163.26) and "clax-

ranxiously shy" (H7.1) in the first edition, he Is neither in the serand. 

The dexriptions of Dotty and May, the two female charxters, suffer the xme type of 

deletions. In the Hutchlnxn edition. Dotty is "the tall blonde girl" (H11.16) and hx "narrow eyx" 

(H19.33), "narrow shoulders" (H28.6), "palechxks" (H198.12), anda "brown and lower lip" 

(H202.14) while In the Duckworth, she is "the blonde girl" (DlO.l) with "eyx" (D13.26). 

"shoulders" (D18.20), "chxks" (D117.14), and a "lower lip" (D120.35). May's portrait suffers 

more cuts. She is not only a "little vicious wife" (H269.24) but alx a "disrantented wife" 

(H269.20) with "white hair" (H114.31,128.19), "raid eyx" (H132.9), "pexhy chxks and dewy 

mouth" (H138.19), "small" (H120.21), "Irritated" (H220.22) hands, "pink nails" (H261.10), 

"proudfinger" (H274.14) and "pale little tox" (H140.2). In rantrxt, after the revision. May is 

a "vicious wife" (D162.1) but not disrantented, and she hx "hair" (H67.15,76.26),"eyx," 

(D78.29), "dewy mouth" (D83.12-13), "hands" (D71.8,130.18), "nails" (D155.15), "finger" 

(D166.29),and"tox"(D84.24). 

Bainbridge did not ranfine her deletions to the adjxtlve only, but proceeded to dispenx with 

about half x many adverbs in ninety-seven casx. Mxt of thex are single-word adverbs with a 

few phrases rantalning no more than four words. As with the adjxtlvx, the intensity of the 
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xntencx lesxns where adverbs have bxn disrarded. Several then's are omitted x in "Then 

Joxph got out of his rar," (H9.34/D9.4), "She tried then to remove" (H94.1/D52.34-35), 

"moxfell then" (H35.5/D21.18), "Ihenhewent"(H141.19/D85.19), "go walking then" 

(H202.29/D121.11), "stop then and "(H108.33/D62.29). Other time Indlrators alx dixppxr 

"Now hext" (H123.15/D72.13), "Acrardinolv he stepped out" (H153.20/D94.25), "I'll bedown 

sran" (H90.13-14/D51.5-6). Similarly, a few adverbs spxif/ing exxtnex vanish: "her eyx. 

lust on therarner " (H185.4/D109.22). "decadent and lust awful" (H185.21-22/D110.3). "lust 

about make it"(H227.34/D135.23), "She wx jusi pink and white" (H113.23/D66.9-10), "xund 

yerYliKe"(H231.33/D139.1), "bxn X Impressed" (H110.28/D64.3). and "She rxMfe l t 

sxure" (H110.29/H64.4). Finally, several intensif/ing adverbs no longer appxr in the later 

edition. Where the Hutchlnxn version hx Balfour's "gently inflamed nxk" (H165.29), Lionel's 

"chxks hugely Inflamed" (H206.35), Gxrge x "the excexlvely tall fellow" (H99.19), and Lionel 

standing "rather stxkily" (H99.30). the Duckworth edition hx Balfour's "Inflamed nxk" 

(D100.20), Lionel's "chxks inflamed" (D124.14), Gxrgex "the tall fellow" (D56.9), and Lionel 

standing "stxkily" (D56.20). 

The omitted modlfers from the earlier edition ofAnother Part of the Wood (1968) dxreax the 

vlvidnex of the surroundings at Nant MxFarley Camp and of the charxters x well. Thex 

adjxtlvx and adverbs, ranging from single words to five-word phrasx, span the novel's entirety. 

If the reader Is able to lorate a Hutchlnxn rapy, he will read a lush and Intenx novel. This much 

more dexriptive version provldx the reader with more depth and intensity x that he ran more 

readily identif/ the charxters beraux of the prx lx portraits which the adjxtlvx provide. This 

xme edition, however, is alx quite repetitive; Dott/ Is railed "the girl Dotty," and Roland "the 

child Roland." He is alx on various occxions dexribed x "little" although the author xrly in 

the novel xtablishx the fxt that he is only seven or eight. The xr ly edition alx rantains a 
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grxter number of adverbs which esxntially xrve x transitions for the reader betwxn xtions 

and sranx. 

If, on the other hand, the reader reads the more accexible Duckworth edition, he enraunters 

the xme plot but a more prx lx style. In 270 xparate Instancx, adjxtlvx and adverbs have 

bxn disrarded. The charxters in this 1979 edition are not x delinxted, sinra fewer details 

surround them. One finds only the mxt esxntial dexriptions, thus lex repetition. In addition, 

beraux numerous monologux are deleted, there is no longer a need for x many adverbs x 

transitions. Wnerex In the first pudllration Bainbridge told the story and analyzed the 

charxters' xtions and behaviors, in the serand she rellx lex on dexriptions and more on the 

xtlon. She tells the reader lex, yet in the procex she ranveys more. 

Not ranter', to limit herxlf to ei iminatlng words and phrasx, Bainbridge suppressed 

dexriptive passagx from the original text to produra a trimmer 1979 version. At timx she 

appxrs to have gotten rarrled away with the prolific dexriptions one finds In the xrlier edition. 

This lushnex crxtx a long, drawn out work. Thus, by eliminating several of thex dexriptions 

she xnsequently advancx the xtlon. One type of deletion fxusx on the xtting. For instanra, in 

the 1968 version Balfour hx just met the visitors, and they make their way to Hut 2. The 

dexrlption and analysis of the groups reads: 

The procexion went lowly, treading over the rrats of trex, eyx down to the dappled trxk, 
not Ixking at the valley, exh burdened with possexions. Balfour rarrled the Monopoly x t , 
bxring it like a tray, the admirable Crichton on the Island of Pinx, followed by his superiors. 
In Chelsx boots the bxrded Joxph trod the yellow path, a pigskin cax in either hand, trailed 
by the woman Dotty with cxts and rug, and the eunuch Kidney rarrying a wicker bxket and a 
box of grorarix. Seriously, with fxling. Kidney txk bixuits and Bemax, porridge and Ribena 
towards the xttlement. Lxtly, fretfully, dragging his xrth-bound kite, hopped the child 
Roland, dressed in jxns and jumper, the pom-pom of his tx-cosy hat bouncing above his 
disrantented fara. 

In the white sky grey clouds rolled above their bent heads (H12.28-36; 13.1-7). 
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This sixtxn-line passage detailing what exh charxter rarrix and how exh fxls vanishx in the 

Duckworth version. 

In another short passage just twent/-two linx later, the landsrape is described x Balfour 

remains Impaxlve to it: 

Their leader Balfour, not noticing the landsrape, the birchx, the poplars, the mountain 
beyond the birchx, the tender young fir trex, the grax trampled flat bxide the path, tried, 
holding his box of Monopoly to remember what elx Gxrge had told him about Joxph 
(H13.29-33). 

Although Bainbridge tells us that Balfour did not notix the landsrape, she still proceeds to 

enumerate the trex and vegetation. The Duckworth edition eliminatx the dexriptive sranario, 

leaving only the bxic statement, "Balfour tried to remember what Gxrge had told him about 

Joxph" (Dll.3-4). 

A rauple of pagx later a seventy-six line passage is struck from the xrly edition. The linx 

provide the layout of the MxFarleys' Big Houx, Dotty's rxponx to it, and Roland's recognition of 

it (H15.32-36; 16.1-36; 17.1-35). Inside the houx in one of the rrams hangs a painting of Roland 

done by his mother. The child and Dotty rext to the painting, revxling their fxlings toward 

Joxph's first wife. The explicit detailing of the houx dox not advanra the plot in any way, 

xpxially sinra the visitors will Inhabit Hut 4 and spend very little time In the Big Houx. 

Finally, several pagx later the metaphoric prexntation of Joxph, Roland, and Kidney x they 

make their way to Gxrge's hut for t x dixppxrs. The 1968 version reads: 

It had started to rain on the sx of leavx all around them; the wood wx a bowl of grxn glass 
imprixning the thrx marine crxturx who fled along the curve of the path, now spaced evenly, 
now grouped together, xparated momentarily by one t rx or another thrown up by a wave of the 
hill, swimming one behind the other down the slope under the slate grey sky (H42.21-27). 
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This reprexnts one of several instancx of imaginative language which frequently fail to appxr 

in the 1979 version. The author's explanation of the helplexnex of the thrx charxters is quite 

explicit. This t/pe of explicitnex is often deleted in the later edition. 

Briefer dexriptions of the dismal landsrape alx dixppxr in the 1979 version. In prexnting 

the surroundings of the hut, Bainbridge writx: "the ground about the hut turned a xur yellow" 

(H141.3) and "There were no shrubs and no white-headed flowers" (H18.5-6). In dexribing the 

grax, the x r l y edition statx: "Some of it Ixked dead, yellow like straw, and the grxn bits were 

all limp. It w x dangerous everywhere" (H178.1-3). in another example, tls Hutchlnxn novel 

hx: "Every blade of grax grey and the trex flapping like rags against the yellow sky" 

(H117.24-25), while the Duckworth novel deletx all but "The trex flapped like rags" (D69.4). 

By removing thex details, Bainbridge dxreasx the glramy effxt rancentrated on the landsraps. 

Beryl Bainbridge did xme more cutting from the latter part of the 1968 novel. As Roland and 

Kidney journey up the mountain, the rauntryslde sranery changx. The boys note: "the trex died 

off, one I x t mountain x h , stunted, berrix blood red against the blue sky" (H246.14-16). A few 

l inx further down Roland obxrvx the loneliness on the other side of the gate: "When the gate 

swung behind him he felt he w x shutting out the sunshine and the daylight. It w x x lonely on the 

other side" (H246.19-21). Then x he stands high on the mountain, awed by the distanra and 

fxling at the end of the world, he ramments: 

the very end and edge of the world, x high up against the sky that it curved away from him like 
the perimeter of a ball, blue and smrath, down into the edge of the blxkening hxther. This w x 
the end of the world that the farmer x ld they were trying to rxlaim, with (3od's help, but he 
knew In his hxrt that It w x impoxible, the txk; there were no trex, no housx, no God, 
everything dexlate, low stone walls dividing up distancx, but disintegrating, crumbing into 
fragments, no longer dividing, spilling x r o x the hills. No grax, only hxther, xme gorx tra, 
yellow and hugging the x r th like broken lupin heads, brown rxk showing and shxp standing 
amid the hxther (H246.31-36; 247.1-6). 
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This twelve-line passage supports Gillian Wllra's charge that the "thoughts attributed to the 

charxters xmetlmx go beyond what you believe the charxters to be rapable of sxing, xunding 

rather like the authorial voira displaced." ̂ ^ In this particular instanra, such xute obxrvation 

from an eight-yxr-old is quxtlonable. 

In dexribing the xtting, Bainbridge gets bogged down with details inessential to the plot. In 

mxt instancx, she ranrantratx on the charxters' rextions toward the xtting. She is not rantent 

simply to dexrlbe the setting, but within that xtting she analyzx what each character wxrs and 

dox along the way. The majority of the time, the charxters, "burdened with possexions" 

(H12.30) and their own thoughts, remain oblivious to the dismal landsrape which parallels the 

banality of their own livx. The grax and ground are yellow and limp, the sky grey and at other 

timx yellow. In another role, the xtting forxhadows danger. On the first page of the Hutchlnxn 

novel X Balfour awaits the arrival of Gxrge's guxts, the "rosx in the garden of the rattage 

nxrby trembled at their paxing. He obxrved their trembling" (H7.5-7). Six pagx later x the 

procexion of visitors, rarrying their belongings, makx its way to the hut, the author writx: "In 

the white sky grey clouds rolled above their bent heads" (H13.6-7). Thus, from the first page of 

the novel, the forxhadowing preparx the reader for the ultimate tragedy. Bainbridge alx usx 

the xtting to ramment on the charxters. For instanra, the wood imprixns the pxple gathered 

together for their varation. It crxtx a cosmx for the nine pxple brought together x they inflict 

their deraptions on one another. 

One ran only ranjxture x to the reaxns for thex particular omixions in the 1979 edition. 

First, Bainbridge Is extremely explicit in the first publiration In revxling how and why 

charxters behave x they do. Normally, she is very rancix. Serand, through her dexriptions of 

the xtting she expounds on the moral of the novel, strexing the lonelinex and xlf-ranterednex 

of the charxters. Finally, the author wished to remove obvious perxnal interruptions. This flaw 
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in style oxurred when charxters xunded tra much like her own vcira. By deleting such passagx. 

she produced a more objxtive and subtle style. 

Apparently from the numerous deletions, Bainbridge felt rampelled in the first edition to 

provide Inordinate details and information about the charxters. This applix spxifirally to the 

minor charxters, and for this reaxn numerous deletions affxt thex figurx more than the major 

onx. Although the omixions do not drxtlrally change the dispxition of the charxters, the reader 

of the Hutchlnxn version dox know Balfour, Gxrge, Willie, Kidney, Roland, Lionel, Ma/, Dotty, 

and Joxph more intimately. In the 1968 version, the author revxls what they invariably 

thought, felt, and even failed to say. 

Beryl Bainbridge overindulged the minor charxters with dexriptive matter. So in the 

revised edition much excex information is deleted. Balfour, more x than any other charxter, 

reflxts her views; xnsequently, his charxter suffers from substantial cuts. The omitted 

passagx on Balfour diminish his inferiority, his nervousnex, and his idxlism. The 1968 edition 

ranrantratx on Balfour's Inferiority x a major Identif/ing charxteristic, while in the 1979 

edition the omixions lesxn this quality. The xrlier edition dexribx Balfour on the first page 

not only x "unbxrably shy" but "clax-ranxiously shy" (H71.1) x well, while in the later 

edition he is just "unbxrably shy" (D7.1). Balfour fxls that everyone elx--and xpxially the 

guxts to arrive—is x much superior to him that he will not know how to xt. The following 

passage, omitted In the Duckworth text, summarizx in detail his inferiority ramplex: 

It did not help Balfour to believe that Gxrge's rampxure wx in part due to his unbringing 
and the rx t to inxnsltlvity. Nothing helped Balfour when he wx in such a mood of Inferiority 
and anguish. He should not have remained for this wxk at all, not for a holiday, not if he wanted 
to relax. He did not know how he wx going to manage six nights in the hut with two perfxt 
strangers; and they would be perfxt he felt sure, with the right acrants and the right clothx 
and all talking about dxign and art and pxple he'd never hxrd of, let alone understood. Balfour 
felt that if he spoke at all, and it would be worx to remain silent, it would be like a lump of clay 
flung amongst them. It didn't even help to know that Gxrge wx fond of him, that Gxrge's 
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parents, the MxFarley's, were attxhed to him. They were always enxuraging him, always 
showing him by words and invitation that they had chosen well to befriend him. Their voicx 
were ranstantly telling him that he wx worthy of their trust and their interxt, that he wx 
almxt a serand xn , not flxh of their flxh but choira of their Intellxt, not a replira of Gxrge 
nor a replarament nor an extension, but xmxne who might in time stand alongside Gxrge in 
their affxtlon, weighty as Gxrge. An Equal. Balfour. So it wx he rauld never entirely fxl 
pearaful with them, x much being at stake, x much being offered, x much expxted of him. 
And what it wx he did not begin to know. He felt ranstantly out of plara, unsure, x if there wx 
a key to a drar that he did not know about. There they all were, six fxt high and clothed in 
splendour, knights of the Round Table, Monarchs of the Glen, Iraklng at him, the puny Balfour, 
with edurated eyx heavy with mxning, handing him the key and urging him to ux it, and not a 
bloody drar in sight. 

He Iraked again at the silent Gxrge, immobile and enormously long, nailed to the flrar by his 
srarf ends (H28.24-36; 29.1-22). 

Thex linx, analyzing Balfour's thoughts, exemplify the type of summary deleted from the serand 

edition ofAnother Part of the Wood, which instead rellx more on the dramatic approxh. With 

this approxh, the dialogue and xtlon advanra the plot. 

Ironlrally, Balfour deludx himxlf about the group before mxting its members. He hx 

romanticized them to the extent that they sxm irreproxhable. The xr ly edition probx into 

Balfour's fantxix, while the later edition dox not. For example, when Joxph mentions he picked 

Roland up In Liverpxl the following oraurs in Balfour's mind: 

Balfour saw two picturx clxrly; the small child, the boy child struggling to releax his kite 
from the brat, plucked like a miniature milk churn from the side of the Industrial city, and 

Joxph at the whxl of his sports rar, Ira crystals in the growth of his cinnamon bxrd, fxing 
Innumerable dangers x rox the breadth of the rauntry. 

Not aware of Balfour's visual imagination, Joxph rantinued--'Tro many milx, tra many 
xrs. I often think life is beraming tra much.' 

Balfour Iraked at his fara and his rar and his xn still wrxtling with the handle of the bxt 
(HlO.16-26). 

Balfour's mind shifts from a very idxlistic view to the prexnt where Joxph ramplains about the 

journey, and Roland strugglx with his kite. 

Romanticism and rxlity intermingle In another passage two pagx later. In a strxm-of-
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ranxiousnex manner, the xho of "bad journey" transports Balfour into another fantasy: 

A bad journey, thought Balfour, thinking of other more epic journeys xrox untrxked land, 
wagons with xttlers and Indians behind distant rraks, watching the x l i x bonnets of the pionxr 
women raming cloxr and cloxr, journeys no one trak any more, thinking of the pity of it. 
watching all the time the plump youth moving round the chromium curve of the rar, fat hands 
snatching up cxts and rugs, a magazine, one tnermx flxk. Somewhere up the M.l they had 
drunk t x from the plxtic reraptxle. How ordered, how tidy were the livx of the pxple Gxrge 
knew. He remembered suddenly and with anxiety his hxt bxk at Hut 2 making tx , waiting for 
them all, Imagined the ralor gx hxting the kettle, the quivering lid x the water began to 
bubble, the lonely figure at the drarway Iraklng along the path with lonely eyx. He xid, 
momentarily brave,'Quick, we must hurry. Gxrge will bew-waiting' (H12.2-18). 

Balfour ranjurx up a drxm of a historiral epic journey to parallel the one taken by Joxph and 

his rampanions. Envying what he ransiders the ordered and tidy livx of thex pxple, Balfour 

remembers Gxrge making t x bxk at the hut. However, Balfour will be dixppolnted to find 

Gxrge gone. 

Beraux of his Inferiority ramplex, Balfour naturally Is very nervous. Extremely ranxious 

of his marked fara, he hxrs Dotty say xmething, and he hopx "she had not remarked on the 

ugllnex of his bxkslde or the strangenex of his fax" (H15.10-12). Later when Joxph studix 

his own fara in the mirror and ramments that he rannot bxr a marked fara, Balfour attempts to 

shield his fara "from the perfxtionist beyond" (H18.33) but rx l izx he rannot kxp his fara 

hidden for the next six days. In addition, the 1968 version hx him trying "to hide his hands 

clumsily one under the other, not wanting Joxph toobxrve his bitten nails" (H48.17-18) and 

"nervously pulling at the grax with his fingers" (H231.5). Balfour's extreme nervousnex 

provokx his stuttering. Hutchlnxn reproducx his stuttering In four spxific Instancx while 

Duckworth dox not: "myg-generation"(H121.1/D71.16), "I sh-shouldn'tthink" (H175.25/ 

D104.5), "Itc-ramx" (H198.24/D117.23), and "Mr. and Mrs. M-MxFarley" (H198.27/D118.2). 

In exh of thex Instancx, Balfour's insxurity producx the stuttering. 
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As the novel progressx, Balfour's Illusions about the visitors slowly vanish. At first, he fxls 

inferior to them but then later ramx to sx them for what they rx l ly are. Not only that, but he 

r x l i z x that he is just x superficial and unraring x the r x t of them--in particular when Roland 

dix, and he fxls no xrrow: "he rauld not even summon up the ranvictlon to randemn them, the 

other graraful onx; he w x no hero" (H288.13-15). Bainbridge deletx from the 1979 edition an 

entire passage where Balfour honxtly analyzx the members. This passage illustratx Balfour's 

psychologiral probing x he rips off their facadx; however, the passage xtually reflxts the 

author's analysis, not Balfour's: 

He knew they would never mxt again and then he thought they must. They were easy pxple 
after all to get to know, onra rantxt had bxn xtablished. She w x not the superior unyielding 
girl he had supposed. They were all adaptable and eager to be liked and put upon. He dwelt on the 
poxibility of putting upon Dotty. He rauld sx It clxrly now, he had bxn wrong In his 
axumptions. They just had a flair for xunding different, for apparently sxming 
xphisticated, but it wxn't r x l ; Dotty letting herxlf be used. May all kittenish and superficial, 
Lionel straight-bxked and military. None of it w x r x l . He rauld not begin to guex what they 
were like dxp inside themxlvx, they were x hell-bent on putting up a front and being put 
upon. That w x it, they were srared of being what they prxumed w x ordinary in cax nobod/ 
noticed them, let alone loved them. All Joxph w x doing w x being bloody minded and awkward 
to avoid having to wait to be found out - -xr t of jumping ahead x x to get it over with. George 
wxn't like them. Where w x the differenra? The others talked tra much, gave themxlvx 
away all the time--old Gxrge kept himxlf intxt, sxret. 

It wxn't knowing them in the end that w x difficult, it w x the kxping in touch 
(H257.21-36; 258.1-8). 

Thex twenty-four l inx demonstrate an inransistency in Balnbrldge's style, in which the 

authorial voira intrudx. The thoughts attributed to Balfour here duplirate Balnbrldge's idex 

about relationships which she dixussed In an interview with Yolanta May. ̂ ^ 

Balfour, disturbed that they were all different from him, is ranvinced that Joxph and his 

friends are "superior in xme way" (H268.9). They appxr to know more, and everything they 

say mxns xmething elx. The group is not very ranrarned that Kidney may have exposed himxlf 

to Roland. Acrarding to Balfour, there is xmething wrong in It all, "outside his understanding" 
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(H268.19). Yet, he detxts their problem—the need to love and to belong. The author, again 

spxking through Balfour, ramments on the charxters: 

Somewhere along the line Joxph and Dotty and the rxt of them, old Gxrge tra. had cut 
themxlvx f r x from that x r t of thing, gone out on a limb. All their talk about childhood and 
environment wx just a psuedo-nxtalgia; they didn't rxlly fxl they belonged to anyone or any 
plara any more (H268.29-34)./But xmewhere along the line Joxph and Dotty and the rxt of 
them, old Gxrge tra, had cut themxlvx f rx from that x r t of thing, gone out on a limb. They 
didn't rxl ly fxl they belonged to anyone any more (D161.13-16). 

They have Ixt touch with thox closxt to them; "They were all x ranrarned about the onx next to 

the onx closxt to them. He wx overwhelmed by their superior sxial graxfulnex and their 

Implied freedom" (H268.35-36; 269.1-2). Bainbridge juxtaposx Balfour's perraption with his 

envy. Althugh he perraivx their faults, he envix their grarafulnex. Rxponsiblity acrampanix 

emotional t ix , a rxponsibility which thex charxters have shirked for an Implied freedom. This 

Ixk of cloxnex ixlatx them and makx them xlf-abxrbed and xlfish. Emphasizing the didxtic 

xpxt , the xr ly edition rantains numerous moralizing ramments, wherex the later edition 

ranraled thex x that the rxult Is a more detxhed style. 

Finally, several passagx emphxizing Balfour's xxual fantxix are alx cut in the 1979 

revision. When Balfour sex May for the first time, he thinks she is Incredible. He fantxizx x 

"he gazed faxinated at the srarf rolled about her thrxt that she would unwrap and wave when 

saying goodbye for ever" (HlOO.16-18). He is x smitten by her that he rarrix "in his nxtrils 

the undllutlble esxnra of her pefume and In his mind the dreadful curve of her amused mouth" 

(HlOO.20-22). Twenty-one pagx later, another xxual fantasy oraurs when he reralls the linx 

of the Bxtlx' xng "The Day Tripper." Balfour criticizx their singing but envix their xxual 

fulfillment: 

You rauldn't get more inarticulate than that. A l x . . . she trak me half the way there. They 
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xunded like eunuchs when they xng and he didn't rail it singing at all, but when he tried to do it 
himxlf he rxlised it wx quite clever. And suggxtive tx. She txk me half the way there... 
he had an image of a girl at a sx-side town rame in a coxh with a raffia bag full of hair spray 
and Kirby grips lying down behind a xnd dune with her little hands pushing at this forxkin and 
the grains of xnd everywhere and he, Balfour, red in the fara with excitement and longing and 
her suddenly getting up and going off to be in time for the return coxh. Leaving him, leaving 
him. The pain of It, the xndy frustration. The Bxtlx might not have mxnt that. More than 
probably not. Though they rame from Liverpxl and they might have gone along the xplanade at 
Waterlra long before they made a fortune. The way they were it must have bxn yxrs sinra 
they had bxn left unfulfilled behind a xnd hill. All thox xrxming dolly girls only tra willing 
to take them all the way there, whilst he, Balfour, unmusiral Balfour, had never known what it 
wx, never not onra, and he x t at the table slumped in his chair knowing that the May woman 
wx reading his thoughts, with only the dead moth betwxn them and the lamplight making 
shadows in her smrath and knowing fara (H121.10-33). 

Beryl Bainbridge cut several passagx dxling with xx probably beraux of her own disramfiture 

in writing about it. She xknowledgx that xx in her novels is a fairly grim affair beraux she 

ran't write about the subjxt. ^^ 

A serand character affected by the deletions is Gxrge, the vaguely defined hxt of MxFarley 

Camp. The 1968 Hutchlnxn edition provldx the reader with a more vivid picture of his 

strangenex. The emphxis on Gxrge x "a strange child and a strange man" (H82.23) lesxns in 

the serand edition. Such dexriptive phrasx x his "dark hair hung down over his eyx" 

(H126.25-26), "his narrow head bent low" (H271.33-34), "his bright eyx unblinking" 

(H280.33), "his sad fara turned to the wind and his blxk hair flat to his elongated head" 

(H141.24-26) define Gxrge's appxranx in the first edition but are deleted in the revised edition. 

Likewix cut is the xntenra, 

His head nodding bxkwards and forwards, srarf swinging, making small whirling xunds in his 
thrxt, shoulders rotating x if an invisible hand wx winding him up, the clxkwork Gxrge 
berame animated, at that moment, wonderfully, he smiled (H31.12-16). 

Illustrating a mxhanlral, non-human being. Continuing in this xme strain, the animal imagery 

assxiated with him dixppxrs in the later version. As Gxrge preparx to leave the hut for the 
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night, May safys goodnight 

willing him to Irak at her, and he did sx her, staring at her without blinking, with his eyx like 
some animal, black-brown with the white showing and his nxtrils arched bxk and his blxk 
tongue darting out to lick at his upper lip, and his head well bxk just like xme animal starting 
backwards to avoid human rantact (H141.13-19). 

He makx no noix x he walks although he wears "seven league brats" (H58.20). "No fratsteps in 

thox great giant boots, with all thox rxks and things on the path. That's how animal he wx" 

(H141.22-23). May imaginx that perhaps he flew "like xme terrible bird with his sad fara 

turned to the wind and his blxk hair flat to his elongated head" (H141.24-26/D85.21-22). The 

animal imagery assxiated with George contlnux to the end of the novel when the group plays 

Monopoly for the last time: "two animals they were, Joxph with yellow eyx like a goat, red 

rimmed in the light of the lamp, Gxrge staring at her, startled, liquid, the eyx of xme running 

thing, deer or antelope" (H283.6-11). Being rather anti-sxial, George resemblx animals leary 

of human contxt in his appeeranra and behavior. He avoids contxt with the other members at the 

camp and speaks very little. 

Several long passagx containing George's digrexions and thoughts dixppear In the serand 

edition. Such an example is a passage of 139 linx spanning four pagx (H167.4-36; 168.1-36; 

169.1-36; 170.1-34); it summarizx his theory of good and evil, his obsexion with Jews, his role 

K an observer, and his eventual estrangement from sraiety. Another fifty-five line passage where 

George comparx himxlf to May disappears from the Duckworth edition (H276.1-36; 277.1-9). 

The rantent of thex one and a half pagx illustratx a good example of the charxters' x l f -

preoccupation and xlfishnex. While George speaks of the problems of the Jews, May at the xme 

time internalizx what she considers r x l problems—finding the money to have her hair done and 

her shox hxled, getting older, and having lines appear under her eyx. George confesses that he 
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and May are alike; they rannot care for other people. 

Willie, the handyman at the camp, wx not spared when Bainbridge wx cutting linx. Such 

minor deletions x "his joints creaking" (H60.23) and "He staggered out under the trex" 

(H60.25-26) reflxt Willie's age yet are not necesxry to understand his charxter. Likewix 

deleted are linx where Willie reminiscx about the hot-pot supper night and about friends from 

the pxt (H102.3; 103.35-36; 104.1-4; 104.9-10; 104.15-17; 104.20-21). One such friend is 

Davis, a painter and the owner of the pub where Willie and his rampanions drank. Fiftxn linx 

describing some of Davis's work disappears In the revised novel (H103.5-19). 

The mxt distinctive deletions assxiated with Willie are the pxtoral, idyllic view of the 

handyman. His relationship with the glen is romantirally described x an extra-marital affair. 

Sinra his retirement from the minx, Willie rame and went on the glen "x if he had courted a 

mistrex hard and faithfully for long enough, and having proved his steadfxtnex rauld now relax 

his attentions a little" (H57.28-31). While other people had their distrxtions like their clubs or 

their bingo, he had his glen, "his fair lad/ clothed in grxn, for ever to be admired" 

(H57.32-33). 

Even the MacFarleys' romanticized view of Willie disappxrs from the second edition. The 

descriptive passage reads: 

He himxlf, sitting on the wooden stile with the cows behind his bxk and the waist of his 
trousers on a level with his palpitating chxt, wx unaware that to the MxFarleys at lext he 
wx a romantic figure, an heraldic emblem. They saw him etched against a ground of black and 
white, his body toiling by night beneath the surfara of the earth, his head in its onra checked cap 
emerging at deybreak into the ancient landsrape, the fara mole-like, industrious, eyx small 
against the brightnex of the sky. symbolising the Welsh working man living out his existenra 
betwxn the two extremx of light and darknex; a banner fit to be unfurled and raised high 
above the growing forest (H57.34-36; 58.1-10). 

The passage illustratx the MacFarleys' attitude toward Willie, but the novel dox not suffer from 
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the deletion becaux he is such a minor character. As a matter of fxt, even the MacFarleys are 

dispensable. 

Bainbridge alx cut passagx assxiated with Kidney, the mentally retarded protege' of Joseph. 

Mxt of them dxl with his appearanra and his behavior. Numerous dexriptions fxusing on 

Kidney's feminine appearanra disappear in the Duckworth edition. Two similx describing his 

Iraks include: "like a rox his fara bloomed benxth the high elms. Mouth sewed like a button, half 

sulky, half prim," (Hll.35-36; 12.1) and "He came up polished like an apple, with cheeks rosy and 

skin X clear that it trak on a greenish tinge in the light of the paraffin lamp" (H221.3-6). May's 

explanation about Kidney's appxranra, "Perhaps he needed hormone trxtment" (H275.22-23), 

justifix or at lext partially explains his feminine looks. Many of the boy's childlike fxturx are 

alx cut: "a curving cheek and one ear raloured cream" (H61.4-5), eyx "round and shining, hair 

falling over his brows" (H220.29-30), "the pretty fara" (H80.30-31), "a farmer's bo/ In 

corduroy" (H138.10-11), "and the yellow curls roll into his eyx" (H234.25-26), and "Skin like 

swansdown" (H86.27). The reader can still obtain mxt of thex details from the other 

charxters' comments. 

There Is no doubt after reading the 1968 Hutchlnxn edition that Kidney is retarded. Comments 

referring to this fxt are clearly spelled out. For instanra, a ranverxtion between Dotty and 

Joseph discuxing Kidney reads: 

'it's j ust that he's got a mental age of nine or ten. Just a child. He hx to be told what to do.' 
'Yx, but he's got a physiral age of eightxn. He may be mentally retarded but he probably hx 

urgx.' 
Urges?' The Idx filled him with distxte. 
'He probably mxturbatx like hell.' 
That wx even worx. 'Very probably,' he xid (H78.1-7). 

Another instanra supports Kidney's rondition. When Joxph loses interest In Kidney and 
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ransiders turning Kidney over to xmxne elx, he reralls: 

Kidney had told him onra how he'd been put Into hxpital, into a mental ward by the sound of It, 
on a rampulxry order, and his parents not allowed to visit him. Sounded a bit far-fetched. He 
must xk about that (H80.9-12). 

Joseph refusx to acknowledge unpleasant things such x Kidney's poxibly mxturbating and his 

being in a mental ward. He simply ignorx them or refusx to accept them. 

Thrx passagx of Kidney's inner thoughts disappxr. In one consisting of eight linx 

(H252.33-36; 253.1-4), Kidney sex a sunspot flickering and his imagination takx off x he 

becomx mesmerized by the dancing sunspot and the noix of a fly- In the other nine-line passage. 

Kidney reacts to Geroge's drowning of the wxps. He wonders first whether the wasps wil 1 drown, 

or if they can swim (H280.11-19). Both instancx reprexnt nothing more than childlike 

rextions and in that senx are irrelevant. The longxt passage consisting of twenty-four linx 

results from the disturbanra of the wxps (H233.31-36; 234.1-8). Kidney runs energetlrally 

from the scene, and x he hears his name railed his mind mxnders from thoughts of his parents 

and their houx to Joxph and his flat. The passage fills in bxkground information about Kidney. 

Then onra again, Roland intrudx on the reverie. 

Even in the portrait dexrlption of Roland, Joxph's xn , there are deletions. Thex mainly 

provide descriptions and thoughts about his mother and the baby who livx next drar. His thoughts 

about his mother and the baby fxus on his lonelinex x Roland recrxtx a morning srane with the 

baby (H68.1-6) and how the baby rexted to him. Likewix deleted are Roland's thoughts about 

insxts and his dislike for them. He dislikx dirty things and observx how dirty It is in the 

rauntry: "there's all thox cows doing poohs and there's shxp ticks and horxflix and worms and 

people's w x - w x in the grax.' He obxrved her fara" (H156.36; 157.1-3). The xund of flying 

insxts reminds him of an incident when he wx stung by an insxt while on a holiday In Greera 

•*»^ 
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with his mother (H35.15-36). 

Roland is very much like his father x several paragraphs indirate. The squeamish boy walks 

behind the barn and finds the rubbish dump. A description of what he sex there and what he 

thinks contlnux for twenty-eight linx (H179.9-36). Within this paragraph, he reralls his 

mother comparing him to Joseph, "not being able to stand being in the toilet when anyone wx 

there, not being able to bear the sight of left-over food, not liking boiled eggs with the yellow bit 

all runny" (H179.16-19). Like Joseph, Roland alx dreams. The drxm which Roland hx and 

thinks about writing down dixppears from the 1979 edition (H180.3-36; 181.1-9). 

Roland suffers from lonelinex. His thoughts about stars and his grandmother's explanation 

about them kxp him company x he l ix in bed: "every star wx a deed xul keeping watch whilst 

pxple slept" (H44.18). He rx l i zx he is not rxlly alone; he thinks of deed people and sings a 

song Uncle David taught him about the lollypop (H44.17-27). This passage about dxth obviously 

anticipatx Roland's own dxth. The longxt deletion assxiated with Roland is a 131-line passage in 

which he gox to a neighboring farm to get milk (H208.1-36; 209.1-36; 210.1-36; 211.1-24). 

The scene contrxts drxtlrally with the scene at the hut. The farmer and his wife speak to Roland 

and listen to him. Roland summarizx the fxling thus: "It wx nira to talk like this, like his 

mother, asking questions and getting answers x If it were natural, not like at the hut when there 

wx no answer or nothing you could rxlly ask" (H210.33-36). For instanra, on two separate 

occxions he asks Kidney a quxtion with responsx such x "Silenra in the big forxt" (H38.9) and 

"No reply" (H248.27). 

The deletions about Lionel center on his relationship with his wife May. Joseph invitx them 

to the Camp on the spur of the moment when they mxt at a pub. Lionel dwells on his war days and 

pretends that his marriage to May is ell it should be. He lovx her and dotx on her, although he is 

aware of her viciousnex. However, his attitude towards her changes when May throws his Co-op 
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penny into the wasps' nest She. in contrxt, holds Lionel in contempt becaux she fxls she 

married benxth her. Her mother told her "men would love her for her skin alone" (HllO.4-5) 

and here she is married to Lionel "who wx just a pretender to the throne" (HI 10.8-9). Lionel 

dox take care of her: "He did buy her expensive presents and he did give her sudden sums of 

money and he saw that she had her hair done" (Hlll.9-11). To Lionel, "life wx war" 

(H135.17/D80.36), and he would sx Ma/ safely through the linx "Becaux he loved her, his little 

lovely wife" (H135.22). For all the abux she inflicts upon him, Lionel still carx for her and 

ignorx her trxtment. Even after a verbal attxk he thinks: "How pretty she wx staring at him 

with her buffeted eyx and her white hair disordered. How fiery she could be" (H130.22-24). 

Lionel fxls it is his duty to protect May for her own good beraux she is x innocent. He 

fantwizes how one da/ she will apprxiate what he is trying to do for her. In the following 

passage, Lionel insinuatx that their marriage is thrxtened by other men: 

She would sx through the friends she enxuraged, the women with their lovers and the men 
with their divorcx and their Illegitimate children, she would sx how sullied they were and she 
would turn to him, plxlng her little hand In his, telling him she rxpxted him. He would do 
enough loving for both of them, it wx rxpxt she must give him. Of courx they were going 
through a bad patch just at the moment, buslnex wx very slow, what with the present 
government's policix, and it wx regrettable that she lifted her head in the wind and sniffed the 
scent of the bexts that prowled beyond the little clxring he had made for them. All he could do 
wx to sx that she had her baths and that her t x nails were kept trimmed and that her hair wx 
attractively styled (H134.12-26). 

Lionel sex women x frail, needing to be protxted. When he objects to Joseph's risque' 

rhyme, "the ladix in the rampany distorted their facx with mirth at his gallantry" 

(H136.32-33). Reralling the way the men in his platoon degraded women, Lionel rx l izx that 

May is not aware of the bxtiality in men: 

The smut they talked, the way they degraded their girl friends and their wivx, discuxing 
the mxt intimate details, the hatred they had for women. May did not know what bexts men 
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were, how x many of them longed to tear a woman apart and leave their entrails trailing in the 
dirt. He had never bxn like that, never, not even during the war when standards were 
different. He rauld not give himxlf to any woman, not just like that, not unlex he felt himxlf 
sympatlra. May x yet wx unable to understand that his way of life wx the only way 
(H135.1-10). 

Lionel worrix that "anyone could take advantage of her when she wx in a certain kind of mood!" 

(H146.3-4). 

Lionel and May's love life is rather absurd. May ran tolerate him only in his buslnex suit 

when he "Iraked xmething," (H111.21), yet when he ramx home in the evenings he changx clothx. 

"He thought he changed x x to be more f rx to x r e x her, but she only rxlly tolerated him in his 

suit and his excexlvely clean shirt; then he did look xmething. In his night things" (Hill.19-22) 

he looks ridiculous. And "when he committed an offenx, x he railed it, his hair fell away from his 

parting and went to the other side and fell over his ear and he looked like a clown" (H111.23-26). 

But Lionel experiencx a transformation when he discovers from Roland that May discarded his 

lucky rain. The early edition focuses heavily on the sentimental value which Lionel attxhes to it 

by repxting some gxturx: "He covered with one hand the other bulging within his shirt, x if 

keeping from harm some white dove that nestled to his heart" (H188.26-28). Then he l ix about 

having found the rain; "Lionel patted his chxt to emphxize his recovery" (H222.32). Yet he 

constantly thinks about the lost keepsake: "Silenra. Lionel clearing his throat, fxling his breast 

with nostalgic and deprived fingers" (H225.13-14). He seeks the opening of his shirt "x If he 

checked the beat of his heart" (H241.33). In another instanra he sits with his hand inside the 

opening of his shirt "touching his bereft and naked breast" (H283.4). He fxls deprived of a part 

of himxlf. 

When Roland whispers that May put his penny down the wxp hole, Lionel studix the boy's 

"featurx x if on them he would find an explanation" (H266.12-13). But "Nothing became 
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clearer" (H266.13-14). As he studix May, he accepts the change in her. "What remaind (sic) 

wx not recognixble. To know wx to be in communication" (H269.33-34). Ironlxlly, Lionel 

wishx the boy had not told him about Ma/ becaux he would much rather have continued being 

deraived. In a way he blamx Roland for his own reawakening to the truth. As he looks at the child, 

he thinks: "He would rxl ly not be able to play with him again, not with any succex. The patienra 

had gone out of him" (H284.5-7). Lionel fxls his fara undergoing a change: "He touched his grim 

mouth with his fingers and frowned" (H284.27-28). When he looks in the mirror, he sex his 

father's eyx x he xknowledgx the truth: 

Gone were his mother's eyx. He had bxn mistaken about that x he had been mistaken about 
May. Like father, like son (H284.33-35). 

Numerous other deletions affect May, In particular her appearanra and her relationship with 

Lionel. Severalreferencxtoher painted lips disappear in the second edition: "She wx making 

them a tender pink, a moist and little-woman-pink" (H193.15-16), "licked at her melting 

lipstick" (H236.17), "shiny from the lubrications of her painted tongue" (H138.20-21). Other 

descriptive linx discarded x well include: "though her eyx glowed and her hair appeared to have 

regained its bounra. She wx all shiny mouth and hxtic flushx and the tips of her minute ears 

burned pinkly" (H230.23-26), "patting, patting with infinite tendernex the vulnerable skin 

beneath her now naked eyes. She hated her eyx when she'd wxhed them—she looked about 108 

and X If she'd just crawled out from under a stone" (H191.30-33). May's preoccupation with her 

own appxranra x well x that of others is evidenced in the following paragraph: 

May waved bxk and told Lionel—'What an odd girl she Is. Lrak at that Jacket she's wearing.* 
She wriggled in the airlex car, airlex becaux she had made Lionel clox the window on 
acraunt of her hair, and put powder on her nox and ralour on her mouth and cleaned her txth 
with her sharp wet tongue and unwrapped a swxt and moved her painted txnails in her 
openwork sandals and stared out of the window of the rar at the gxticulating girl, her gaze split 
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by the dead bodix of Insects splattered on the windscreen of the Mini (H97.15-24). 

In another passage later In the novel, Lionel descrlbx her x she provoratlvely changx clothx, 

knowing that he is watching. As he observx her, he notx her falxnex: 

bxk to trousers and gingham skirt, taking her time, wriggling in the high barn. 
There she w x , his little woman, his wife, his strip-teax angel of dxtruction—thox arch 

and painted brows, that pinkly painted mouth, the falx eyelashx glued to the upper lids, the 
upper arms lifting, fatty fatty girl , the perfect boxm rising clxn out of its little hammock, 
nipplx like molx on the pouting skin, midriff splendid with delicious marks. There she 
strutted, taxing her head, a Dagenham girl piper all his own, thighs bulging; in the attitude of a 
chorus gir1(H207.22-33). 

Two additional passagx d ix lox the strained marital relationship betwxn May and Lionel. In 

the first, she speaks to Dotty and exposx her own disillusionment in having married Lionel: 

May made considerable play with her dark eyelxhx, and the rarners of her mouth trembled. 
She did not r x l l y want a denial. There were xme little threads of blue In the whitx of her 
eyx, round the surprised blue of the irisx. Lowering her lashx she xid- - 'He promised all 
sorts of things, you have no idx.' She glanced quickly at Dotty who could think of nothing to say 
but who w x thinking secretly and with delight that everything w x just x it ought to be. She 
wouldn't have grudged May her happinex, her normal husband, her x fe arrival, she wouldn't 
have allowed herxlf to f x l envious, but the evidenra that nothing worked made her f x l more 
secure, more on the winning side. Sticking up for Lionel, for she could afford to be generous to 
this disappointed wife, she x i d - -

'I think he's super. May. He's very manly.' 
'Oh he's manly, I'll give you that.' Dismixing the manlinex of Lionel with a shrug of her 

gingham covered shoulders May rantlnued--'! w x going to do such a lot of entertaining for his 
buslnex friends. We were going abroad, going to have a big houx, a big car-- ' 

'But you've got a car.' 
•It's not his, though he'll pretend it is. He borrowed it to come here.' She bit her lip in 

vexation for in uncovering the deficiencix of Lionel she w x uncovering her own. 'Look at my 
r i n g . . . look, it's r x l . It must have cost a fortune. She thrust a finger into the sunshine, tipped 
with pink, on which a diamond, rather large, w x caught In a claw of gold. Left alone In the field 
among the hillocks of grax, the two women, one dark, one light, though both their heads were 
pale, admired the r x l diamond in the r x l setting of gold and wondered at its poxible prira 
(HlOO.29-36; 101.1-24). 

May fx ls chxted becaux Lionel promised her things and then did not keep his promix. She 
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cravx material things, and xpecially expensive onx. In the second passage, x Lionel washx her 

fx t before retiring for the night. May works her own power. She usx her sexual power to taunt 

him, and X he suraumbs she amusx herxlf with the bald spot on his head. Note the following 

typlral section deleted becaux of its sexual content: 

She Iraked down at him, with his hands holding her right frat, his fingers uncurling the 
stubborn snail of her little tx . 

'You're tickling,' she giggled, jerking forward deliberately x that her chests thrust 
themxlvx against his forehead, fxling good-humoured becaux she knew she excited him, and 
even if he could do nothing for her in that way. It did give her a nira fxling of power. She put 
her hands on his bent head, x that now he rauld hardly breathe, knxling there with her foot in 
his hand, and felt the smrath patch of skin benxth her fingers. Frowning she drew bxk and 
stared down at him. His eyx were shut; like a blind man or a baby he thrust his fara forward 
nuzzling into her warmth. Somxne had spilt milk on his head, she thought, or lit a fire. She 
smiled at that. A small group of jolly rampers x t about the globe of Lionel's head, lighting a 
little fire and brewing t x , burning a little circle of bare earth into the ginger grax. 

Lionel opened his eyx and looked at her with tears (H143.32-36; 144.1-14). 

May reiteratx her contempt for Lionel time after time. She asks Joseph, "'Isn't he awful?'" 

(H221.15). Her relationship with Lionel seems "like a drxm, all of it; she didn't know him and he 

didn't know her, and the days went by" (H111.13-15). Later, at the ramp when he ralculatx the 

number of toilet paper shxts exh perxn is allotted per day. May beramx enraged: "At first she 

had thought it funny but now unreaxnably she hated him. He w x a common hateful fat little man" 

(H127.18-20). May further analyzx the absurdity of her situation: "Why w x it never funny 

when there w x just the two of them in spara? Why did he sound x r x l when there w x nobody 

but herxlf to hear him?" (H143.27-29). 

In a longer passage. May contlnux to ridicule Lionel in her thoughts. In the company of others 

he appears more contemptible than when they are alone. The following shows May emerging from 

her thoughts to converx with thox around her: 

She had then to return her hand to its first pxltion against her mouth in order to blxk the 
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laughter that thrxtened to escape. He would only imagine she found him lovable, and she 
rubbed the white stone of her ring against her soft lower lip to caux herxlf pain. He w x tra 
pathetic for words. Everything about him, his lately young hair, his trathbrush moustache, 
his small and xntlmental eyes, made her want to laugh. How rauld she take him seriously. 
When they were alone she w x tra busy taking part in the fantasy he created to find him utterly 
the buffoon, and if she did ratch a glimpx of him amidst the complirated ritual they enxted, she 
felt only contempt and xmetlmx disgust. But with other people to substantiate her own rx l i ty 
she could not help sxing how ridiculous he wx. How rauld she poxibly be married to such a 
man? 

'My mother,' she x i d , the words breaking up and shaking x she spoke, becaux it w x all x 
funny, x absurd, 'my mother x i d men would love me for my skin alone.' 

'Oh aye," commented Joseph, raising his head and looking at her out of his slightly malicious 
eyx , 'your skin alone?* 

'That's what she xid. ' 
'Skin alone, eh,' x l d Joseph labouring the point, thinking she w x an hysteriral bitch and that 

she w x ruining the game--'you'd have gone down well with the Germans, my love.' 
'The Germans?' She opened her water-filled eyx wide and stared at him. 'Why the 

Germans?' she begged him. 'Why, Joseph, why?' 
'Don't you know about their do-it-yourxlf lampshade-kits?' he asked her. 
'Their what?' She looked at Balfour appxlingly but his eyx grazed the swelling slopx of her 

gingham bloux and he bent his head (H129.5-36; 130.1-2). 

May fx ls trapped in a marriage to a ridiculous man whom she domlnatx and despisx and who 

differs drxtlrally from the other men in her life. 

May revxls her unfaithfulnex to Lionel in her interior monologux which depict her 

relationships with men: "The good and x l id onx evoked no responx In her, but the others the 

unstable ruthlex onx, who treated her like a whore, exerted a tremendous power over her" 

(H218.33-36/D129.24-27). She reralls en affair a brief th rx wxks after her marriage to 

Lionel: 

Such a swxt confusion. She dwelt nxtalgirally on the I x t of them, met on a tube between Belslz 
Park and Camden Town, t h r x weeks after her marriage to Lionel, asking her for a roffx at his 
plara, two o'clock in the afternoon, x t In an untidy bed-sitter with a crxked cup in her hands. 
She rauld hardly talk to him, she felt she had bxn released from a cage and w x dizzy with the 
spara outside; her hands trembled on the edge of her xurar and he put his cigarette down Into 
the brown quarter of her unfinished drink, covering her hand with his, blotting out the new and 
golden wedding ring, the drenched cigarette, making no extinguishing h ix , filling out bloated 
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with coffx, bleeding tobacra into the liquid. They were x nira to s x on the rarpet, her all 
white and rounded, he x brown, a lovely tanned leg and an arm covered with hair. It w x x 
marvellous beraux he didn't expect anything from her, only that one thing, it did not matter 
about her fara or her hair or her mind, she could just be the other half of the whole they made. 
He x i d something about her being a girl of the moment, just for now, and she had thought he 
mxnt she w x up to the minute, a swinging wonder, but later she thought maybe he meant she 
w x just an easy lay. Which w x sad r x l l y and all wrong beraux she felt x paxionate, her 
heart let loox, almxt tears in her eyx, beautiful brown man, looking up at him with the 
beginning of love, for that's what it w x , love, that awful confusion and wxknex. Burying her 
head at the end in the warmth of his shoulder and him asking her what on earth that noix w x 
she had made and her giggling and saying it w x the Liverpxl Sound. She had never seen him 
again (H218.36; 219.1-30). 

Disillusioned with her own marriage. May generallzx that all marriagx are the same. As Lionel 

r x l t x the story of the sensuous "Lalla Rxkh," she ruminatx about marriage--

Fancy her mother kixing her dad like she'd kissed some blokx in the past. It all came out in the 
end, the happily married onx and the strangers, the rat and dog marriagx, the lonely hearts, 
the Eleanor Rigbys. Either you were with xmxne or you weren't, it didn't rx l l y matter. You 
could think about the others, the paxionate husbands and wivx , everything in the garden 
coming up rosx, and it wasn't you, and they rauld think about you, and that made it sort of equal. 
They were only the same (H150.19-23/D92.4-5). 

Like May, many of the deletions that affxt Dotty refer to her appearanra and her relationship 

with Joxph. Various dirxt referencx to her ugllnex disappear in the revised version. 

Negltttful of her appearanra, like several other Bainbridge heroinx. Dotty contrxts with Joxph 

who is very meticulous about his appearanra. While he ranstantly combs his hair, hers droops: 

"her fara pole, her pale hair dropping" (H14.30-31), "the hair drooping about her chin" 

(H30.2) , "the ralour lex stalks of hair clinging damply to her nxk" (H171.30-31). Dotty 

disagrees with Joseph's remark that she is lazy; according to her, she is "just unhappy" 

(H65.32). 

A few animal imagx describing Dotty are deleted to subdue her plainnex in the serand edition. 

In the first edition, she sits on the gate perched "like xme ugly bird, not suitable for flight" 
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(H212.26-27), while the revised version reads "like xme bird" (D125.25). In the passage when 

Dotty xks Balfour about the night spent in the hut with Lionel and May (H172.15-32), Dotty 

Iraked "like some bird that had fallen out of a t r x very early on, all beak and lidlex eyx. She 

wxn't very good looking" (H172.18-19). 

Various extended excerpts attributed to Dotty vanish in the revised novel. A lengthy 164-line 

passage consisting of an interminglingof rxlity and daydreaming disappears (H70.1-36; 71.1-36; 

72.1-36; 73.1-36; 74.1-20). From the kitchen window Dotty watchx Joxph forra Kidney to 

exerclx, and the srane xtlvatx her mind. In her reverie of four and a half pagx, she hx the 

raurage to confront Joseph about his duplicity, his phoninex, and his promiscuity. Yet in spite of 

all this, she would be content to put up with anything, be a convenienra, x long x she wx near 

him. Joseph cannot love properly; he is "a fake, without value, gone xtray and belonging to no 

one" (H73.25-26). Dotty persists that It Is poxible to love. She, for Instanx, experienced an 

idyll with an American mediral student. The flashbxk of her affair with him disappears in the 

1979 edition (H73.31-36; 74.1-10). Comparing him to Joseph, she finds the latter falling far 

short. The student left her with "a record of Scheherazade, a black jumper from Marks and 

Spencers, and a sketchy knowledge of the diabetic condition" (H74.2-9); Joxph will leave her 

with "a tele, a gramophone, several pairs of knickers strewn with daisix, a couple of Java 

sparrows, and a book of poems by Donne" (H46.36; 47.1,9). 

Thrx other passagx detailing Dotty and Joxph's relationship are cut in the 1979 Duckworth 

edition. Dotty reminiscx about a happier time in the flat on Finchley Road when Joxph did not 

find her repulsive. The sixty-one line passage (H159.13-36; 160.1-36; 161.1-2) mainly 

dexribx the flat, the sights from the window, and the brevity of her relationship with Joxph. In 

a second sixty-thrx line passage almxt immediately after (H161.5-36; 162.1-31), Dott/ 

analyzes the two stagx she underwent when Joxph loved her: the painful one based on jxlousy of 
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his ex-wife and the other in the role of stepmother to Roland. "When Joseph withdrew his love, 

her own capxity for loving had diminished" (H162.8-9). She abandons her daydream when 

Roland hugs her neck. The final passage consisting of fort/-eight linx combinx Dott/'s analysis 

of the tranxienra of time and Balfour's xxual dream. Dotty Is conxlous that time dox not stand 

still and even this particular moment with Balfour is paxing. But again the prexnt Intrudx 

through Balfour's babbling about Lalla Rxkh (H214.29-36; 215.1-36; 216.1-6). 

Thex passagx emphxize the fxt that Joxph rannot love anyone for any length of time, a fxt 

he hx confessed to. Dotty's randid analysis of herxlf and of Joxph makx her a sympathetic 

charxter. She dox not delude herxlf about Joxph; she recognizx that their relationship is over. 

When she finally leavx him, "a powerful and Idiotic exuberanra of humour swelled In her thrxt" 

(H279.19-20). 

Of thox charxters affxted by the deletions, Joxph Is the mxt significant. Dxpite the 

omixions, he remains xlfish and uncaring. The majorit/ of the omixions relate to Joseph's Ixk 

of love. His angst hx developed from this lack: "it wxn't x if he felt there wx anything left to 

look for, let alone find" (H84.il-12). His enthusiasm for curing Kidney hx waned x hx his 

romantic Interxt in Dotty. According to Dotty, Joseph overwhelms pxple and then losx Interxt. 

He is like a drug, "exhilarating at first, an extra perception, then habit-forming, only a drug, 

something induced artificially, a stimulant that made one degenerate physixlly and mentally" 

(H240.15-17). 

Bainbridge cut several parts which detail Joxph's Ixk of love. Joseph rationallzx his being 

unable to love anyone for any length of time x follows: 

Some people were able to love beraux the imperfections of others brought forth depths of 
rampaxion, though he felt it wx merely they found comfort in sxing their own imperfxtions 
mirrored so faithfully and x tenderly (H24.22-26). 

http://H84.il
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Even his explanations ranter on his xlfishnex. Likewix deleted is a passage on the following two 

pagx where Joxph reminiscx about the walks he txk with his ex-wife when she w x pregnant. 

He reralls the route they took and all the streets x well x what they saw (H25.29-36; 26.1-8). 

A few l inx later, Joseph reralls a comment about his inability to love, though he cannot remember 

whether his ex-wife x i d it or someone elx. The following summarizx her analysis of him: 

Had he r x l l y thought that, or had she told him he felt that or ought to f x l It? W x It her or 
someone e lx? They all cried, they all x id things with varying degrex of articulation. He knew 
it had been his wife who x i d finally that she hadn't bxn born with the right txls to reach his 
love—that her nails were not long enough, her hair not smooth enough, her skin not clear 
enough. The truth of this, the sad undeniable clarity of this, had aroused in him a small heap of 
pity. But not enough. Ever sinra then he had suffered from the belief that maybe he did have love 
in him, that she w x right—that someone, some time might have the spxial equipment needed to 
releax him (H26.17-28). 

Dotty obviously represents another imperfxt spximen in his search becaux there is another 

young girl waiting to replara her. 

In a discuxion, Lionel attempts to convinra Joxph that love dox exist, that it is not a 

delusion. The paragraph explains Joxph's xlf-ranteredness: loving involvx responsibility and 

his independenra takx precedenra. He refusx to share himxlf with anyone for fear he might lox 

his identity. As he explains to Lionel, 

'I'm always apprxiated,* Joseph x i d wearily, rubbing his eyx. He would have liked to 
convinra Lionel, though the man w x an obvious f x l . 'I've loved and caused suffering becaux I 
loved, and I've caused suffering beraux I didn't love. It all passx off,' again he made that 
movement of his hand, we're all right when we belong to ourx lvx , but It's no blood/ good at 
all when we belong to someone e l x and forget who the hell we are' (H224.14-21). 

A few l inx further down, the ranverxtion rantinux with one of Gxrge's ignored comments and 

Joseph's definition of love: 
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'So many l i v x are spent in silenra,' George x ld , possibly spxking for himxlf. 
'Don't you believe in love then, Joseph?' May merely wanted to know why he did not find her 

attrxtlve. She knew he didn't. He looked at her x if there were tra much of her. 
'Darling, you know how I f x l * Hegazedather Ironlrally out of his guarded eyx. 'I think 

love's just wonderful. It happens x frequently. It's such a convenient we/ of keeping out the 
draught. A lovely way of stuffing the crevicx of the heart. I'm all for it.' He thrust his chin 
forward aggrexively, smiling at her without warmth (H224.27-36; 225.1-2). 

Joxph's xlf-onolysis of life and family relationships, a lx internalized, fails to appear in the 

1979 Duckworth edition (H89.5-36; 90.1-8). Mxt of the deletions about Joxph focus on his 

views of love and life. 

Beryl Bainbridge, working together with Anna Haycraft, her editor, deleted a ransiderable 

number of internal monologux. The majority of the long passagx represent digrexions to the 

pxt and characters' inner thoughts combined with authorial explanations. Thex constitute a 

major variant between the two versions, and their omlxion acraunts for a radiral condensing of 

the new novel, which is a primary purpox in the rewriting. Bainbridge Intentionally wrote 

Another Part of the Wood (1968) in a flowery and artificial style becaux publishers did not 

apprxiate the original sparx style of Harriet Said. In this early 1968 edition, she usx several 

words where one would suffira, and she expands and elaboratx the scenx. In the 1979 edition, she 

revlsx her style and dispensx with excex bxkground material on all of the characters but in 

particular on such minor charxters x Willie, the hand/man, Joseph's ex-wife, and the 

MacFarleys. Thox omixions rancerning Willie ran be sxn In the above sxtlon devoted to him. 

Joseph's ex-wife appxrs in his thoughts when he reralls her pregnancy and their walks together, 

and then again when Roland imaginx her at home hanging clothx and mixing him. Sxtlons 

devoted to the absent MacFarle/s are a lx cut. The owners of MacFarley Camp supposedly are 

abroad and thus not Involved in what oraurs during the holiday. So what they think of Balfour and 

Willie is irrelevant to the plot. 
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Bainbridge deleted other extranxus material from the 1968 edition. Mxt of this material 

bears clox relevanra to her own life. For instanra, she removx a number of sexually explicit 

sections. Such is the cax where Balfour fantxizx about the xxual fulfillment of the Bxtlx, 

Dotty reralls her affair with the mediral student, and May remembers her affair with a stranger 

thrx wxks after her marriage to Lionel. Balnbrldge's difficulty in writing about xx results 

from living in a home where sex wx tabra. Her charxters do not have sex; they "commit 

offensx" or "do rude things." Other deleted information is much more autobiographiral. For 

example, her parents' marital relationship parallels Lionel and May's. As a rxult in rewriting 

the novel, she revlsx several of May's critixl remarks about Lionel and her marriage. Even 

more important is the deletion of two of Balnbrldge's favorite theorix, which her father taught 

her about permanenra and departurx Both of thex are incorporated in a forty-1 ine passage 

(H89.5-36; 90.1-8) attributed to Joseph but then deleted In the Duckworth edition. Bainbridge 

explains both of thex thxr ix in an article written for Ihg Listener. Richard Bainbridge wx 

very fond of a game railed departurx; he would put his young daughter on the ferry boat to New 

Brighton and while she watched him dwindling he waved farewell. ^̂  Dotty verballzx this 

departure theme to May (H116.4-33). It is autobigraphlral elements such x thex that the author 

discards from the revised Duckworth edition. 

The deletions account for a serand change between the two versions of Another Pwl of the 

Wood, namely the point of view. The emphxis shifts from an omnixient viewpoint in the 1968 

work where Bainbridge writx the dialogue and explains its effxt to the reader to the more 

consistent dramatic viewpoint in the 1979 edition. While In the first writing Bainbridge 

descrlbx the action and dialogue and delvx into the minds of the charxters. In the revision she 

confinx her writing mainly to dialogue and descriptions of xtions. Thus she easily and effxtively 

dispenses with critlral rommentary. In the 1968 novel. Interpretive commentarix follow the 

^ 
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dialogue and in a few instances the action. For example, Joxph's ex-wife tells him: " . . . try to be 

alone with Roland for onra and leave your bloody women behind, a plera of advira he had 

disregarded but not maliciously" (H23.33-35). The Duckworth edition reducx this to read: 

"'Try to be alone with Roland for onra and leave your bloody women behind'" (D16.10-11). In 

another instanra, the line "'You're a bit of a bitch,' Joxph xid, xunding x if he could make no 

r x l judgment" (H222.25-26) is curtailed to "'You're a bit of a bitch,' Joxph xid" (D131.36). 

Similarly in two additonal instancx the first edition contlnux to Interpret his dialogue: "'How 

X?' curt, brisk, his tone of voira at odds with his manner of walking, the slight swa/ of his hips" 

(H262.6-7) and "'What on xrth for?' He had not Intended to xund x critlral" (H46.25-26). 

Thex are reduced to merely the dialogue: "'How x?'" (D156.8) and "'What on earth for?'" 

(D27.30). The commentarix explaining ration are not x numerous. In one particular instance, 

Joseph's gxture Is explained thus: "stretching his arms high ma/be weary but only sxming to x t 

out the signs of fatigue," (HlO.9-10). The Duckworth edition deletx the comment and simply 

descrlbx the ration: "stretching his arms high," (D9.10). With the omlxion of critixl analysx 

in the 1979 edition, it is the reader's responsibility to interpret Joxph's comments and behavior. 

Becaux Bainbridge adopts a dramatic point of view in the revised version, many of the 

interior monologux and digrexions disappear. In the first edition she employs a 

stream-of-conxiousnex technique which naturally Includx many long passagx of introspxtion. 

Memorix from the pxt frequently appear x the charxters observe a scene or hear a ramment. 

For Instanra, x Dotty sits outside the hut staring at the field and the hedge wondering what pxple 

do in the country, she reflects on a happier time in her life (H159.13-36; 160.1-36; 161.1-2). In 

another cax, a ramment Joxph makx about prejudira not existing transports Gxrge to his own 

pxt, hisxtr8ngement,ondodixuxionof goodondevil (H167.4-36; 168.1-36; 169.1-36; 

170.1-34). Some of thex digrexions extend for pagx and by the time the charxters return to 
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the present the reader h x forgotten what w x transpiring at that time. Therefore deleting thex 

digrexions animatx the ration of the novel and avoids confusion. Although the plot covers only 

four days, the ration appears to extend beyond this time in the 1968 edition. 

Finally, the deletions rx t i fy Balnbrldge's personal style—that of being objxtive and 

detached. Cr i t ix praix her for obxrving and reporting without commenting. Yet in the 

Hutchinson edition she observx, reports, ramments—and elaboratx. She is tra doctrinaire. The 

theme of xlfishnex and lack of love is exemplified through the charxters, but in particular 

through Joseph. Noting the deleted passagx where Joxph speaks or others spxk about him, one 

finds the xlfishnex and xlf-absorption which dominate him. Bainbridge overtly moralizx on 

the consequencx of not loving. And to strex her dratrine she kills Roland, Joseph's son. The dxth 

is axidental, but it dox revxl the others* Irak of ranrarn toward one another. Crit ix find the 

dxth tra conveniently a part of her dldxticlsm, rather than a part of the plot. Finding Roland 

dead, Balfour brings the novel full circle. He rancludx that after the arrival of an ambulanra, 

there will be "a general exodus, a disperxl into the landsrape, a journey into another part of the 

wood" (H288.8-9/D176.11-12). Despite the removal of numerous didxtic passagx, the 

moralizing x p x t remains, but it is more subtle. 



III. A TEXTUAL STUDY OF A WEEKEND WITH CI AUDF 

Critlral Reraptlon of A Wxkend with Claude 

Although A Wxkend with Claurie (lQfi7^ is Beryl Balnbrldge's first published novel, it is 

xtually her serand written work. Her first novel Harriet Said, written in the late 1950s, w x 

shelved after publishers rejrated it. A Wxkend with Claud w x published in 1967 by New 

Authors, a subsidiary of Hutchlnxn Publishing Company, which publlshx works by unknown 

authors. Acrarding to Beryl Bainbridge, this novel reraived favorable reviews, went into 

paperbxk, and xrned her C 25. ^2 Fourteen years later, having developed her own particular 

style in nine other novels, Bainbridge returned to her original work. She revised, rewrote, and 

republished it , the xme procedure she had followed two years earlier with Another Part of the 

Wood (1979). Duckworth's publiration In 1981 of A Wxkend with Claude rampleted the tenth 

Duckworth-Bainbridge novel in her ranon. Despite the radiral revisions, the cr i t ix , with a few 

exceptions, considered this novel to be mediocre at bxt when compared with Its predecessors. 

The first publiration of A Weekend with Claud attrxted very meager reviews. Although the 

cr i t ix reprehended the plot of the novel, they perceptively disrarned Balnbrldge's talent x early 

X1967 . Marigold Johnson in Ihg Timx attributed to the author "moments of eloquent rerall and 

lively senx of tratile detail," but she added that Balnbrldge's "skill is wxted on thex x l f -

absorbed and dottlly wayward misfits." ^^ J. D. S. Haworth In the Listener w x not favorably 

Impressed with the novel either. Haworth xnsldered the novel "tra obscurely subjxlive, its plot 

tra tiny." ^^ Predicting that Bainbridge could "write a better novel when she finds a more 

robust theme," Haworth nonethelex recognized her ability to "write of affxtlon and xlf-doubt in 

arompetent, touching way." ^ The Timx Literary Supplement obxrved that "the writing is 
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sound and professional for a first novel, vet the final effxt Is blurred." "̂ ^ The reviewer 

considered Claude in the dramatic links much more faxinating than the narrators of the 

monologux, becaux In the narrativx "the Interxt is dixipated over tra many praple and their 

relationships are not clearly enough defined." "̂ 7 Karl Miller dexribed the structure of the novel 

X extremely appropriate In expounding the theme of Ixlation. He praised thox episodx which 

were "wonderfully alert to the flow of fxling betwxn the friends, to the accessx of hxtility, to 

the bitter humor which envelops its lossx and departurx." "'̂  However, Miller discovered in the 

novel "a profusion of rare words that somehow sxm doubtfully spelled." ̂ ^ Thex "rare words" 

are exily explained. When she wx working on A Wxkend with Claud. Beryl Bainbridge txk an 

Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, xlxted all the words which appxled to her, and then fitted them in the 

novel. 80 

The serand edition of A Wxkend with Claude in 1981 stimulated an overflow of reviews. Of 

raurx, one must understand that by this time Bainbridge had xtablished a literary reputation 

and had berame a very marketable commodity. So wherex the 1967 edition garnered four 

reviews, the 1981 publiration amassed thrx timx that number. The attitudx of the critix 

toward the revised novel, however, did not differ drxtlrally from the opinions of the critix of 

fourteen years xrlier. They still discovered saving nuancx, but they agreed that the narrative 

still Ixked the crispnex and clarity of Balnbrldge's other Duckworth novels. 

The charxters In A Weekend with Claude are esxntially reproductions of thox in Another 

Part of the Wood. As a matter of fact, Anthony Thwaite repxted the xme description for both xts 

of charxters: "an ill-assorted mob of xlipsists, emotional cripplx, and borx." ° Other 

critix rancurred with him. Bryn Calex dexribed the charxters x "the mxt egoistic crew of 

xlf-idolaters who spend the whole wxkend bitching about each other." ®̂  The Booklist railed 
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them "a medley of bizarre charxters." ^^ And the Kirkus Reviews identified them x "a clutch of 

ecrantric, sad/mxn Bainbridgean sorts." ̂ ^ Two other critix provided a more subdued 

perspxtive of the charxters. Christine Hill viewed them as "silly but Intriguing charx

ters." 85 Judith Glx rampared Balnbrldge's charxters to Pinter's, who "talk through exh other 

but never quite rannxt." ^6 And although they are a "fine lot of ecrantrix, the charxters and 

their storix sxm almxt anemic." 87 All thex dxignations appropriately dexrlbe the 

charxters, and in that senx they belong to Balnbrldge's rallxtion of eccentrix. They spend the 

entire wxkend reiterating their mixr lx and analyzing exh other with only occxional outbursts 

of bitterness. 

Critix alx rebuked the narrative st/le of A Wxkend with Claude. The narrative viewpoints 

of this novel deviate from Balnbrldge's usual single viewpoint. As an experimental novel, A 

Wxkend with Claude relatx the xme narrative In flxhback by thrx different narrators. This 

txhnique Is strongly suggxtive of William Faulkner's In The Sound and the Fury. 88 However, 

Bainbridge allowed tra much subjectivity to Intrude x the same story is repxted from four 

xparate viewpoints, including Claude's in the dramatic links. The Kirkus Reviews described the 

style X "a stiff flashback format and rotating narrators." 89 jhe reviewer proceeded to explain 

that although the multiple voicx are "ranxientiously crafted, they are never x involving x the 

slyly neutral narration of later Bainbridge." ̂ ^ Judith Glx agreed with the Kirkus reviewer 

that the first person point of view interferx with the objxtivity and distancing of Bainbrige's 

work. ^ ̂  Bainbridge is known for her clxr, objxtive narrative style. However, this is not the 

cax in A Wxkend with Claude x two critix lament. Carol Rumens stated that neither Shebah nor 

Norman spoke with the clarity that the typlral Bainbridge narrator dis-plays. ̂ ^ Anthony 

Thwaite araused Bainbridge of wandering off into arabesqux and failing to prexnt her usual 

v̂ 
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"brisk narrative." ̂ ^ Becaux the retrxpective narrativx are ranfusing and hard to follow at 

timx, several reviewers have indirated a preferenra for the more prx lx and surainct dramatic 

links. Thex four short interludx narrated in the third person Involve Claude and his customers 

in a converxtional interplay. Thwaite appraised this narrative to be "mxt persuxlvely true 

Bainbridge, and there's not enough of It." ^ Judith Glx likewix preferred the intervening 

ration with its "raw comic immediacy." ^5 

Called an "offbeat tale" and "a quirky, ramshxkle story." A Wxkend with Claude still 

possessx its saving merits. Balnbrldge's careful attention to detail rxlistlrally renders the value 

of thex characters* livx x they frantirally sxrch for love and fail dismally. Tim Murray 

writes: "Balnbrldge's eye for detail and atmxphere rxults In a rampelling oiera of fiction of the 

first order." ̂ ^ The novel rantains xme vividly awful moments when "sraial decorum rallapsx, 

bitternex surfacx, and comedy covers up misery." ̂ ^ Judith Glx commented that the author's 

ux of naturalism, including a rareful attention of grotesque details, endows the novel with a 

startling rxlism. ^8 jhe grotesque details vividly sharpen the mundane livx of Balnbrldge's 

typirally eccentric charxters. It is thex spxific details rambined with a wry humor which 

graphirally portray the humdrum livx of her rather unusual cxt of charxters. The effxt, 

according to Publishers' Wxkly. is by turn amusing, vexing, and prepxterous.^^ 

A Wxkend with Claude with Its "radiral revisions" cloxly rexmblx the charxteristic 

Bainbridge novel; however, it still Ixks the tautnex and objxtivity of her other novels. Rich x 

the novel is in grotesquerix, Glx remarked: "It Ixks the jarring dazzle of her bxt work." ^̂ ^ 

Kirkus Reviews xid of the novel: It is "neither x sod, comic, or effxtively chilly x her 

bxt—but modxtly rewarding on Its own, fragmentary terms." ^̂ ^ Patricia Craig praised the 

novel's assets but regarded it "still far tra mannered and ranvoluted to rank with the best of Bain-
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bridge." ^̂ ^ Regardlex of the novel's shortcomings. It will still be read by the avid Bainbridge 

reader. And although srarraly anyone h x read the 1967 edition becaux it exists only in a very 

small edition, many more will read the 1981 edition simply beraux the author is Beryl 

Bainbridge. 

Araldentals of A Wxkend with Claude 

An examination of the differencx in araldentals In the 1967 and 1981 versions of A Weekend 

with Claude revxls an Intenx xrutiny by the Duckworth Publishing Company to enhanra the text. 

Becaux of the dixrepancix between the two publlratlons and the numerous Improvements in the 

later edition, one ran ranjxture that Colin Haycraft Intervened. Beryl Balnbrldge's novels benefit 

from his dislike of obxurity and of hanging nominativx, xntencx without verbs, and the historic 

present. ^̂ ^ Having left schral at fourtxn, Bainbridge w x not familiar with grammatiral errors 

such X split Infinitivx, which shexnstantly rammltted until Colin Haycraft explained them to 

her and told her that a split infinitive in English is plain barbarism. ^̂ '̂  Becaux he is 

rapy-editor of Duckworth Publishing Company, he can be credited with mxt of the corrxted 

araldentals. The araldentals, which number 1,374, refine and corrxt the text. Thex include such 

variants x format, corrxtions, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. 

Chapter divisions, spara variations, and paragraph differencx ramprix the formatting 

variants. The Hutchinson Publishing Company and the Duckworth Publishing Company differ in 

structuring the novel's chapters. For instanra, the Hutchinson edition Inserts blank pagx to 

xparate the various parts of the novel. The novel Is In th rx parts, exh narrated In the first 

perxn by Maggie/Lily, Victorian Norman, and Shebah. A page with the charxter's name 

introducx the t h r x sxtlons, and in Maggie's sxtlon a blank page precedx and follows the title 

page, while with the other two only a blank page follows. Thex blank pagx xparate the 
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charxters' sections from the links where Claude and his customers discux the photograph of 

Claude's friends. In contrxt to this dxign, the 1981 Duckworth edition more conservatively and 

more eranomlrally avoids leaving blank pagx. It organlzx the novel into seven chapters: the 

th rx versions by the charxters and the four links which function x transitions before and after 

exh main part. The chapter numbering avoids ranfusion for the reader. In addition to the title 

page of each division, the Hutchinson novel precedx the text with th rx pagx of "A Note on New 

Authors Limited," one page of "About the Author," and then rancludx the novel with two pagx of a 

list of "Already Published" works by New Authors Limited. 

Very liberal with spara, the Hutchlnxn edition leavx extra spara betwxn paragraphs in 

sixty different instancx. The spxing indiratx a change of sxne, a shift in time, a shift in 

subjxt, or an elapx of time. Out of thex sixty-one variancx, the Duckworth a'ix leavx extra 

spara in one Instanra (D94.15-17) to ref lxt an abrupt shift in Victorian Norman's reverie from 

an analysis of his friends to a more immediate conrarn—Lily's relationship with Edward. In only 

one spxific occxion dox Duckworth allow extra spara while Hutchinson dox not. In this cax, 

Duckworth allows the spara to separate Billie's letter from the narrative (D26.14). The first 

edition dox not distinguish between the content of the letter and Maggie's remembranra of the pxt 

(H43.30). 

The Hutchlnxn edition consistently allows extra spara to Indirate four typx of shifts. 

Whenever the early edition changx srane, it leavx extra spara betwxn paragraphs. For instanra, 

Stanley w r i t x a check for the purchax of the antique dxk, and then the scene shifts to the baby 

outside In the yard (H19.15/D12.14). The only indlration of the movement in the serand edition is 

the paragraph indentation. A similar example oraurs when Claude Interrupts Norman's seduction 

of Julia in the barn, and together they all walk bxk to the houx where Shebah sits in the living 
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room (H114.10/D73.16). Additional spara between paragraphs a lx Illustratx shifts in time. On 

the first page of the novel Claude stands Ixking at his garden; the spara following that paragraph 

functions x a transition to six years earlier when he purchased the houx for his first wife and 

four children (H13.16). The serand version dox not leave extra spara but simply Indents for a 

paragraph (D7.14). Duckworth repxts the xme format and simply indents in another example 

when Shebah remembers the jxlousy of other women and then returns to the prexnt x she and 

Claude go upstairs (D113.17/H169.7). Shifts in subjxts follow the xme format: the first edition 

allows spara and the serand edition rantinux without a variation. For example, extra spara 

xparatx a long digrexlon detailing Victorian Norman and Maggie's relationship from Claud and 

Maggie's (H95.34/D59.15), which is then xparated by spax again x the subjxt shifts to Shebah 

(H96.7/D60.22) and then bxk again to Maggie (H96.22/D61.3). Finally, the extra spare a lx 

denotx an elapx of time in the plot. Such is the cax when Maggie reraunts the gunshot episode, 

which is followed by a blank line x the group waits to go to the bus stop for their return journey 

(H83.16/D50.10). Similarly a blank line intervenx betwxn Norman's analysis of the night's 

events and the next morning's when Claude brings Norman a cup of t x (H141.6/D92.23). 

The spxing variations employed In the Hutchlnxn edition exist the reader. The visual 

distinctions between sxtlons function x transitions to guide him from one srane to another, one 

time element to another, and one subjxt to another. The shifts then do not sxm x abrupt. Sinra 

the Duckworth edition dox not follow this prxtira, one xmetlmx finds jarring movements while 

reading about one scene or subjxt and without warning the next paragraph h x varied one or the 

other. However, this may be p r x i x l y the effxt intended. The thrx parts of the novel do not 

rantain any ration; rather they relate in retrxprat the th rx different persprativx of one 

incident. Maggie/Lily, Victorian Norman, and Shebah narrate a version of what oraurred on that 
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particular summer day four yxrs ago. Naturally x they rerall events their minds wander, 

justif/ing the brusque movements betwxn paragraphs. 

In addition to the extra linx allowed between paragraphs, the Hutchlnxn and Duckworth 

editions differ in paragraphing. Hutchlnxn paragraphs in fifty placx where Duckworth dox not. 

However, the latter indiratx paragraphs In thirty lorations where the earlier edition fails to do 

X. The first edition exhibits numerous more paragraphs beraux it xparatx characters' dialogue 

from the explanatory tags; the serand edition rambinx the reporting clausx and the dialogue in 

the xme paragraph (H82.21/D49.15; H93.il/D56.12; H130.36/D82.27). The xr ly edition alx 

xparatx charxters' dialogux from the dexriptive narrativx about them. The Duckworth 

edition xmbinx dialogux, thoughts, and dexriptions about different charxters in the xme 

paragraph. It dox not interrupt the rantinuous flow of thoughts of the narrators to indirate an 

alteration of subjxt or scene. It simply rantinux for long paragraphs without intrusions. For 

instanra, in the Hutchlnxn novel Maggie's reverie about her xhral days extends for eighty-two 

linx and utilizx four paragraphs (H31.5-36; 32.1-36; 33.1-14). The same reverie in the 

Duckworth novel contlnux in one paragraph for seventy-eight linx (D20.16-33; 21.1-33; 

22.1-27). The contrxt in paragraphs occurs In thirty other placx where Duckworth dox Indent 

for paragraphs and Hutchinson dox not In mxt of thex casx, the indentations demonstrate a 

change of speakers where direct dialogue appxrs, while in a few others a change of srane or 

subject necexitatx an indention. 

The intrusion of misprints into a text is quite understandable, and the 1967 edition of A 

Wxkend with Claud Is no exraption. The misprints in this novel however do not compare with the 

onx in Another Part of the Wood (1968). which abounds with errors. In the 1967 edition, Julia 

rails the baby her "little honey take" (H20.16-17); the 1981 edition substitutx a more 

http://H93.il/D56.12
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appropriate term of endearment—"little honey cake" (D13.13). Six other errors appearing In the 

early edition include: "to bath" (H100.15), "We went walks" (H158.4), "never gox walks" 

(H192.11), "Norman laugh" (H69.3), "glory, men" (H71.22), and "band were playing" (H32.33). 

The 1981 edition rarrxts thex to read "to bathe" (D64.32), "We went for walks" (D101.21), 

"never walks" (D138.21), "Norman's laugh" (D42.8), "glory, man" (D44.4), and "band wx 

playing" (D27.5). In a xparate instanra, a prepxition inaraurately used as a conjunction in 

"like they all bxr marks" (H170.27) changx to a subordinator to read "such x they all bear 

marks" (D115.9). Two punctuation errors alx appear in the Hutchlnxn edition. A misplaced 

quotation mark (H156.19) is amended (D99.28), wherex an incorrxt period in a quote (H127.il) 

disappears within a passage deleted in the later edition (D80). As meticulous x Duckworth is in 

prrafing, a few errors do emerge in the 1981 edition. For Instanra, in the xr ly edition there is "a 

faint smell of gx forever in the air" (HlOO.ll), while In the Duckworth the smell is "In the hair" 

(D64.29). In thrx other instancx, the araldentals do not Improve the revised text. In one, a 

subjunctive verb ("x if she were drunk," H161.4) erronxusly alters to the Indirative mood ("x 

if she wx drunk," D104.15), an adverb alters to an adjective ("tinkling invisibly," H180.14/ 

"tinkling Invisible," D126.6), and a misplaced apxtrophe shows a singular possexive when a 

plural is needed ("the girls' boarding xhral," H13.25/"the girl's boarding schral," D8.1). 

Other than format differencx and error revisions, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation 

compox the greater part of the araldentals. The spelling araldentals are few. Of the forty-five 

spelling araldentals, ten affxt compound words: in four situations two words join to form one 

(brakyard, D45.1/H73.3; schralmlstrex. D79.21/H126.21; armpit, D33.13/H62.15; 

nonranformity, D59.16/H95.36) and in six other situations single words xparate to form two 

(gum brats, D23.4/H33.29; hair grip, D93.1-2/H141.19; xme time, D149.13/H203.13 and 
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D149.16/H203.21; all together, D108.16/H164.28; right hand. D151.32/H206.18). Another ten 

reflxt minor changx in spelling. Four of thex change "o" to "oh" (H34.33/D23.27; H80.28/ 

D47.27; H172.1/D116.24; H201.9/D148.4); two spellings change to the preferred dictonary 

spellings (focused, D15.14/H22.16 and rallus, D26.19/H43.34); one adds a letter in the spelling 

(Coooeex, D48.31/H81.35); two delete a letter (Hanna, D99.21/H156.12-13; and Agonistx, 

D103.7/H160.1); and one alters a letter (Sebxtian, D126.1/H180.9). Of the remaining twenty-

five revisions, "Nesrafe'" (H18.22) changx to "Nesraff" (D11.19), and the other twenty-four alter 

British spellings. "Amidst" becomx "amid" in one Instanra, "amongst" beramx "among" In five 

instancx, and "whilst" beramx "while" in eightxn. The bulk of the spelling changx ransists of 

Claud acquiring the final -e in 208 xparate Instancx. There is, however, one plax xr ly in the 

Hutchinson where Claud's name araidentally gained the final -e (H17.13/D10.30). 

The rapitallzation variations number thirty-six. In ten Instancx, Duckworth capitallzx the 

Important words in a title (D8.18/H14.13; D33.30-33/H63.8-10), the first word of a xntenra 

(D46.31/H79.27; D47.6/H80.1; D68.31/H106.26; D81.16/H129.8; D82.8/H130.2; and D85.1/ 

H133.33), and nouns used x proper namx (D127.15/H181.20 and D133.10/H187.6). The reverx 

happens In twenty-six casx when Duckworth substitutx lower cax for capital letters. Four of 

thex occur with the word iiQCiti(D8.13/H14.7; D18.16/H29.20; D24.10/H35.23; 0128.26/ 

H182.26) and four more in second linx of songs (D41.29/H61.27; D41.33/H61.31; D99.7/ 

H155.28; D105.2/H161.23). In the remaining eighteen casx, Duckworth substitutx lower cax 

letters where Bainbridge arbitrarily capitalized for no apparent grammatiral reaxn such words 

X "Darling" (H194.20/D140.33; H196.20/D143.17), "Godmother" (H95.30/D59.11), 

"Tomorrow" (H63.il/D33.33), "Eduration" (H156.9/D99.18), "World" (H156.31/D100.9), "Art" 

(H163.7/D106.24),and "Nuns"(H175.8/D120.9). Duckworth strikx out thex rapital letters 
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and substitutx lower cax. 

The punctuation variations account for an overwhelming number of the araldentals in the two 

versions of A Wxkend with Claude. Thex number 910. A few are punctuation deletions, but the 

majority are additions and revisions. The alterations In punctuation perfxt errors, add variety, 

and change xntenra structurx. 

Judging from the number of punctuation deletions, one ran Infer that Bainbridge dox not 

overpunctuate. As a matter of frat, Karl Miller rammented that she apparently is no punc

tuator. 0̂5 Jhe sevent/-five minor deletions Include dispensing with a parenthxis (H62.15/ 

D33.12-13), which enclosx a dexrlption of Maggie's drex, and a period which xts off a fragment 

(H17.10/D10.28). Alx deleted are four italix signifying the namx of matine'e performancx 

(Robxplerre, D129.20/H183.15; Belle of New York, D129.21-22/H183.16-17), the name of a 

ship (St Paul, D129.28/H183.22), and the titleof a pxm (Dover Berah, D144.1/H197.7). In 

eight xparate Instancx, quotation marks around the titlx of xngs dixppxr In the Duckworth 

version (D33.27/H63.5; D33.30-33/H63.8-10; D43.19-20/H70.31; D102.30/H159.28-29; 

D124.6/H178.22; D126.21-22/H180.29; D126.24/H180.31-32; and D135.33-34/H189.28). 

The reader recognizx the tit lx of the tunx from context. Still, one expxts titlx to be marked by 

quotation marks. In the same way, one comx to expxt some type of punctuation mark to x t off 

dialogue, but such is not the cax In the second edition. For instanra, thrx different typx of 

punctuation introdura quoted material in the Hutchinson novel. But in twenty-one examplx the 

Duckworth novel discards the ralon (H59.17/D39.21; H80.31/D47.31 H82.13/D49.9), and just x 

many timx discards ellipses (H129.19/D81.23; H130.2/D82.8; H155.18/D98.19). In the 

remaining nine examplx, the second edition omits the dxh x a mark of introducing dialogue 

(H21.18/D14.16; H30.14/D19.15; H129.8/D81.16; H139.4/D90.32). 
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The ramma, the mxt often deleted mark of punctuation, ramprisx half of the total punctuation 

deletions. Yet x one examinx the thirty-eight situations where xmmx have bxn deleted, one 

discovers exratly the xme reaxns why xmmx are incorporated in the addition's sration. For 

Instanra, In the Duckworth edition fourtxn rammx are added to x t off vorativx, yet here in two 

other identiral Instancx the commx are deleted (D14.17/H21.19 and D49.15/H82.21). Wherex in 

the Addition's Sration commx are added in twent/-six instancx to x t off adverb clausx at the end 

of sentences, in this sration four rammx which in the xr ly edition x t off adverb clauses now are 

struck in the serand edition (D54.29/H90.22; D69.11/H108.5; D80.2-3/H126.34-35; 

D133.15-16/H187.11). Likewix where rammx should be prexrved to signal rampound sentencx, 

the marks vanish In the Duckworth (D92.8-9/H140.23; D102.32/H159.31; D103.8/H160.3; and 

D25.4/H43.10). Oversight rauld be to blame for thex inransistencix. However in xme 

Instancx the deletion of rammx ran be justified x is the cax where xmmx incorrratly separate 

rampound verbs (D9.16/H15.27; D15.22/H23.3; D63.17/H99.2; D133.19/H187.14). 

The punctuation marks which are added In the 1981 edition of A Weekend wjiti QlMte total 510. 

Thex include accent marks, dxhx, quotation marks, italix, hyphens, and rammx. Considering 

the vxt number of instancx where punctuation is inrarporated into the new text, one can surmix 

that Bainbridge Is extremely remix when It ramx to punctuating. However, Colin Haycraft 

carefully rratifix the author's deficiency. 

The fewxt addtions involve the acrant marks, dashx, and quotation marks. In one cax, 

de'bris (H198.2/D145.1) acquirx an accent mark, while in seven other casx, xntencx reraive 

dxhx to emphxize, to xparate clausx in rampound xntencx, and to explain (H24.8-9/D16.27; 

H30.23/D19.24; H90.28/D55.2; H167.28/D111.28-29). Quotation marks in fiftxn placx 

enclox the following: thetitleof axng(H14.13/D8.18), particular words which need to be 
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emphxized (H21.1/D13.32; H190.1/D136.8), and more frequently dialogue (H21.18-19/D14.16; 

H30.14/D19.15; H79.30/D46.33; H106.26/D68.30-31). In thex Ixt twelve situations, the 

comments are thox which one of the narrators reralls and repeats in the narrative. The quotation 

marks thus distinguish the comments from the narrator's narrative. 

The thrx remaining marks—italix, hyphens, and rammx—rampox the major portion of 

the punctuation additions. Italix function in the serand edition to dxignate words of xngs within 

xntencx (H199.19/D146.8-9 and H199.20/D146.9-10) and to distinguish the rantents of a letter 

from the rx t of the text (H43.21-22/D26.4-5). Aside from thex thrx situations, the 

remaining twenty-four usx of Italix simply emphxize rartain words within xntencx 

(H21.33/D14.29; H35.27/D24.13; H87.1/D52.21; H132.9/D83.13; H157.20/D101.2). For 

instanra, xr ly In the novel Stanley questions Claude's letting the baby cry and then sarcxtirally 

adds—"If it wx his child" (D14.29/H21.33). In another example, italix stressx the pronoun 

referring to Lily x Shebah xrdonirally remarks about Lily appxring to need protration: "Her in 

need of protration!" (D102.2/H156.20). And she xntinux that it is others who "need protxting 

from her" (D101.4/H157.22). Italix should be used sparingly for emphxis, but the second 

edition tends to ux the mark extensively. 

In sixty-seven casx hyphens are Introduced to the 1981 edition. The majority of the words 

are hyphenated to exprex the idx of a unit and to avoid ambiguity. In at lext twenty-four 

examplx, the hyphen connrats two or more words xrving x a single adjxtlve before a noun: 

"birak-and-white squarx" (D34.13/H64.3), "a day-by-day denial" (D60.30/H96.15), 

**shell-pink walls" (D83.28/H132.30), "apprraiation-of-beauty moods" (D90.25/H138.34). In 

thrx other Instancx, the hyphen is required to exprex the number "ninety-thrx" (D62.5/ 

H97.18-19 and D86.23/H136.17) and the frration "one-tenth" (D100.24/H157.9). The other 
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hyphens join two or more words to indirate a single noun: "music-hall" (D74.20-21/ H115.30), 

"seed-rake" (D59.22/H96.5), "fara-crxm" (D36.7/H66.20). In this xme category, 

"guxt-rram" acquirx a hyphen twira (D74.5/H115.10 and D147.3/H200.8), "drexing-gown" 

four timx (D58.22,63.27,83.24,146.13), and "living-rram" seventxn timx (D23.17, 

24.29.43.20,62.27,74.1, 82.2). Although words forming a rampound may be written 

xparately, Duckworth connrats them with hyphens, probably to maintain ransistency and to avoid 

ambiguity. 

The mxt rraurrent punctuation mark added to the Duckworth version Is the ramma For 

various reaxns, in 393 circumstancx rammx are added. Vorativx require rammx In fourtxn 

instancx, parenthetiral exprexions in twenty-nine, and Introductory words such x "well," "oh," 

and "yx" in thirty. Sentenx structure requirx the ramma after introductory words, phrasx, 

and clausx in sixty Instancx. The ramma preceding the conjunctions which link main clausx Is 

mixing in 102 pxitions in the early version; the 1981 version punctuatx all thex rampound 

xntencx with rammx. In this later edition and in just x many instancx, rammx are inxrted to 

xparate coordinate adjxtlvx and to x t off modif/ing phrasx and clausx. In a not very rammon 

ux, the ramma separatx adverb clausx appearing at the end of twent/-s1x xntencx. And In at 

least seven circumstancx. superfluous rammx are added. For example, a comma appears betwxn 

the subjxt and verb of a sentenx (D84.4,86.22,87.13), and a ramma xparatx rampound verbs 

(D84.19,108.21,110.25-26) and a rampound dirxt objxt (D109.25). In all other instancx. 

Inserting commx can be substantiated with grammatiral rulx. The xntenra structure Itxlf 

necessitatx proper punctuation x is the cax with rampound xntences. Setting off modif/ing 

phrasx and clauses in a xntenra prevents misreading. In addition, rammx indirate the proper 

pausx in xntencx which make reading exier. 
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Although punctuation revisions are not x numerous as the additions, they still acraunt for 

330 araldentals. Thex revisions provide variety, increax emphxis, and improve xntenra 

structure. A small number of the punctuation revisions alter various marks to ralons and dxhx. 

In one group, where dxhx and ellipsx Intrraura quotx or x t off a list In the early edition, In the 

revised edition ralons perform the same function (H13.7/D7.6; H82.18-19/D49.12; H21.5/D14.3; 

H105.3/D67.13). In a serand sxtlon, ellipsx, parenthesx, ralons and semiralons change in the 

serand edition to dxhx to x t off and emphxize an added explanation. 

A third group, one of misrallaneous revisions, contains twenty-thrx random changx. For 

Instanra, the Duckworth substitutx italix where the Hutchinson hx quotation marks 

(H204.34/D150.22; H205.24/D151.13; H151.1/D97.7) and all raps (H167.33/D112.1). The most 

common revision is the inransistent transpxition of punctuation inside or outside quotation 

marks. While Hutchinson placx punctuation marks such x periods and rammx Inside the 

quotation marks, Duckworth placx them outside (H59.17/D39.21; H61.19/D41.23; H71.1/D43.24; 

H80.31/D47.31). 

The most recurrent punctuation revisions involve the period and the comma. The period 

revisions include two typx. Inthefirstof thex, the period is replaced by other punctuation. A 

variety of marks Including the xmiralon, quxtion mark, ramma, ralon, exclamation point, and 

dxh substitutx for the period in fifty-five instancx. In one of thex a xmiralon replacx a 

period where the two clausx are cloxly related (H18.7/D11.9). In thrx other Instancx, a 

quxtion mark substitutx for a period (H128.8/D81.3; H185.2/D130.33; H198.26/D145.26) to 

end interrogativx. Seven rammx replara periods in two circumstances: onra in the clxing of a 

letter (H205.24/H151.13) and the rx t In rambining phrasx or clausx with preceding sentencx. 

For example, in the Hutchlnxn edition Bainbridge writx two xntencx (H20.29-31). but in the 
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Duckworth she rambinx both to form a rampound xntenra (D13.24-26). In the xme manner, 

punctuation alters her xntenra structure in still another way. Where in the xr ly edition 

Bainbridge punctuatx phrasx or dependent clausx x ramplete xntencx by rancluding with a 

period, In the serand edition the comma perfrats xntencx by joining fragments with the preceding 

clausx. Such is the cax where the author leavx an infinitive phrax x a xntenra (H110.4), and 

then she revlsx the xntenra by substituting a ramma and joining the phrax to the preceding 

infinitive phrax (D69.30). 

Periods alx alter to ralons, exclamation points, and dxhx in the revised edition. In nine 

revisions, ralons replara periods. All of thex substitutions x r r x t fragments which appxr In 

the xr ly edition. The Duckworth edition usx the ralon to Introdura explanations in four 

situations (H190.22/D136.29; H167.10/D111.9; H185.2/D131.1; H198.21/D145.21), and in the 

other five to Introdura appxitive phrasx (H111.18/D71.1; H118.8/D75.10; H130.2/D82.8; 

H142.15/D93.29; H187.15-16/D133.20). A more frequent change oraurs where exclamation 

points replara periods. Exclamation points end seventxn xntencx exprexing strong emotion. 

Exrapt for thrx of thex, Shebah voicx all the exclamations. The mark adequately portrays her 

emotional, and at timx paxionate tone. Finally, dxhx exchange for periods eighteen timx. The 

dxh, like the ramma, performs the xme function--joining phrasx or clausx to preceding 

clausx--and in the procex eliminatx fragments. In the xr ly edition, thoughts are Interrupted 

by periods. Note the following two examplx. 

Mxt mentally disturbed adults crave sugar. You know, swxts and sugary drinks, all the 
fattening things'(H21.9-10). 

I kept remembering something Maggie had xid about Mrs Ryan. How she had gone into her 
son's rram and found a used ranxrvative on the mantelpiera (H189.35-36; 190.1). 
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In the revision, the xme two examplx appxr thus: 

Mxt mentally disturbed adults crave sugar—you know, swxts and sugary drinks, all the 
fattening things'(D14.7-8). 

I kept remembering xmething Lily had xid about Mix Evans, the hair-remover--how 
she'd gone into her son's room and found a used 'conservative' on the mantelpiera (D136.6-8). 

The dxhx provide a slight paux to x t off the added explanation or illustration, but the thought 

flows on in the xme xntenra. Although the xntencx are longer beraux of the revised 

punctuation, they do eliminate the fragments. And although the ramma rauld just x exily rarrrat 

the Inramplete xntencx, the dxh provldx variety. 

In a serand type of period revision, periods are reinserted. In sixty-seven xparate instancx, 

the Duckworth revlsx diverx marks of punctuation to periods. In a handful of thex. xlons 

(H23.16/D15.32), quxtion marks (H100.6/D64.23; H204.35/D150.24), parenthesx 

(H44.9-10/D26.26-27), and dxhx (H132.23/D83.20; H30.15/D19.16; H86.35/D52.18; 

H139.13/D91.5) are replaced by periods. Several timx the Hutchinson edition ends xntencx 

with ellipsx while the Duckworth ends them with periods. The early edition employs ellipsx to 

mark reflxtive pausx or hxtitations at ends of sentencx, but the revised edition provldx a 

stronger, more definite stop (H61.27/D41.29; H71.27/D44.8; H178.31/D124.15; H201.9/ 

D148.4). The period alx modifix the xntenra length. In placx where the period substitutx for 

xmiralons, the punctuation shortens the length of sentencx. Note the effxt that the Inxrted 

period hx in the following examplx: 

It wx X if he held the ramera. x if he were about to click the shutter out there in Ixt 
summer's garden; the lens of his eyx blinked and recorded her image, her dark mouth, her 
white chxks, her slightly smiling eyx Iraklng straight into his — (H25.1-5). 
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It wx X if he held the ramera, as if he were about to click the shutter out there in that time 
pxt. The lens of his eye blinked and rerorded her image, her dark mouth, her white chxks, 
her slightly smiling eyx Iraklng straight into his.. . (D17.23-27). 

The xme effxt oraurs In other examplx (H31.10/D20.21; H25.2/D17.24). In other placx where 

xmiralons previously joined two clausx, the periods xparate the xntencx giving equal 

emphxis to both (H73.5/D45.3; H127.22/D80.14; H171.16/D116.2; H197.23/D144.19). The 

mxt frequent period revision occurs where rammx dixppxr and periods x r r x t comma spllcx 

(H61.il/D41.15; H65.10/D35.13; H157.il/D100.26; H166.25/D110.22; H167.il/Dlll.10-ll). In 

addition, the periods redura the length of xntencx (H63.5/D33.28; H66.8/D36.2; H126.29/ 

D79.30; H165.15/D109.7). 

The mxt numerous punctuation revision Involvx the ramma. acraunting for over half of the 

total revisions. The ramma revisions like the period revisions Include two rategorlx. In one 

rategory, ninety-six timx the ramma Is revised to other punctuation marks. A handful of thex 

are misrallanxus revisions where one exclamation point (H15.28/D9.17), thrx quxtion marks 

(H72.26-27/D44.26; H100.5/D64.22; HI73.18/Dl 18.13), and four ralons (H43.13/D25.27; 

H69.19/D42.21; H106.4/D68.11; H137.8/D87.11-12) replara rammx. In six other occxions, 

parenthesx replara rammx. Parenthesx generally minimize the importanra of the enclosed 

information, which is the purpox here. The elements enclosed are personal ramments or x ldx 

made by charxters and not intended to be hxrd, or they are perxnal remarks xparated from the 

narrative (H13.2/D7.2; H13.3/D7.3; H13.4/D7.4; H32.17-20/D21.29-32; H127.23-24/ 

D80.15; H168.4-5/D112.9-10). In another revision, semiralons replara rammx seven timx. 

The semiralon is preferable where several rammx alread/ appxr within the xntenra 

(H17.21/D11.30). But the semiralon is even more important when it eliminatx ramma spllcx 
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(H62.18/D33.13; H63.31/D34.7; H89.1/D53.26; H132.23/D83.19; H177.12/D122.23; 

H191.36/D138.14). Seventy-five out of the ninety-six ramma revisions entail replxing existing 

rammx in the early edition with dxhx in the second. The dxh is used for several reaxns, but 

xme of the main onx Include xtting off parenthetiral exprexions, (H14.16/D8.20-21; H30.33/ 

D20.3; H156.il/D99.20) appxitive phrasx (H32.6/D21.15; H93.9/D56.10-11; H155.16/ 

D98.17),clausxandaddedexplanations(H30.11-12/D19.11-12;H35.21/D23.31;H119.21/ 

D76.22). 

The Duckworth edition eliminatx rammx in ninety-six occxions and substitutx other marks 

In the first rategory, and then reversx the situation In the serand rategory. It changx 

punctuation marks such x parenthesx, xmiralons, dxhx, ralons, and ellipsx to rammx 

seventy-four timx. One x t of parenthxis is disposed of and the enclosed ramment given more 

emphxis (H61.15- 16/D41.20), and two xmiralons are replaced with rammx (H181.7/D127.3 

and H13.19/D7.16). Of the remaining thrx typx of revisions, dxhx are discarded In fiftxn 

casx to be replaced by rammx. One x t of dxhx xts off a dexriptive phrax in the xr ly version 

(H195.16-17/D141.32-33), and in the other fourteen instancx, dxhx x t off dialogue (H66.33/ 

D36.18; H79.21/D46.26; H136.21/D86.26; H173.22/D118.18; H186.30-31/D132.30; H196.28/ 

D143.17). In the serand type of revision, the Hutchlnxn usx ralons to introdura dialogue, but 

Duckworth usx commx nineteen timx (H134.20/D85.22; H166.6/D110.1; H174.12/D119.12; 

H199.12/D145.33; H31.22/D21.1; H82.20-21/D149.15). In the final type, Hutchlnxn utilizx 

ellipsx to x t off dialogue in thirty of thex thirty-seven revisions (H15.6/D9.7; H61.5-6/ 

D41.10; H72.26/D44.25-26; H81.5/D48.11; H162.13/D105.28; H182.14/D128.13). In the 

remaining seven, the ellipses indirate pausx (H196.29/D143.18; H186.31/D132.30; H119.33/ 

D76.28; H61.19/D41.23) and xparate clausx (H81.7/D48.11; H184.4/D130.14; 
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H165.2/D108.27). 

Some of the araldentals in the two novels are entirely the work of the publisher, while others 

must be a joint effort of the author and publisher. The formatting. Including chapter divisions and 

spara and paragraph variations. Is more than likely the work of the publisher. Apparently 

Hutchlnxn Publishing Company must have bxn very extravagant with paper and endorsed lengthy 

novels. In rantrxt, Duckworth Publishing Company Is very stringent and l ikx prxision. This is 

xpx ia l ly evident in the organization of chapter divisions and the paragraph variations. The 

punctuation araldentals are much more extensive than the spelling or rapitallzation. By adding, 

deleting, and revising punctuation, the Duckworth edition provldx more ransistency while at the 

xme time rarrxting such grammatiral errors x fragments and ramma spllcx. Furthermore, the 

punctuation revisions In the later edition evinra variety. Wherex the Hutchlnxn usx the dash to 

emphxize, the Duckworth employs the comma and the xlon to crxte the xme effxt. In the early 

edition, punctuation is rather erratic and haphazard, but in the Duckworth edition it Is very 

p r x l x and systematic. As with Another Part of the Wood. Duckworth Publishing Company h x 

done an admirable job of improving the reading of A Wxkend with Claude. 

Revisions of A Wxkend with Claude 

Beryl Bainbridge made rauntlex substantive revisions In the 1981 edition of A Weekend with 

Claude. The overwhelming majority of the revisions affxted the style, wherex the plot remained 

essentially unchanged. Carol Rumens stated it bxt: "It's x if a sculptor had chipped away xme 

extranxus stone without disturbing the strong primary shape of his crxtion." ' °8 Publishers 

had rejrated her first written novel, x Bainbridge rxponded with A Wxkend with Qkud. written 

in a rampletely disparate style from Harriet Said. She anticipated that the erxtz style, "full of 
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sticky xntlment, thrx words where one would suffira," would mxt with the approval of 

publishers. ^̂ ^ A subsidiary of Hutchlnxn Publishing Company published A Wxkend with Claud 

in 1967. And the following year Hutchinson published Another Partof the Wood (1968). written 

in the xme style x Its predecessor. 

Beryl Balnbrldge's rareer changed in 1970 when she met Anna Haycraft, fiction editor of 

Duckworth Publishing Company. She read Balnbrldge's two publishra books and thought they were 

"rotten." ^°8 she enrauraged Bainbridge to abandon the ornate and obxure style of thex two 

novels and to return to the simple and prraix style of Harriet Said. A Wxkend with Claud 

required extensive revisions in order to sned its convoluted style. Bainbridge herxlf xld of the 

brak, "It gox on and o n . . . " ' ^^ This work wx part of her past, and fourtxn years later. she 

felt equipped to make it a better book. ^ '^ The revisions reflxt numerous and diverx stylistic 

changx which condenx and clarify the writing. 

Numerous revisions entail amending single words. Of thex, the pronoun frequently alters. In 

several instancx, the attributive possexive pronoun replacx the definite article to denote parts 

of the body and perxnal belongings. ^ ^ ^ The definite article projxts more objxtivity than dox 

the possexive pronoun. In the majority of the thirty-six alterations, a more perxnal effrat is 

Intended sinra the monologux are narrated In the first perxn. This subjxtlvlty prompted the 

changx from the articlx in the xr ly edition to the attributive pronouns in the serand edition 

shown in "the (her) untidy hair" (H90.12-13/D54.22), "the (his) nxtrils" (H90.32/ 

D55.5-6), "the (my) schraldays" (H32.30/D22.2), "the (my) heart filled out" (H72.30/ 

D44.28), "The (Her) catonic pox" (H108.20/D69.25), and "the (her) fara" (H159.23/ 

D102.27). 

In another type of revision, pronouns are displaced by other pronouns. Some of thex rarrrat 
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the cax or Improve the referenra. For Instanra, the pronoun in the phrax "Betwxn Maggie and I" 

(H97.14) corrxts to "Betwxn Lily and me" (D62.1) where the objxtive cax pronoun rather 

than the subjective is required. The third person pronoun in the claux "Whoever it wx" (H90.1) 

improvx to "Whoever he wx" (D54.10), where he refers to a perxn. The plural pronoun 

replacx the singular in "remembered it" (H205.27)/"remembered them" (D151.19) beraux the 

antecedent, linx of verx, is plural. In other instancx, different pronouns are necesxry beraux 

of revisions in the serand edition. For Instanra, beraux Maggie's children are deleted in the 1981 

edition, the following oraurs: "front with Boy and" (H30.18) becomx "front of me, and" (D19.20) 

and "nxr a river, the children and I, Iraklng" (H69.21) beramx "nxr a river, myxlf, Ixking" 

(D42.23). 

Several other pronoun substitutions oraur. In order to clarify referencx, pronouns are 

replaced by proper nouns. H85.21 reads'"She's always in some xr t of trouble.'" The Duckworth 

substitutx "Lily's" (D51.il) for the pronoun to clxrly indirate who she Is. The mxt 

substitutions oraur with Shebah's (H80.2/D47.7; H82.26/D49.18; H104.21/D66.28; 

H115.35/D74.25) and Claude's (H13.2/D7.2; H13.19/D7.17; H126.28/D79.29; H169.34/D114.13) 

namx, although the xme t/pe of substitutions oraurs with other charxters' namx x well. 

Other parts of sperah such x prepxitions, adjrativx, and verbs alx Interchanged. Mxt of 

thex substitutions clarif/ and Improve prxlxnex. The change of the prepxition in the phrax 

"at Claud's" (H143.17) to "with Claude" (D95.2) more prxixly fxusx on the individual rather 

than his home. The change from "above a cyclone on violins" (H173.20) to "above a cyclone of 

violins" (D118.16) more arcurately charxterizx what the xund Is ramposed of, rather than Its 

pxltion. In another instanra, Julia spxks "benxth the noix" (H61.18) which would not allow 

her to be hxrd but "over the noix" (D41.23) would The following reprexnt a further xmpling: 

» ^ 
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"upon Maggie"/"about Lily" (H106.12/D68.19), "of his w1fe"/"about his wife" (H168.24/ 

D112.29); "in arama"/"into arama" (H142.20/D94.1); "about Edward"/"of Edward" (H35.28/ 

D24.14); and "with him"/"for him" (H18.12/D11.15). 

Several adjrativx alx revised. The new modifiers sharpened the dexrlption. For Instanra, 

the adjxtlve in "thox bloody relations" (H155.21) wx replaced by a stronger and more 

condemnatory one in "thox damned relations" (D98.23). Billie's "beblubbered eyx" (H166.15) 

mxning disfigured by wxping altered to the more rxllstic "blubbery eyx" (DllO.10-11), 

mxning swollen or protruding from wxping. ̂  2̂ shebah described Norman x not "bxutiful" 

(H198.30) and then reduced his appxranra to not "good-Iraklng" (D145.29). Similarly. Maggie 

xked God to make her "beautiful" (H31.34) and then opted for a more reasonable requxt and xked 

to be 'better-Iraking" (D21.12). 

Noun substitutions oraurred much more frequently than did pronouns, prepxitions, or 

adjrativx. The xlration of more prraix nouns is demonstrated in the noun revisions. The 

alterations provide more arauracy. Wherex in the xrly edition Shebah wx hit by "a slug" 

(H82.36) and "an imaginary bullet" (H89.9), in the revision "a pellet" (D49.26) and "an 

imaginary pellet" (D53.32) are more appropriate beraux the superficial wound wx caused by an 

airgun. Shebah refers to the shrating incident x an "execution" (H201.15) and then x an 

"araident" (D148.9) adding " (x it's been described)" (D148.9). Although the mxning changx 

from an intentional rat to an unexprated event, the revision is tinged with sarcasm. In another 

example, Maggie went "through the motions of betrayed girlhood" (H121.23-24) the night of her 

attempted suicide, but in the Duckworth the motions are thox "of betrayed womanhood" (D88.1) 

sinra Lily is pxt her girlhood. Finally the linx Maggie rraitx to Shebah are inaraurately quoted 

from Dover Road (H197.7) and then rarrrated to Dover Berah (D144.1). 
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Other nouns which changed include the namx of charxters. Four name changx oraurred in 

the dramatic links. The purchaxrs of the antique dxk are named Stanley and Betty in the 1967 

edition, but the/ lox their proper namx in the 1981 edition. "Stanley" is railed "the man" 

(H19.27/D12.25; H21.27/D14.23-24; H85.1/D51.1; H149.29/D96.12), and "Betty" Is referred to 

X "the woman" (H19.25/D12.23; H86.14/D52.5; H90.il/D54.20; H147.17/D96.1; H205.31/ 

D151.22). Depriving them of their perxnal namx alx deprivx the charxters of their 

Importanra. Consequently, they are lex spraifirally defined. In the xrly edition the antique 

dxler's surname Is "White," wherex In the serand edition his surname Is "Perkins" (H18.33/ 

D11.29; H21.30/D14.26; H203.8/D149.8). Finally, his first wife's name In the Hutchlnxn 

edition is "Sally," another form of "Sarah," which is the name used in the Duckworth (H13.16/ 

D7.14; H24.16/D16.33; H24.19/D17.4). ' ^̂  vvuhin the thrx monologux, thrx namx are 

altered. "Mrs. Ryan," the hair-remover who lived with Maggie for a while, beramx "Mix Evans" 

(H161.20/D104.32; H189.35-36/D136.6-7). And it is not "Branny" who Informs Shebah about 

Maggie's attempted suicide, but "Norman" (H188.12/D134.20). The heroine of the Hutchlnxn 

edition is "Maggie," but in the Duckworth her name is "Lily." Perhaps this name change wx 

prompted by the fxt that Balnbrldge's middle name is Margaret, and she wanted to disguix herxlf 

in the novel. Or perhaps the change rxulted beraux Bainbridge had already used a "Madge," 

another form of Margaret, in another novel. A Quiet Life (1976). 

Among the single word revisions, verbs are the mxt profux. In several instancx, one verb 

replacx two-word verbs. For example, In the first edition "Edward dox go away" (H205.13) and 

then in the serand "Edward dox vanish" (D151.1). The following reprexnt the xme kind of 

revision: "his wife had gone away" (H17.18-19)/"h1s wife had left" (D11.2); "Claud bent down" 

(H203.28)/"Claude squatted" (D149.23); "Edward moved through the rram" (H199.24)/"Edward 
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entered the rram" (D146.12); and Claud "had now gone from the rram" (H189.10)/Claude "had left 

the rram" (D135.15). In other casx the verbs xlrated provide the 1981 edition with more 

prraision. For instanra, in the x r l y edition Shebah "braked a rram" (H196.4) in advanx and 

later she xtually "rented a rram" (D142.24). Maggie clxned the houx for Billie's return, but 

when he obxrvx the surroundings "nothing glitters" (H66.7), while In the revision "nothing 

glxmed" (D36.2), which is the mxt LiV rauld hope for. When she intevlewed Norman, her 

"skirt began to ratch fire" (H34.33) but In the later edition it burned slowly and "began to 

smolder" (D23.27). Finally, Stanley xks whether he should "get a van" (H203.8) to deliver the 

dxk, while In the revision Stanley wants to know If he should "hire a van" (D149.8) indirating he 

would have to pay for the xrvira. In a few instancx. the verbs are revised to improve the 

mxning. Such Is the cax where Stanley "Iraked at the fara" (H24.7) of Maggie in a rather 

indistinct photograph and xks who she is. In the Duckworth, he physirally "pointed at the fara" 

(D16.25) which makx more x n x , xpxia l ly sinra the snapshot w x not a very good one. In 

another Instanra Norman ransiders that Claude would "delight In spying" (H110.30) him 

half-dressed benxth xme t r x , while in the revision Claude would more arcurately "delight in 

ratching" (D70.22) Norman in such a rampromising situation. When Norman is about to sedura 

his hx tex , he obxrvx Claude's fara through a small window and wonders If Claude would have 

rantlnued overtly "to watch" (H114.4) and then if he would have rantlnued sraretly "to spy" 

(D73.9). 

In addition to verb revisions are the rantrxtions, pervxive in the Duckworth novel. Whereas 

the Hutchlnxn edition shows the more formal verb phrases, the Duckworth prefers the more 

Informal rantrxtions. which ranform better to a ralloquial style. Consequently, 176 verb 

rantractions appxr in the serand edition. The following reprexnts only a very small sampling of 
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this type of revision: "were not open"/"weren't open" (H13.8/D7.7), "would not clox"/"wouldn't 

clox" (H65.10/D35.13), "rauld notafford"/"rauldn't afford" (H156.27/D100.4-5), "rannot 

remember"/"ran't remember" (H183.7-8,186.22,193.10/D129.12,132.21,139.22), and "did 

not"/"d1dn't" (H201.13/D148.8). 

Even more Important than the verb substitutions and the rantrxtions are the tenx revisions. 

Thex revisions untangle the time xheme and lesxn the ranfusion of the narrativx. Bainbridge 

herxlf admitted that in the Hutchlnxn edition the tensx shifted from one line to the next. ^ ^̂  

Thus, when reading the first edition the reader finds himxlf In a quandary trying to dxipher what 

happened and at what point. The changx made in the Duckworth then are prxixly to rxrganize 

the ration in its proper xheme. A rammon tenx alteration is switching verbs from the pxt tenx 

to the pxt perfxt. The simple pxt tenx denotx a definite pxt time, that is, an ration that 

oraurred at a given time In the pxt, while the pxt perfrat tenx denotx a time xrlier In the pxt. 

Thex revisions are esxntial to clarify events in the flxhbraks. Wherex the Hutchlnxn reads 

"he telephoned" (H14.3), "they lived" (H24.18), "she went" (H121.23), "we made" (H63.7), and 

"I thought" (H196.23-4), the Duckworth amends thex to "he had telephoned" (D8.8), "they had 

lived" (D17.2), "she had gone" (D87.33), "wehadmade"(D33.28),and"l hadthought" 

(D143.12). The mxt frequent tenx revision oraurs where the pxt tenx replacx the prexnt 

tenx. Beraux the story is told in flxhbxks, the frequent ux of the prexnt is very confusing 

sinra the prexnt tenx denotx an ration oraurring now, in the present. Of the fifty-seven 

revisions to the pxt, forty-two oraur In Lily's sration evidenced In the following examplx: "a 

chorus begins (began)" (H61.13/D41.16), "Norman likx (liked) it" (H62.17/D33.13). "Still I 

fight (fought)" (H65.28/D35.21), "I find (found) my faxcrxm and sit (xt )" (H66.20/ 

D36.7), and "I move (moved) towards" (H66.28/D36.13). Sinx the ration is narrated in 

"X 
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retrxprat, the pxt tenx would sxm more logiral than the prexnt. 

Other lengthier typx of revisions ransist of rxrranging, substituting, and revising phrasx 

and xntencx. Fifty-four transpxitions oraur in the Duckworth edition. Several of thex 

inversions rxrrange adverbs, plraing them In more effxtive pxitions in the xntenra. Note the 

effrat produced when "she suddenly stopped" (HI 12.31-32). "x I again" (H174.35), "hand touched 

nervously the lapel" (H177.2), "hext often" (H90.16), and "I moved very rarefully" (H69.29) 

transform to "Suddenly she stopped" (D72.8), "xagain I" (D119.33), "hand touched the lapels 

nervously" (D122.12), "he often xt" (D54.23),and "Very rarefully I moved" (D42.28-29). 

Another type of transpxition transfers the dialogue tags from the beginning to the end of 

xntencx, which placx the dialogue first. Witnex the following: "I xid: 'Hallo, Edward" 

(H81.11)/"'Halio, Edward," i xid"(D48.15); "She added not quite si nrarely—'I have the grxtxt 

admiration for her" (H85.23-24)/"'! have the grxtxt admiration for her,' she added, not quiet 

sinrarely" (D51.13-15); and "He xid, 'Nira time, dxr one,' and smiled" (H70.8-9)/"'N1x time, 

dxr one,' he xid, and smiled" (D43.5). Finally, to make xntencx more emphatic the Important 

words are placed at the end of sentencx rather than at the beginning. Such is the cax in the 

following periodic xnstructlons which appxr in the Duckworth: "in the end pxple rame" 

(D7.17), "in the end it wx" (D55.5), "For a time my exultation wx" (D122.18-19), and "for 

wxks afterwards he suffered terribly" (D24.3). Thex replax the following loox xnstructlons 

found in the Hutchlnxn: "praple rame in the end" (H13.19), "it wx in the end" (H90.31), "My 

exultation wx for a time" (H177.8), and "he suffered terribly for wxks" (H35.7). 

In other xntences, more elaborate noun phrasx are supplanted by proper nouns. For 

example, "Lily'sgrateful shoulders" (D66.19), "Edward'sshoulder" (D67.3-4), "Shebah" 

(D91.1), and "Lily" (D65.8-9) replara the following longer and more ornate phrasx: "the 
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grateful shoulders of his lady love" (H104.11-12), "the broad shoulder of her bxt friend Edward" 

(H104.30), "the dxperate art-lover" (H139.6), and "his xul-mate" (H100.28). Not only do 

thex revisions clarify, but the/ alx xndenx. 

Other phrax revisions display the xme objxtive—randensing the writing. The following 

perlphrxtic genitivx ('of-gentivx) are shortened In the revision to the inflrated genitivx (-s 

genitivx): "the crying of the child"/"the baby's crying" (H20.14/D13.10); "against the huge and 

purple nipple of his mother "/"against his mothers huge purple nipple" (H21.2-3/D13.33; 14.1); 

"on the frat of Shebah"/"on Shebah's frat" (H36.28/D24.24); "the rounded chxks of the mild 

Julia"/"Julia's rounded chxks" (H100.35-36/D65.13); and "the nox of Jul1a"/"Jul1a's nox" 

(H139.9/D91.3). The xme mxning is retained but in an abbreviated form. 

A major ranrarn in Balnbrldge's draision to revix A Wxkend with Claude wx to simplif/ and 

clarity her writing. As she revised, she disrarded deraratlve dexriptions and in their plara 

substituted more simple and dirxt phrasx. Norman draribx his fxr when he telephoned Lily, 

and her unintelligible reply "raused a golden strxm of melltox terror to run through my brain" 

(H122.7-8), but in the revision her Irak of rxponx simply "filled me with alarm" 

(D88.23-24). In another example, Claude "poured more wine without her knowledge into the 

glax that the gxticulating Shebah held aloft like a flower she might yet tox to her forgiving 

lover" (H130.20-22); however, in the revision Claude explicitly "poured more wine for Shebah" 

(D82.23). Shebah's reration when she misunderstands Claude's gxture is dexribed thus: "her 

mouth crumpled like a rox falling apart. Claud's brak expressed nothing at all" (H116.1-3). The 

revised edition cuts this to a more prraix reration: "she scowled" (D74.26-27). In general 

Bainbridge writx in a clxrer and more dirxt style in the revised novel. For Instanx, In the 

Duckworth novel "two txrs welled up in Claude's eyx" (D133.3-4), while in the xrlier edition 
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"two moist liquid globx of grief welled up" (H186.36; 187.1). When Edward left the bathroom "he 

wx smoking a cigarette" (D146.16-17), but in the Hutchlnxn edition "Edward crossed the rarpet 

again, trailing clouds of glory, smoking his cigarette" (H199.29-30). And finally, Lily's 

dexriptive rxponx: "I rannot answer, words lie Iraked in the cupbxrds of an ailing mind, I 

rannot even turn round, bilbox of dixppointment shrakle my fxt to the chexbxrd flxr" 

(H65.36; 66.1-2) is replaced by "I xuldn't reply, I rauldn't brxthe" (D35.28). 

In other instancx Bainbridge modified words within xntencx to crxte a more direct 

mxning. For example, "She saw that Stanley's fara appxred" (H22.13) beramx "Her husband's 

fara appxred" (D15.il). Maggie Iraked "at the tapx my mother had sewn on the blankets with my 

name on, and water rame into the bxk of my eyx" (H31.29-31). In the revision, she Iraked "at 

the name tapx my mother had sewn on the blankets, and 'ears rame into my eyes" (D21.7-8). The 

wordy and obtux claux "winter term when we went on a Sunday morning to church" 

(H32.31-32) is revised to a clxrer "winter Sunday when we went to church" (D22.4). Claude 

grxts Edward, rather awkwardly "holding Edward by the fingers" (H36.31) which is then revised 

to "shaking Edward's hand" (D24.26). "Being ralm wx like Iraking at an xrial landsrape--" 

(D42.16) Is clxrer than "It wx like Iraklng at an aerial landsrape" (H69.14). "And there wx an 

Image of Billie's chxk cxt" (D44.23) is more prraix than "and there wx the chrak crat raming 

through the door" (H72.21-22). 

Other xntenra revisions strictly recxt the xntenra structurx. In several instancx the 

verbs of the xntencx ranverted to participial phrasx. Witnex the rxtructuring of the 

following xntences: "He pushed wide the window and pressed the gun to his shoulder and 

lraked"/"Push1ng wide the window, he pressed the gun to his shoulder and Iraked" (H89.3-4/ 

D53.28-29); Julia "crouched down behind the xfa and began"/Jul1a "crouching down behind the 
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xfa began" (H136.35-36/D87.2-3); "I laid a towel xross"/"Lay1ng a towel raross" (H140.26/ 

D92.il); "and led me up the hall"/"leading me up the hall" (H179.29/D125.17); "and trak the 

photograph from Julia"/"taking the photograph from Julia" (H87.15-16/D52.32-33). 

In another type of xntenra revision, xntencx which do not exprex a ramplete thought are 

amended x that they do. For Instanra, "Julia put the sugar bowl on the table amid the papers. Alx 

a tin of bixuits." is revised to "Julia put the sugar bowl on the table amid the papers, and a tin of 

biscuits" (H19.23-24/D12.21-22). Other similar examplx include: "And wx at onra wholly 

h1mxlf"/"He wx at onra wholly himxlf" (H23.4/D15.23); "New curtains on the windows"/ 

"There were new curtains on the windows" (H64.3-4/D34.14); "A clxring of the thrxt"/"He 

clxred his thrxt" (H199.31-32/D146.18-19); "All to do with hraf-bxts"/"lt had to do with 

nraf-bxts" (H125.32/D79.2). 

In a third type of revision of xntenra structure, new xntencx are crxted from phrasx and 

rampound xntencx. One xntenra In the Hutchlnxn novel which rantains several phrasx and 

extends for seven linx(H181.20-27) is curtailed to four xntencx (D127.15-20). Instancx 

where other phrasx are ranverted to Independent clausx include: "stairs and the water 

pouring"/ "stairs. There wx water pouring" (H195.22-23/D142.6); "Shebah, recognising that 

she is dangerous"/"Shebah; I recognix that she is dangerous" (H142.17/D93.31); "table and 

lifting the pile of newly acquired platx and rarrying"/"table. He lifted the pile of newly acquired 

plotx and rarrled" (H23.18-19/D16.2-3); "ralledthem, having found the"/"ralled them. She'd 

found the" (H160.8/D103.13-14). 

In a final t/pe of xntenra revision, rampound xntencx are clipped and rxtructured to form 

two xparate xntencx. The example on H32.33- - "and the Salvation Army were playing"- - is 

taken from a xntenra which begins on H32.30 and ends at H33.2. In the revision a new sentenra 
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begins with "In the square the Salvation Army wx playing" (D22.4-5). The revised version 

takx the nine-line xntenra from the Hutchlnxn and forms five xntencx (D22.2-11). A shorter 

version of this type of revision follows: "Almxt at onx Claud rame into the bathrxm and one arm 

rerahed out and held me against his shirt front."/"Almxt at onra Claude rame into the bathrxm. 

He rerahed out and held me against his shirt front" (H70.7-8/D43.3-5). Other similar 

revisions oraur in "bed, and a fat ransecrating hand rame down"/"bed. Her fat hand rame down" 

(H71.31-32/D44.11-12), "and benxth the noix Julia"/"Over the noix Julia" (H61.18/D41.23); 

"the bathrram and I lay crumpled and xld 1nto"/"1nto the bathrram. I xid into" (H69.4/D42.9); 

"marksman, x I rannot bel1eve"/"marksman. Therefore I rannot believe" (H96.29-30/D61.12); 

"fratball and still they"/"fratball. How they" (H156.7/D99.16). 

The revisions involving single worx, phrasx, and clauses display a definite syntratiral 

Improvement. Balnbrldge's aim wx to simplif/ and randenx in order to Improve her xntencx. 

She cut, randensed, replaced, relorated, and rxtructured—all in an effort to eliminate the 

periphrxis from her writing. She returned to the style of Harriet Said by cutting out prratirally 

every other word and by substituting more prraix words. The revisions in A Wxkend with Claude 

Improved the syntax: xntencx expressed ramplete thoughts, berame shorter, and were exier to 

understand. The clarity of the storyline rxulted mainly from the shifting of verb tensx. The ux 

of the pxt and the past perfrat tensx rategorlzed the events in their proper time sequenra. Thex 

short revisions clarified, but even more editing wx necessary in spxific sranx. 

The emendations to the dramatic links and the thrx monologux show Bainbridge repairing 

what she now ransidered a very looxly ranstructed work. The 1967 edition delved so far brak Into 

the pxt in the flxhbraks that one wx diverted from the prexnt. Thex alx included numerous 

extranraus charraters whox relationship to the plot wx nil. Thus, the 1981 edition cut. 
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randensed, and clarified the narrativx x that the later publiration offers a more ranxlously 

crafted novel. 

The major revisions affrating the dramatic links fraus mainly on six sranx involving Claude, 

his mistrex, and the two customers. The first srane oraurs immediately x the ration begins when 

the man and woman, Stanley and Betty in the first edition, draide to purchax the antique dxk. As 

she rummagx through a drawer, she discovers a letter and a photograph. Her reration in the 

x r l y edition is dexribed thus: "The letter and the photograph she held aloft in her greed/ fingers 

and waved about in the air" (H15.30-31). The revision reads more prralxly: "She held them up 

in her greedy fingers and waved them about in the air" (D9.18-20). Claude movx "towards her. 

to her srarlet mouth open in dixppointment, to her female fara misted with powder, and allowed 

himxlf to lox his detrahment and smile at her winningly" (H15.34-36; 16.1). The revision 

deletx Claude's reration, and he dox not move toward her mouth or her fara. Rather he movx 

"towards her. Her srarlet mouth w x open in dixppointment, her fara misted with powder" 

(D9.23-24) . He explains that the letter and photograph are his x he t r i x to regain possexion. 

In the first edition, Bainbridge elaboratx on ornate dexrlption and derarum In the following 

passage: 

All the time his own fingers were held to hers, x if they rerahed together to pluck on 
identiral spring of mimox, and behind them the husband x i d , clxring an obstruction in his 

thrrat: 
'Oh come on now, Betty, give Mr White his letter. We r x l l y must be moving. 
The dictatx of polite behaviour overlaid the barn like a mantle. Claud would have liked to 

snatch the letter still held in her on-high grxp and flick her mxnly across the bridge of 
her little tilted nox, there where the powder grains lay like pollen on her skin. He w x 
forced to wait until her arm rame down at I x t , and she handed him his letter, her mouth alone 
betraying a pouting obstinacy (H16.5-17). 

The Duckworth edition randenses the passage by eliminating the extensive explanation x that it 
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now reads: 

The woman stood there, holding the letter and the snapshot out of his rerah, not wanting to 
give them up. Claude would have liked to snatch the letter from her, to flick her mxnly 
raross the bridge of her tilted nox—there where the powder grains lay like pollen on her 
skin. They stared at each other. 

'We rx l l y should be going,' x ld the husband 
The woman's arm rame down at Ixt . She pouted (09.30-33; 10.1-4). 

The serand srane oraurs after Claude retrievx his possexions, and he Invitx his customers 

to his home. First, he says, "'Do come and mxt Julia'" (H16.19) and then more hxpitably, 

"'Come rarox to the houx and have xme raffx'" (D10.5). As Claude stxps down to wipe the 

woman's wet shx, the effort reminds him of his younger days which in turn leads him to 

reminisra about his first wife Sarah (Sally). The memory acrantuatx his dxire to possex her x 

one would an art objxt and his eventual failure at love. The rahe transports him to the time when 

he watched her departure: 

He had remembered that when he first met her it had bxn by a river and she had bxn sitting 
in the grax In a drex with a rallar that did not quite fit, and he had thought, Iraking at her 
fara, at the shadows of leavx that dappled her skin, I will make you my wife. 

It w x not X much love at first sight x the draision of a man who knew a bxutiful thing 
when he saw it and wanted to own it. For which he had paid not in money but in pain, beraux 
he found there w x no way of making her love him and no way of putting her out of his hxrt or 
his mind. She had moved through their life together rampletely xlf-rantained, without 
emotion, without anger or rampaxion. Nothing he had done had rerahed her. The pain of this 
discovery at first rexmbled a length of elxtic stretched tight raross his whole perxnality. If 
he relaxed for a moment and allowed himxlf to dwell on her apathy towards him it snapped 
loox and bruised him violently. After a time the hurt slrakened and he only rahed 
(H17.23-36; 18.1-4). 

In the revision the xntlmental memory is cut and replaced with a very brief and objrative 

xntenra: "She had moved out of his life without Iraking brak, without bothering to wave" 

(Dl l .5-7) . This single xntenra briefly but effxtively summarizx Balnbrldge's favorite theme 
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of lox and departure. Stanley xks Claude if he hx kept many things he purchased when he started 

the antique dxling buslnex. Claude's rxponx is a general: "'I had, but my wife trak everything 

when she left'" followed by the man's "'Oh'" (H20.9-11). The revision is more detailed and 

spraificx Claude replix: "'I haven't. When my wife left me, she didn't even take a trathbrush. 

But later, when I wx i l l , she xnt a van and clxred me out, Irak, strak and barrel'" (D13.5-7). 

Claude's propensity for cliche's rantinux in yet another srane when he quxtions Stanley. 

Stanley reminds his wife that he must be at the offira, which prompts Claude's quxtioning: 

"'What's your line of buslnex, man?' As if paxlonately Interxted Claud stood before him and 

waited" (H149.32-33). The revision deletx the authorial explanation and expands the quxtions 

inxrting more trite exprexions: 

'What takx up your time?' xked Claude. 
The man stared at him blankly. 
'What's your line of buslnex?' persisted Claude. 'Your job? Your rraket? What puts the 

money in your praket?* (D96.14-17). 

The serix of questions only irritate Stanley more. The revision alters the man's rxponx. In the 

first edition, he answers Claude thus: 

'Oh I'm In advertising ratually. Not very interxting I'm afraid, but I do quite well.' He 
sxmed almxt to be apologising for his railing in life, his manner of xrning his daily bread 
and paying for antique dxks. 'It wx my father's buslnex originally. In a much smaller way 
of raurx in his day and I've expanded it a lot, you know" (H149.34-36; 150.1-3). 

The Duckworth changx the man's line of work and alx deletx the authorial explanation x he 

rxponds— 

•I'm an Insuranra broker,' the man xid stiffly. He grew a little red in the fara. 'It"s an 
xtablished firm. Originally, it wx my father's' (D96.18-20). 
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Alx deleted in the Duckworth is a twenty-four line passage following the mans rxponx 

(H150.4-27). This passage revxls his wife's disramfiture in hxring him spxk, and she xks 

Claude whether his father w x a lx in the antique buslnex. The quxtion leads Claude to digress to 

his childhood experienra and the violenra he suffered at his father's hand. Claude then adds: "'All 

our problems now, our mismanaged l ivx , point brakwards to our childhood experiencx'" 

(H150.27-28). As Claude rantinux, "He xw he w x amusing Stanley or embarraxing him; the 

beginnings of a smile drifted raross the man's fara, but Claude forced himxlf to continue" 

(H150.29-31). The revision Is more indirrat x the abbreviated xntencx read: "'I dare say,' the 

man xid. He w x beginning to perspire" (D96.23). Claude usx Lily (Maggie) x an example and 

xks what she rx l l y mxns when she says that xmxne does not love her. In the Hutchlnxn, 

Claude dirrats his quxtion to the woman: "Bett/ felt terrible. He was iraking straight at her and 

she rauld not think how to answer. She didn't even know what the quxtion wx. She moistened her 

lips" (H150.34-36). In the Duckworth, the inquiry is dirrated at the man: "The man fidgeted 

with his tie. Claude w x Iraking straight at him, and he rauldn't think how to answer. He didn't 

know what the quxtion wx" (D97.4-6). Claude tracx Lily's Inability to be loved to her parents 

who did not love her. This prompts Stanley to say he got on well with his father, although he did 

not, beraux Claude "wx x damned xlf-indulgent and x damned feminine and Betty w x simply 

making a fral of herxlf" (H151.9-10). Then Julia interjrats that Norman had a normal childhood, 

followed by Claude's explanation about intelligenra and normality. Thex twent/-two l inx 

(H151.6-27) are summarized to explain the man's rxponx: "The man stared at the flrar. He felt 

he w x in the middle of xme x r t of nightmare. He found the word 'love' rautely embarraxing" 

(D97.12-14). 

The seventh chapter revlsx the departure srane, the rantents of the letter, and the details of 
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the photograph. The departure srane of the customers reraivx minor revisions. In the 1967 

novel, the dialogue is not x sharp: "'Betty,' repxted Stanley" (H203.1), which in the revision 

reads, "'We must go,' the man xid again" (D149.1), displaying his antagonism. Her rxponx in 

the first edition is apologetic: '"Yx, of raurx, dxr. I'm x xrry. What time is it?'" 

(H203.4-5). A more curt rxponx appxrs in the 1981 edition: '"All right,'she said, "What time 

is it?'" (D149.4-5). Claude agrex to deliver the dxk, adding "and it will be no trouble" 

(H203.12-13), while in the revision he agrex to deliver it beraux they live x nxr (D149.12). 

After the customers' departure, Claude walks out of the houx and rantemplatx further visits to 

the woman: "He would rail upon her regularly and do no more than kix her, ever. He would make 

her life richer, more articulated" (H204.13-15). The revision is more vague x one is left to 

Imagine what will ensue x Claude dralarx: "They would berame friends and he would make her 

life richer, more varied. He would help her to x r t out her husband" (D150.10-12). Claude walks 

toward the sraluded barn, enters it, and sex the grxn xfa An eightxn-line digrexlon detailing 

Claude's illnex, Julia's saving him, and his making love to her on the xme xfa follows 

(H204.15-32). Then he returns to the prexnt x he remembers the letter in his praket and reads 

it twix. In the revision the dexrlption emphxizx the frat that Claude wants to be alone and is 

more objrative: 

Entering the barn, he walked its length until he rame to the grxn xfa. He often x t here 
when he wanted to be alone. No one rauld spy on him, beraux it wx impoxible to sx through 
the little window: the glax wx tra dim, and the crxper that climbed about the barn wx t x 
thick. He x t down and trak the letter from his praket and read it (D150.13-18). 

The revision frausx more on the prexnt ration rather than on the pxt and dox not suffer from 

deleting Claude's digrexlon. 
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Lily's letter to Claude in the Duckworth edition withholds information about her pregnancy 

until the end of the novel. In the Hutchlnxn one Ixrns quite x r l y that Lily (Maggie) wx not 

pregnant. Before one hx read one-half through the novel, Julia summarizx the outxme to 

Stanley x she explains that Billie left before he knew Lily w x pregnant, and then she met 

"xmxne e lx and they were going to get married, at lext they were when the photograph wx 

taken, only he went away tra, and then she found she wxn't pregnant after all" (H86.10-13). In 

the Duckworth, Julia simply explains that Lily had met "xmxne elx who wanted to marry her" 

(D52.3-4). Lily wr i tx in the letter that she is no longer pregnant, "though I don't think I'll tell 

him [Edward]. I did tell him I w x a rauple of wxks after we left you and he w x awfully nira but I 

don't think he l i kx me very much now" (H205.2-4). In the Duckworth, Lily explains about not 

being pregnant: "I must have got my datx muddled. Anyway, I don't think Edward l ikx me very 

much--" (D150.26-27). As an afterthought, she adds: "P.. S. I'm a bit anxious rxl ly. I know 

I'm not prranant by Billie. but I may well be by Edward Isn't it awful!' (D151.14-15). Bainbridge 

probably rauld not rxist that bit of irony. Thus, the 1981 letter rancludx on an open note, leaving 

Lily to rape with perhaps another pregnancy. 

The photograph, discovered by the woman in the first chapter, very nxtly framx the novel. 

In the rancluslon, the author frausx on the four figurx in the photograph in more detail. The 

details of the Hutchlnxn snapshot differ from that of the Duckworth. The right hand side of the 

Hutchlnxn photograph shows "thrx friends, two of them rralining and the third sitting 

unramfortably on a white rane chair, skirt stretched tight over swelling thighs" (H206.18-20). 

The Duckworth photograph revxls "thrx figurx, two of them sitting on the ground and the third 

slumped scowling on a wrought-iron bench, skirt stretched tight over stout thighs" 

(D151.32-34). The revised pictorial reprexntation dellnxtx the subjrats more graphirally. On 
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the left hand side of the photograph appxrs the fourth figure, 

hunched so that blrak hair jutted out over his rallar. w x the fourth figure, eyx small against 
the sun. 

Mixing were the daisix sewed tight in the grax, x little, x white, and the exquisite line 
of dust on Shebah's hat, shone on by the sun. 

All of them silent, marooned in private rantemplation, waiting for a moment of departure 
under the unblown rosx (H206.24-31). 

The description in the revision Is cut to read: 

hunched, crouched the fourth figure, not Iraking into the ramera. The sun had gone behind a 
cloud. 

The t h r x friends posed on, marxned in a summer garden (D152.1-5). 

Beryl Bainbridge made extensive revisions In the thrx major narrativx as well. The 

majority of thex emendations rxtructure the narrativx in order to clarify them for the reader. 

Of the th rx monologux, Lily's undergox the mxt changx. Mxt of the revisions in this section 

aim at randensing the narrative by eliminating extranxus dexriptions. summarlx. and 

digrexions. Lily's monologue, in particular, gox on and on x she digressx to her father's 

funeral, Billie's return visit, and then returns to the situation at hand. 

A few of the revisions in chapter four affect Julia and Shebah. One learns from several 

voicx that Julia Is different from "them." Lily statx x she and Claude walk In on Norman and 

Julia embrraing that "After a time one hx to pretend that rartain things matter in order to appear 

normal, and it is all x fxble. At lext it sxms x if you are one of them (Victorian Norman's 

exprexlon)" (H70.17-19). Claude's verbal rxponx hx xnvinced Julia, who "being definitely 
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not one of them, but trusting and good and unsullied by endlex repetitions of endlex situations, 

found it ranvincing and followed Claud" (H70.21-23). The revision omits Lily's analysis to a 

moredirrat: "Julia w x u p x t , I rauld tell. She followed Claude" (D43.il). When Julia returns 

after repairing her hair and make-up, her prexnra is x r x l that "we all blurred together, rame 

out of fraus. She w x x c lxn, x derarous, without guile, she represented rx l i ty , normality, we 

berame stuff that dreams are made of, shadows in an over-crowded rram" (H72.7-10). Again in 

the Duckworth edition the xntlmental overflow is replaced by "Shebah rancentrated on her" 

(D44.16). Julia differs from the other charraters, but she Is far from the paragon of virtue that 

Lily ranjurx of her. Nonethelex, Julia dox reprexnt a standard of normality by which the other 

charraters are mexured. 

While Julia portrays normality, Shebah typlfix an extreme deviation. Her charxter 

symbolizx an aged (born 1899) paranoid, consumed by her Jewish monomania. Shebah is a 

humorous but pathetic woman. Her experiencx x an ratrex acraunt for her dramatira, in 

particular the numerous gx turx which the revised edition drareasx. As Lily, acrampanled by 

her entourage marching in single-file, analyzx her friends she ranfessx: 

Even living in London sxms odd, let alone being almxt divorced and owning children and 
having funny friends. Not funny r x l l y , not in the laughable x n x , though Shebah could be 
defined x , if she w x just Iraked at. She's not talking now, which makx her Irak different, 
clumsy becaux mxt of Shebah Is how she throws up her plump arms x that the yellow 
banglx slither down, and all the words she usx (H29.27-28; 30.1-6). 

Note how the revision obllteratx Lily's personal data and generallzx the dexrlption of Shebah: 

Even living in London sxms odd, not to mention having a flat with rarpets. And my friends are 
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a bit funny. Not exratly funny-not in the ha-ha xnx-though I suppox Shebah is a 
bit ramical. She's not talking at the moment, which makx her Ixk different, almxt clumsy 
(D19.1-5). ' 

Victorian Norman put Shebah on a "train and without compassion walked away in the middle of her 

hand-waving and her xbbing, white srarf a-fluttering. She hx always xld that she would never 

go on a train" (H41.13-15). The revision refinx the departure srane with Shebah's dramatira. 

Again Norman puts her on the "train and then walked away. She w x wailing, he x id , and waving 

all her srarvx. Until this wxk-end she'd always vowed she would never go on a train" 

(D28.23-25). 

Shebah's imagined persraution by other women originatx from their jxlousy. She still 

imaginx herxlf x the youthful girl in the photograph which she rarrix in her handbag 

Although Shebah shuns pxple, Lily statx that her Jewish friend d x i r x pxple. Through them, 

Shebah transrands her "ageing body (sixty or more yxrs) and xnstantly movx through crowds, 

watching for the sideways glanra, half fxring, half revelling in the eyx that turn towards her 

with their exprexlon of surprix, dismay, recognition, and on a bad day, rejration" 

(H41.24-28). The revision omits the Intentional sxrch for rejection and conrantratx on her 

agednex. Lily ramments: "She's over sixty now, and I don't think she's ever Iraked any different. 

She h x a photograph in her handbag of herself x a girl on a charabanc outing, and even then there 

w x a shadow above her top lip" (D29.2-5). The prraision rantinux in the Duckworth x Lily 

contlnux to explain that Shebah's conception of herxlf Is "based on a snapshot taken forty years 

ago. She thinks other women are out to get her" (D29.8-9). Hutchinxn's ranvoluted explanation 

of Shebah's xlf-rancept extends for eleven l inx (H41.30-36; 42.1-4). 

The r x t of the revisions in Lily's narrative unravel and Interpret her relationships with 

the male characters. The first of thex relationships begins with her father. On several occxions. 
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Lily mentions the physiral and emotional similaritix betwxn herxlf and her father. In a 

thirty-thrx line passage (H56.12-36; 57.1-8) Lily reminiscx about her father's funeral and 

the words spoken at the funeral which rantradlct with his rx l nature. The man she dexribx Is 

Richard Bainbridge who like Lily's father wx a violent and morox man. On rare occxions the 

Duckworth revision is longer than the original. The passage in the 1981 edition, for example, 

doublx the length of the original. Exrapt for minor word and xntenra changx, the first twenty 

linx are identiral to the onx in the Hutchlnxn. However, Bainbridge includx a very spxific 

row where Lily tried to bash her father's head. This violent reration is reminisrant of 

Balnbrldge's own childish behavior when she would hurl herxlf at her father and bring him 

crxhing to the flrar. ^ '5 Ljjy regrets his dxth beraux "babix ought to have grandfathers" 

(D32.6-7). This raho then leads to an additional twenty-five line passage explaining her pxt life 

and why she needs to get married and have this baby (D31.3-33; 32.1-33). The background 

Information about Lily's parents reproducx Beryl Balnbrldge's perxnal family brakground. The 

revision clarifix Lily's relationship with both her father and her mother. 

Victorian Norman's relationship with Lily is rather vague, and she dox very little to 

elucidate it. He rented one of her rxms and lived in her houx for two yxrs. Mxt of the 

revisions surround the dexriptions of Norman's appearanra and oraur principally on two pagx 

where Lily mxts him for the first time. At this enraunter, Lily details his appxranx thus: 

he wx small and Victorian and had straight-down trouxrs without a turn-up when everybody 
elx had turn-ups, and a high roller round his throat, with rounded edges like the onx my 
father wore, and under the flat pxked rap a fara like the German prixner of war I knew x a 
child, eyx turned down at the rarners, and a nox with wide nxtrils, and a long thin upper 
lip. I hadn't remembered the German for a long time, and whilst I began to do x Norman 
walked pxt me Into the hall and like a very old film winding jerkily, ducked his head, removed 
his rap, patted his hair, slapped his rap betwxn his hands and gave his laugh. Only I did not 
hxr the laugh properly that first time beraux I wx thinking of where I used to mxt the 
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German prixner. under the pale berah leavx by the pinewoods. and remembering the long 
gummy strands that spiders spun and slung from t r x to t rx , and the way they xught in my 
hair, and the xund a pheaxnt made rising up from the ground with a grxt surge of wings, and 
I suppox that wx Norman laughing (H34.4-22). 

The revision drxtlrally randensx Lily's dexrlption of Norman to: 

he appxred small and xmehow old-fxhloned. He had narrow trouxrs and wore a detchable 
rallar with rounded edgx, like the onx my father affrated, and a flat pxked rap. He trak his 
rap off and x r t of bowed (D23.13-16). 

Reduced from ninetxn linx to four, the passage deletx the perxnal referencx to Balnbrldge's 

own life. When she wx twelve, she knew a German prixner-of-war whom she would mxt ln 

sraret and talk to. ^ 8̂ j^e incident Is a major one in A Quiet Life (1976). 

Lily ransiders Norman a friend with whom she ran talk. She Iraks up x she emergx from a 

digrexlon and obxrvx him. She summarizx their attitude toward life in the following passage: 

He's Iraking at me now, a little groove at the top of his nox and he's Iraking sad in his blue 
eyx. There, we met for an instant, and I don't fxl x chxrful any more, though it's only 
temporary. We did draide some time ago to trxt life x a ramedy, applaud loudly erah frxh 
banana skin fall, bxr in mind ranstantly that emotions are transient. This time, for the first 
time, we won't be able to go over this wxkend with rare, verbally smrathing the distrex into 
recognixble symbols. We won't be able to reiterate till we have abxrbed without 
poxibility of forgetfulnex every word, every inflration, every xntenra, that Shebah uttered 
from the moment of arrival to the time the pellet hit her In the leg, and afterwards. This time 
we won't beraux (H35.il-23). 

A brief four line sration generallzx what required twelve linx In the xrly edition. The revision, 

in addition to being briefer, is alx clxrer x noted below: 

I haven't had much chanra to talk to Norman this wxkend When we lived in the xme 
houx we used to talk for hours. We haven't even bxn able to dixux Shebah being shot in the 
leg. We won't ever be able to talk about it, nor for agx (D24.6-10). 
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Two other examplx, where the revision clarifix mxning, in particular demonstrate 

Balnbrldge's new surainct style. Note the ranvoluted style of the first xntenra In rantrxt to the 

prraixnex of the second one: 

Victorian Norman, the amateur mountainxr, tight ralvx curving benxth the light grey cloth 
of his trouxrs, head rxpratfully and dxfly Inclined, llstenra with his eyx to the moving 
mouth of Claud, a small pink hole opening and clxing among the tendrils of the climbing bxrd, 
spxking articulately and no longer with fxling, about his departed wife (H71.16-21)/ 
Victorian Norman w x listening rxpxtful ly to Claude, who w x talking about his departed 
Sarah (D44.2-3) . 

The xme type of revision appears In the following passage: 

'You mxn that?" Claud is merely leading Norman on, waiting for him to bacome entangled. 
'Yx.' Emphatirally the grape-intoxirated mountainxr thumps the table. 'Yxido. I live, 

I rapulate' (a snort, an animal noix of rantempt from the nun with the banglx), 'we had a 
bloody wonderful time in Morpeth Street. Good friends, damn fine evenings round the table, 
eh?' The nxtri ls flare x the laugh billows out, an arm, roughly, to hide Its sinrarlty, 
crraks my head andshakx me likea dandelion (H54.1-9)/*l drink,* shouted Norman, 'I 
copulate.' He w x only trying to annoy Shebah. She hatx x x being mentioned, particularly 
when she's rating (D38.21-23). 

Edward, a quiet, twenty-nine-yxr-old gralogist, is the intended victim of Lily's ploy. Lily 

justifix her deraption saying it is not a mxn trick becaux Edward lovx children and xpraially 

her Boy, who sat on his knx on the journey to Claude's (H30.34-36; 31.1-3). The revision statx 

that Edward smilx and pats children, eliminating Boy and Instead explaining the purpox of 

bringing Shebah and Norman along (D20.4-15). Her friends, however, have failed to persuade the 

gralogist to marry her. And although Lily h x brought Edward to Claude's houx to make him the 

father of her baby, she spends the wxkend remembering Billie 

Edward only enrauragx Lily's digrexions about Billie. Only th rx weeks earlier, Lily had 
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bxn here with Billie. As her eyx mxt Edward's, she remembers Billie's eyx and then digrexx 

to a craktall party they attended at her parents' and their reration to Billie (H38.14-36; 

39.1-29). In the Duckworth, Billie departs and Lily attempts to analyze her attrration to Billie 

and rancludx her mother had a lot to do with It beraux she enrauraged him though her father 

disliked Billie (D27.18-33). 

The revisions surrounding Billie explirate Lily's relationship with him in the srane where 

he returns from Australia. The 1967 novel Is not very clxr about his return, but prxumably he 

and Lily visited Claude. However, from the following linx, Billie evidently did not stay with her as 

he spxks: 

'Well, I must be off... I'll rail tomorrow... if I may?' A charming hxitant bending of 
the balding head, the knowing eyx quite sure, quite unmoved. 

The following day we went to the pub next drar and x t on high strals, and in spite of the 
yxrs spent apart, and the millions of words written on paper and prated in boxx, we x t 
silent... (H43.15-20). 

Lily's summary makx It very clxr that the xuple met at Claude's at his requxt: 

It wx Claude's idx that we should meet here. Neutral ground, he railed it. Just talk to him, 
he told me. He xid I might get Billie brak if I found the right words. When it rame to it. In 
spite of the yxrs spent apart and the yxrs spent together and the millions of words written on 
paper when Billie went away to Australia, all the words sxmed the wrong onx. I remember 
in my head what he had written in letters—(D25.28-33; 26.1-2). 

The revision Is much more effective in summarizing and providing spralfira about their 

relationship. 

Other stylistic revisions surrounding the ranfrontation simplify the writing and thus the 

mxning. For instanra, at one point Lily tells Billie she never rxlly loved him. The dexrlption 
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of his reration Is wordy and ornate: 

The big boy spins round, an raho of all the other imaginary woundlngs, the old, for one 
Instant, lovely xntlmental Billie, the blue orbs fill slowly and clxr immediately.... 'But I 
loved you.' 

Silenra. Love's last word is spoken. che'rie. Such an emptlnex, such arid dexrt in the 
hxrt(H45.5-10). 

The later edition simplifix the rxponx to "He spun round For an Instant he wx the old lovely, 

xntlmental Bill ie.. . 'But I loved you,' he xid. / We didn't say anything elx" (D27.3-5). 

In a different srane, Lily reconstructs Billie's arrival at her houx and his critiral 

Inspration. After a span of two years, Billie's dixpproval of her unkempt houx domlnatx his 

reration. The Hutchlnxn states: 

the stranger's eyx (blue irisx circle the blrak pupils) narrow to take In without 
compaxion, the dirt, the line of greax above the craker, a rar half hidden under the chair 
with the snapped brak and a sxt of grxn velvet textured with dust, and rxt at length, twin 
orbs of empty brlllianra, on my dark clothx, my white fara, my fingers stained with mxt 
juira (H65.19-24). 

A lex panoramic but more dirxt revision replacx the above: "His eyx trak in the dirt, the line 

of greax above the craker, the rabwebs on the railing" (D35.16-18). 

The difficulty in understanding Lily's sration l ix in the intermingling of flxhbraks with the 

prexnt. For instanra on H67, Edward sits up in bed, expels Billie from Lily's flxhback, and 

rantinux his ranverxtion with Lily. But half way through the page Billie Interrupts, only to be 

referred to x the Blrak Brunswick and then x the Wild Colonial Boy. Then on the xme page the 

bathrram ranverxtion betwxn Lily and Edward rxumx in a thirty-thrx line passage which 

Includx Norman, her children, and Lily's final rxllzation that she appalls Billie (H67.35-36; 

68.1-31). The Duckworth edition rrarganlzx the flxhbraks about Billie x that there are fewer 
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interfences. A fifty-two line Duckworth passage replacx the thirty-thrx linx in the 

Hutchlnxn. Although longer, it summarizx and clarifix the incidents following Billie's visit. 

Lily gox out in the morning to buy baran for brxkfxt and upon her return discovers that Billie 

absranded. An explanation of her attempted suicide and her need to marry Edward follows 

(D36.30-33; 37.1-33; 38.1-15). Her rerallration of her suicide in the Hutchlnxn appxrs in a 

passage along with other rerallrations without emphxizing its relevanx to Billie (H76.32-35; 

77.1-36; 78.1-12). The rxrrangement of passagx in the Duckworth definitely improvx the 

reading and ram prehension of the chratic events. 

Srations four and six, Norman's and Shebah's narrativx, reraive much fewer revisions than 

Lily's narrative. In Norman's monologue, the revisions fraus on Lily's thwarted suicide. Norman 

xrutinizx Lily's xlf-portrait of "a child-woman, endlexly gazing with xnsitivity at nothing in 

particular" (H120.13-14/D77.4-5), hanging In Claude's kitchen. He finds a pen "and wrote 

'Murphy wx Here' on the edge of the drawing" (H120.23-24). In the Duckworth. Norman finds a 

pen "and undernxth the drawing I wrote: 'This is a picture of a pregnant girl.' Then I put the 

date" (D77.13-15). The srane leads to Norman's evaluation of Lily's attempted suicide. Acrarding 

to him, "her way of life" (H122.23-24) led to the attempt and at that moment dismissed "the 

mother love she x often elaboratx upon" (H122.25-26). Norman elaboratx on his 

disenchantment with Lily x he explains: 

it Is a privilege to live, it is a duty to live when there are children to be mothered. In due 
raurx should the unsuspecting Edward prove lex than helpful, the loral authorltix may be 
railed upon to remove the children into xfe kxping. My harsh judgment, bxring in mind 
Shebah's edict that goodnex should be susprated above all things, leads me to think that 
undernxth I wxp for golden girls all turned to dust. The fara in the drawing on the wall in 
Claud's kitchen Is not Maggie's fara. It is only her ranraptlon of herxlf. Nothing more than a 
gooxg1rl(H123.9-18). 
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Beraux the passagx referring to the children are cut in the Duckworth, the revisions require 

alterations. Now it is Lily's "emotions" (D89.3) that led to the absurdity of her attempt, 

whereupon she disregarded "that love of life she so often elaboratx upon" (D89.5). One xntenra 

replacx the xrlier ten linx, but It Is more randemning: "It Is a privilege to live, I do fxl that 

we have no right to choox the moment of our dxth" (D89.24-25). The revisions to Norman's 

sration are briefer but more srathing than the original. 

The mxt signifirant change in Shebah's monologue modifix a srane prexnting a very 

submixive Lily when Shebah first met her. The twenty-thrx linx depict a very maternal Lily 

nursing her two babix and then cxually revxling to Shebah that her husband Joxph hx moved 

out (H158.34-36; 159.1-20). The 1981 edition strikx out the xntlmental vignette and 

ranrantratx on Shebah's evaluation: 

When it gradually berame apparent to me what x r t of life she wx leading, and I even went x 
far X to rail her a certain name, she merely disagreed with my choira of words. 'Tarts 
get paid for it,' she xid. She didn't sxm put out (D102.19-23). 

The linx befit the very moral and xlf-rightxus Shebah. They alx raho a ramment Beryl 

Balnbrldge's mother made to the author. Bainbridge revxled that her mother wx hxtlle to her 

and told her she wx no more than a prxtitute, to which the latter replied, "Don't be silly. I don't 

get paid for it. Just beraux you didn't like it." ^ ^̂  Many such perxnal inclusions ran be found 

in this novel, xmetlmx appropriately Inrarporated and other timx simply x peripheral 

material. 

The revisions in A Weekend with Claude exhibit a definite Improvement. As a rxult of the 

more substantial revisions a rxhaped novel emerged. A Wxkend with Claude Is now the xme 

length x Harriet Said. Numerous inesxntial charraters dixppxred, digrexions were excised. 
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deleted, and in xme cases rxrranged, and overall the writing w x simplified. Thox charraters 

who were vaguely defined or superfluous such x Joxph, Lily's ex-husband, her two children, 

several of her friends, and Julia's parents, were eliminated. Approximately a third of the 

digrexions were curtailed or deleted. Some of thex flxhbraks diffused x far brak in time that 

interxt in them waned, xpraially sinra they had little effrat on the storyline. The 1981 edition 

not only randensed several of thex regrexlons but a lx rxtructured xme of them by plraing 

them in more strategic lorations. Although the narrativx are related in a strxm-of-

xnxiousnex, Bainbridge very skillfully pruned and redxigned them without interrupting the 

flow. The revisions display a ranxious effort to clarif/ and simplif/ the ranvoluted style of the 

1967 Hutchlnxn novel. The diverx typx of revisions reranstructed the novel from a looxly 

structured work to a rampendious one. The exuberanra of words and digrexions were pruned to 

y !5ld a rahxive and te rx style. The novel now reads the way Bainbridge wants it •c reati ^ 8̂ 

Additions in A Wxkend with Claude 

The additions to the 1981 version of A Wxkend with Claude are sparx. As with the rewriting 

OfAnother Part of the Wood (1979). one of Beryl Balnbrldge's main objrativx w x to randenx the 

writing. Consequently, the novel w x not expanded with additions. As a matter of fact, the 

additions are surainct and embody the fewxt among the substantive variants. The shortxt ransists 

of one word, and the longest is a passage of sixty-one words. The 238 additions to the dramatic 

links and the t h r x parts of the novel bxirally clarif/ mxning and provide prraixnex. 

The four links betwxn the t h r x parts of the novel are short; xnsequently, fewer additions 

appxr here than In the th rx parts. Thirty-eight of the additions emerge In the four Interludx 
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where Claude, in the procex of railing an antique dxk, reralls the events of four summers ago. 

The customers, simply known x the man and the woman in the revised edition, prompt the 

reminixing when she discovers a photograph in the dxk drawer. Of the four links, the final one 

hx the fewxt additions and the first one hx the mxt. The thrx narrativx, xmprising the text 

proper, acquire 190 additions. Of thex thrx, Norman's rantains the fewxt additions and Shebah's 

the mxt. 

Several additions, usually very brief, clarif/ Balnbrldge's syntratiral style. Of the pronouns 

which are included in the revised edition, the majority ransist of the relative pronoun that, which 

Introducx noun clausx. The pronoun that subordlnatx the claux It Intrraucx and may be 

omitted in xme Instancx. The zero that-claux Is particularly rammon when the claux is brief 

and unramplirated. However, anytime its omlxion rauld rxult in misreading, it must be 

inrarporated. The Duckworth edition inxrted twenty-one that's where it obv^usly felt 

misreading might oraur. For Instanra, It usx the relative pronoun to Introdura noun clausx In: 

"She frequently tells me (that) my xund for laughing is absurd" (H100.21/D65.3-4), "Even I 

ran sx (that) their motivxare xmewhat different" (H163.13/D106.31), and "I felt (that) the 

pattern of my life wx not x xmplirated after all" (H69.22-23/D42.24-26). The relative 

pronouns clxrly indirate the beginning of noun clausx used x dirrat objrats. Without the 

ranjunctions, one rauld exily read the nouns following the verbs x dirrat objrats: "She 

frequently tells me my xund," "Even I ran sx their motivx," and "I felt the pattern of my life." 

Parallel structure Is alx maintained In the Duckworth edition. Duckworth Inxrted articlx 

In "Upstairs he rauld hxr Julia talking to the man and thg woman" (H88.23-24/D53.13-14) and 

"if I'd only hod the knowledge or the strength" (H184.2-3/D130.12-13), and prepxitions in "And 

when I Iraked tra, at erah picture, at erah article of furniture," (H66.5/D35.31-32) and "Not 
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fCQiame, naturally, but froni xme cral, efficient girl like Julia" (H198.23-24/D145.23-24). A 

to is Inxrted in "nobler to suffer the slings and arrows of an outraged Claude or to be rantent with 

a gentle embrraing" (Hn0.22-23/D70.13-14). This parallelism balancx xntenra elements by 

repxting articlx, prepxitions, and the to of an Infinitive. 

The stylistic changx are more pronounced where the syntax alters. Sentenra elements such x 

subjrats or verbs are added to revix xntenra fragments. This rategory rantains the mxt 

additions. The following changx oraur in the Duckworth edition: "A big pram, an expensive pram 

with the edge of a white pillow showing at the hood" (H14.30-31) changx to "It wx a big pram, an 

expensive pram, with the edge of a white pillow showing at the hood" (D8.29-30); "A brown and 

blrak drex, very tight (split under one arm-pit) and tra short (my legs are funny), a dark 

brakground for a naked fara, eyx forgiving, a winxme exprexlon" (H62.15-17) to "I tried on a 

brc^n and blrak drex, very tight and split under one armpit" (D33.12-13); "The shiver of the 

natural swimmer who had not till this morning known the exrat loration of the river" (H94.7-8) 

to "It wx the shiver of the natural swimmer who until this moment had not known the exrat 

loration of the river" (D57.15-17); "Indiscriminate intensity of manner" (H94.23-24) to "She 

hx indlxrimlnate intensity of manner" (D58.1); "Wanted me out of the way x x to be alone with 

Norman" (H168.34) to "She wanted me out of the way x x to be alone with Norman" (D113.7-8); 

and "Something about his matter-of-frat inxnity that I find refrxhing" (H127.30-31) to "There 

is something about his matter-of-frat inxnit/ that I find refrxhing" (D80.21-22). Thex 

expansions clarif/ the mxnings Intended by exprexing ramplete thoughts. 

The rx t of the additions affrat the rantent. Some of the minor onx Include modifiers. Of thex, 

the adjrativx are the fewxt. They provide spraiflcity to the phrasx. For instanra, in the 

Hutchlnxn edition Joxph views "his xn's pram" (H14.30) and in the Duckworth "his youngest 
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xn's pram" (D8.29). The adjxtlve stressx that the pram belongs exclusively to Julia's xn and 

hx not belonged to his other xns. Alx in the Hutchlnxn raition, Betty noticx two decorative 

china heads "attrahed to the wall" (H17.7), but in the revised edition they are 'attrahed to the 

white-wxhed wall" (DlO.24-25). The modifier corroboratx Julia's thoroughnex in houx 

clxning. Similar spralfira appxr in "the upstairs rram." (H65.2Q/D101.13). "that particular 

night" (H67.10/D104.36), "in therms chair" (H103.24/D160.17-18), and "we x t hunched 

over"(H182.2/D127.32-33). 

Adverbs are alx added to the Duckworth edition. Mxt of thex time indlrators function mainly 

X transitions. Such Is the cax where "and the rar" (H203.26) expands to "and then the rar" 

(D149.20), "I put 'Party Doll' on" (H63.5) to "Later I put Party Doll on" (D33.27), "And to 

arrive" (H161.1) to "And then to arrive" (H104.12), and "Julia, ever busy" (H136.34) to 

"Prexntly Julia, ever busy" (D87.I). Other adverbs particularize. In the Hutchinson edition 

Maggie "went and got into bed" (H60.9), while In the later edition Lily "went brak and got into 

bed" (D40.18). Likewix, when Shebah's lover walks away from her he "walked very slowly" to 

his rar (H177.4) and then "walked very slowly brak" (D122.14). A rauple of adverbs name a 

spraific time. In the xr ly edition Shebah explains she "wx busy thinking thex thoughts" 

(H189.8), and In the later edition she "wx busy Ixt night thinking thex thoughts" (D135.13); 

Shebah "wx just about to tell Julia about a play" (H198.8) and then "wx just about to tell Julia 

Ixt night about a play" (D145.6). 

Inrarporating prepxitlonal phrasx in the 1981 edition increasx clarity. For example, "the 

rustic lovers" (H59.25) extends to "the rustic lovers on the wall" (D39.29). Maggie dexribx 

Shebah and Claude's stanra x a parody of "the rustic lovers," but the phrax clarifix the 

ramparixn by spraifirally referring to the deraratlve plaque. In a serand example, "I put 'Party 
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Doll' on" (H63.5) extends to "Later I put Party Doll on the gramophone" (D33.27). Beraux the 

serand edition does not punctuate xng titlx, the prepxitonal phrax provldx this Information. 

And finally the phrax "little rolls on them" (H179.17) expands to "little rolls of bread on them" 

(D125.7) clarifying what the rolls on the plate were Further examplx display similar clarity: 

"return V1ctor1an"/"returned from Australia, Victorian" (H62.5/D33.1); "the link would"/"the 

link betwxn them would" (H22.18/D15.15-16); "living rram"/"11v1ng-rram in Morpeth Strxt" 

(H98.10/D62.27); and "habit and"/"hab1t of his, and" (H169.24/D114.2). 

The tags ranstitute the mxt numerous substantive additions to the Duckworth edition. 

Bainbridge recognized a problem in the xr ly version; it wx not always clxr who wx spxking 

and to whom. She rratified this flaw by inxrting seventy-five explanatory tags in the revised 

edition. For example, note the dialogue betwxn Maggie and Edward in the first edition: 

'Is it rxl ly your rallar size, Edward?' 
His hand stroked my hair to cushion my dixppointment. 

'Well, not rxl ly, but it doxn't matter, rxlly it doxn't. 
'We rauld frame it and put it on the mantelpiera' (H60.27-30). 

The Ixt ramment one would guex Maggie had made, but in the revised edition the reporting clausx 

eliminate guexing. Witnex the revised version with new identif/ing clausx, a rxrranged 

xntenra, and an entire line added: 

*ls it rxl ly your rallar size, Edward?' I xked. 
His hand stroked my hair to eax my dixppointment. 'Well, not rx l ly / he x id 'But it 

doesn't matter, rxl ly it doxn't.' 
'You're sure?' I raid. 
'We could frame it and put it on the mantelpiera,' he suggxted (D40.26-32). 

The reporting clausx attrahed to the dialogue clxrly identif/ the spxker of erah line, x that the 
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reader knows prralxly who spxks and to whom. Confusion Is thus eliminated. 

In the dramatic links, twenty tags are Inxrted. Such tags x "xld Claude" (D13.23), "xld 

the woman" (D13.27), "xid the man" (D53.19),and "xidJulia" (D54.17) clearly identify the 

four charraters in the interludx. Other identifying elements such as "she crooned" (D13.13-14), 

"he ordered" (D97.18), and "shouted Claude" (D97.15) do more than simply Identify the spxker; 

they spxif/ the spxkers' emotional rxponsx to the situation. 

The thrx narrativx acquired fifty-five tags. Mxt of thex "I raid's" identify Lily, Norman, 

or Shebah x the spxkers in their appropriate narrativx. Of raurx, tags such x "xid Edward" 

(D41.15), "xld Claude" (D66.30), "Norman xld" (D146.71), and "xld Lily" rantlnue to appxr. 

A few "I warned" (D111.15),"! shouted'. D115.27), "deme-̂ jed Sheb6̂ - il^Z.29). and "she 

asxrted" (D130.4) vary the tone of the narrativx. More Importantly, a few interpolations in 

Lily's narrative alter the interpretation. 

In the 1967 raition, Maggie plaglarlzx xmments and repxts them x though they originated 

with her, but In the 1981 edition she credits Claude. For Instanra, when Lily ransiders Edward's 

appropriatenex x the father of her unborn child, she says: 

I think Edward will be all right. He is, after all, (according to Claude,) the reflxtlon of the 
tendernex I bear for myxlf. It is always ourxlvx we love (Claude says) (H35.30-33/ 
D24.16-18). 

Two pagx later, Lily regressx to her relationship with Billie and his shattering of her image 

when he tells her the truth. The effrat ran be fatal: "A knife thrust Into the perxnality. Claude 

says, ran lead to lox of life" (H44.9-10/D26.26-27). Billie admits that he is xhamed of her and 

dox not love her anymore. Lily l ix x she replix, "I suppox rxlly I never rxlly loved you" 

(H45.3-4/D27.1). She finds it very difficult to fara the truth. Her illusions dxtroyed, she 
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ralmly analyzx the situation: "We ran lox actualitix, Claude savs. but to have drxms torn from 

us is tra much" (H45.10-11/D27.5-7). And finally, two pagx after that Lily examinx Shebah's 

xlf-ranreption. In the Hutchlnxn edition, the analysis again appxrs x Maggie's: 

Through them she transrands her ageing body (sixty or more years) and ranstantly movx 
through crowds, watching for the sideways glanra, half fxring, half revelling in the eyx that 
turn towards her with their exprexions of surprix, dismay, recognition, and on a bad day, 
rejration. Her ranraptlon of herxlf, the young boxms bobbing on the wavx. the plump 
shoulders touched by the s x at Blrakpral, (H41.24-30). 

In the Duckworth edition, the revised passage, with the additions reads: 

Through praple, Claude says, she transrands her ageing body. She's over sixty now, and I don't 
think she's ever Iraked any different. She h x a photograph in her handbag of herxlf x a girl 
on a charabanc outing, and even then there w x a shadow above her top lip. Claude says her 
ranraptlon of herxlf, the young boxms bobbing on the wavx, the plump shoulders touched by 
thesx at Blrakpral, (D29.1-8). 

Here Lily simply repxts Claude's ramments. In the first version, Maggie's philoxphixl 

ramments endow her with a rartain depth of insight, not granted her in the revision. Shebah 

arausx Maggie of stxllng her thoughts and taking the credit for them. In this cax, Maggie 

borrows Claude's idex, x the reader discovers if he reads the serand novel where Lily 

xknowledgx Claude x the original xurra. 

Among the additions, the more interxting onx are the longer xntencx and passagx affrating 

the rantent. Four of thex are found in the first and I x t links. Two of them clxr ly xtabllsh a 

time frame for the novel. The first one appxrs in the introductory link of the Duckworth edition 

as Claude explains to the woman that the letter she h x found In the dxk Is not a historiral 

discovery. Toranfirm that "it's not much of a find" (H16.2-3/D9.26), the statement--"If you'll 
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Irak at the date you'll see it w x written in 1960" (D9.26-27)—follows in the revised edition. 

The other one appxrs in the rancluding sration x Claude enters the barn, removx the letter from 

r.is praket, and reads It. In the Duckwortn edition, the letter b-egins with—"Sunday. September 

4th, 1960" (D150.20). Bothof thex verify the date of the novel x 1960. Two other additions 

a lx appxr in Lily's letter. One of them, "He worked In Insuranra" (D151.11-12), refers to 

Wallara Stevens' business. Lily includx this bit of trivia to imprex Claude with her knowledge. 

More crucial to the effrat of the novel, however, is the pxtraript appended to Lily's letter in the 

1981 edition. Bainbridge withholds this information until the end of the novel for suspenx. As an 

afterthought, Lily nonchalantly rancludx the letter to Claude with: "L_S. I'm a bit anxious rxl ly . 

I know I'm not prranant of Billie. but I may well be by Edward. Isn't it awful!" (D151.14-15). 

What ironic justiral Lily thought she w x pregnant by Billie who had left her, x she invited 

Edward to Claude's plara to make Edward the father of her baby. Now she discovers she may very 

well be pregnant by Edward, and he t x h x taken off and left her. And x her perils rantlnue. 

Several other signifirant additions appxr in the thrx longer narrativx. The additional 

ramments in Lily's sration are rancentrated in the first twenty-two pagx of chapter two. In the 

first example, Lily remarks that x she and her friends travelled on the bus to Claude's "Shebah 

kept handing us swxt lx , but I didn't take one. I don't x t swxts any more" (D19.19-20). First of 

all , the addition Includx Shebah x a participant in the journey. And serandly, the subtle ramment 

refers to the rather humorous mistake Lily makx when she mistakx a gift-wrapped toffx from 

Billie for an engagement ring. The other example appxrs only a few l inx further down x Lily 

dixusses the type of men she attrrats. Then she admits: "They usually go off me equally quickly" 

(D19.29-30). The men she attrrats always abandon her, x she must trick Edward into marrying 

her before he knows her tra well. 
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In two xparate Instancx, the additions clarify Lily's brakground In the first a schralgirl 

xks her if she is "the girl that's had no xhraling" (H32.5/D21.14) to which Lily rxponds in the 

affirmative. However, in the Duckworth edition she exp'Jns, "She must have bxn mixing me up 

with xmrane e l x , beraux I'd hardly had a bextly da/ off xhral for yxrs" (D21.16-18). On the 

following page Lily reralls the first time she hxrd Norman's terrible laugh when she Interviewed 

him about a rram to rent in her houx. Although she owns the houx on Morpeth Strxt, she 

ranfessx: "I'm not r x l l y a Blxted Capitalist. The Houx had bxn left to me by my Auntie Edith, 

and It w x falling down. Some of the windows were mixing" (D22.33; 23.1-2). She fxls 

obligated to explain her ownership of the houx and the frat that it is deteriorated. 

In chapter four, Victorian Norman makx two ramments which refer to Lily and vhich do not 

appxr in the x r l i e r edition. Norman reralls the night of Lily's attempted suicide and the motions 

she followed, in particular her txth clxning. After she clxned them, she spat out an obsrane 

remark which he explains thus: 

Perhaps it w x due to the toffx she insists Billie gave to her, nxtling within a jewellery box. 
I rannot make that part of her story out. She had not yet got at the gin bottle and it's hard to s x 
how she mistrak a wrapped swxt for an engagement ring (D88.9-13). 

Rather than show ranrarn about his friend's suicide, Norman Is more Interxted In trivlalitlx. He 

ridlculx her judgment in mistaking a wrapped swxt for a ring. Then he proceeds to picture her 

telling Edward the news of his approxhing fatherhood and what she will say. Then Norman adds: 

"It is to be hoped that she dox not x k Claude what it w x he x id to Edward when she and Julia 

were In the bedroom" (D94.25-27) . Lily may then discover that no one w x helping to persuade 

Edward to marry her. 

Shebah's sration In chapter six rantains more additions than Lily's or Norman's. That Shebah 
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livx in her ixlated world and hxrs only parts of what happens around her is Illustrated by two 

ramments. She remembers or rather thinks she remembers what Lily xid about Norman's xxual 

urge. She quxtions herxlf: "Or ma/be I've got It all wrong. Msybe it wx Norman she wx 

talking about when she xid he'd ux a keyhole If It wx handy" (D123.15-18). In another example, 

Shebah visits Lily after the letter's foiled suicide and is hurt that Lily dox not ranfide in her. But 

she explains: "It had xmething to do with swxts, though whether she wx alluding to the 

Swxtnex of Life or merely to Qualit/ Strxt, I've never fathomed" (D143.29-31). In both 

Instancx, Shebah displays a Irak of understanding. 

Mxt of Shebah's ramments expox her own bitternex. In one srane a dialogue betwxn her and 

Edward is inxrted: 

'Do you know where Lily is?' he xked. 
'God knows,'I cried. "Lxping from bed to bed. no doubt 'I hadn't rxlly expxted to say 

that—the words just shot out (D146.20-23). 

Shebah regrets her unintentional outburst to Edward, xpraially sinra she should be praising Lily 

to him. The other passage very nxtly summarizx her opinion of the weekend 

It's bxn quite an Interxting two days. I fxl a little guilty that I didn't talk more to 
Edward. I sxm to remember Lily telling me that I should say nira things about her to him. I 
imagine Claude xid enough nira things for all of us. Nobody xid anything nira about me, and I 
wx fired upon at clox range (D148.17-22). 

Shebah's xlf-preoccupation domlnatx her, and she hx forgotten the purpox of her visit here, to 

help ranvinra Edward to marry Lily. But the shrating or "araident {as it's bxn dexribed)" 

(D148.9), only further intenslfix Shebah's paranoia, that she truly hx bxn singled-out to bear 

the punishment of all others. She cravx sympathy but fails to reraive it. And like Lily and 

X 
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Norman, Shebah is ranrarned only about herxlf. 

The substantive additions to A Wxkend with Claude artlstlrally refine both the style and the 

rantent of the novel. Colin Haycraft, Balnbrldge's publisher, undoubtedly had an input in the 

grammatiral revisions, in particular where phrasx revised to ramplete xntencx. Beryl 

Bainbridge wrote in an article for The Timx that he dislikx xntencx without verbs. ^ ^̂  And 

there are numerous xntenra revisions in the 1981 edition where words have bxn added to 

ramplete the xntencx. On the other hand, where additions improve the rantent Anna Haycraft 

probably worked with Bainbridge. Like her husband, Anna Haycraft a lx dislikx obxurity. ^^0 

The Haycrafts' Influenx on Bainbridge evidencx i tx l f In the rxulting clarity of the revised 

novel. 

Deletions In A Wxkend with Claude 

The deletions in the 1981 edition nf A Wxkend with Claude reprexnt the major variant betwxn it 

and the 1967 edition. Bainbridge w x not xtlsfled with her style and the way the novel read, 

acrarding to an article she wrote for The Timx. ^^1 The st/le of this novel w x an intentionally 

denx style "full of sticky xntlment, th rx words where you rauld u x one." ^^2 s^e hoped the 

bombastic style would be more acraptable to publishers than the rancix style of Harriet 

Said. As she edits her writing, Bainbridge deletx extensively. She usually wr i tx a thousand 

pagx for her novels and then cuts viciously. ^"^^ She wrote A Wxkend with Claude and Another 

Part of the Wood in 1965 and obviously did very little if any revising when Hutchlnxn published 

them. Then when the publiration rights to Another Part of the Wood reverted to her, she revised 

and rewrote the novel which w x then published by Duckworth Publishing Company in 1979. 

Shortly therxfter, she rewrote A Wxkend with Claude in her original or "old" style of Harriet 

Said, and fourtxn y x r s after its first publiration Duckworth published the new edition in 1981. 
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By cutting approximately forty-eight pagx, Bainbridge reduced A Wxkend with ClRHfif* tn exactly 

the xme length x Harriet Said. To Improve the style of A Wxkend with Claude. Bainbridge cut 

words, dexriptive phrasx, and passages rantalning explanations, inner thoughts, and flxhbraks. 

A few of the words eliminated in the 1981 edition alter Balnbrldge's style A few of thex 

Include Introductory words such as "well" (H203.il/D149.ll), "oh," (H203.15/D149.15; 

H162.25/D106.7; H164.14/D108.2), "mmm" (H204.5/D150.4), and xme "you know's" 

(H21.8/D14.7; H21.13/D14.11; H22.4/D15.3). Thex omixions formalize the dialogue, thus 

changing the tone. Other omixions of subordinators and ranjunctions Influenra xntenra 

structure. Where subordinators are deleted, xntencx shorten (H32.34/D22.6; H33.34/ 

D23.10; H70.33/D43.21; H132.32/D83.30; H106.5/D68.12). In a few Instancx, Introductory 

"end's" and "but's" dixppear (H65.18/D35.16; H167.16/D111.16; H86.10/D52.3; H188.18/ 

D134.23), while in numerous other Instancx conjunctions joining compound sentences ore 

eliminated and new sentencx xnstructed(H13.23/D7.21;H166.28/D110.24; H171.il/D115.31; 

H180.1/D125.26; H187.4-5/D133.8; H192.24/D138.32). In thex casx not only are rampound 

xntencx done away with, but the length is altered. By recxting her xntencx, Bainbridge, in 

mxt Instancx, condensx her xntencx. 

Two other typx of deletions alx change Balnbrldge's style. Beryl Bainbridge wx very wordy 

and repetitious In the 1967 novel, x In the revised edition this flaw wx rarrrated by deletions. 

For instanra, in the 1967 edition Julia "xid the right things, the nira things" (H36.34-35) to the 

new arrivals, but in the 1981 edition she only "xid nira things" (D24.27). First Norman wx 

going to tell Maggie "what he thought about Edward, whether he thought he wx suitable" 

(H35.28-29), and then simply "what he thought of Edward, whether he wx suitable" 

(D24.14-15). Julia gox out of the kitchen and "out into the yard" (H20.13), but in the 
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Duckworth she gox "into the yard" (D13.9). Other repetitions include: "At thirty yxrs of age 

l"/"At thirty I" (H94.3/D57.12), "It wx either shefelt"/"Either she felt" (H104.34/D67.7), 

"briefly, mxt briefly, felt"/"briefly felt" (H119.16/D76.17), and "Knowing or rather not 

knowing Claud,"/"Know1ng Claude" (H114.5/D73.10-11). 

Part of Balnbrldge's ornate style Includx a vast ux of similx. Quite a few of thex are 

eliminated in the Duckworth novel. For Instanra, similx frequently dexrlbe the charraters. As 

Claude risx and gox to Maggie, his movement is dexribed thus: "Like a profexional dancing 

partner Claud rox again and rame over to me and x t down" (H79.31-32). As Claude sits smoking 

Norman noticx the hxt's furrowed brows, "like a girl ranrantrating on blowing away the seedling 

head of a dandelion—he lovx me, he lovx me not--" (H133.5-7/D84.7). Shebah assraiatx 

Claude with animal Imagery. While in the Duckworth, he "Iraked like a grxt furred bx" 

(D137.1-2), the Hutchlnxn rantinux the xmparixn with "pushing Inside the rarolla of a flower, 

incesxntly burrowing for honey" (H190.27-28). Shebah alx dexribx herxlf in animal terms. 

She xknowledgx that she is a guxt in Claude's houx "even if I wx shot down like a bird of prey" 

(H165.16-17/D109.8). In another example, she imaginx Billie lying in her bed, "whilst I crept 

like an animal Into my hovel round the rarner"(H195.11-12/D141.27). Norman dexribx his own 

movements using similx. He overhxrs Claude spxking to Shebah and his "head jerked upright 

like a shuttlecrak, light at the top" (H119.34-35). Then he dexribx his stanra x he Iraks for 

Shebah: "When I Iraked over the top of the xfa brak with my arms dangling like xme surf-rider 

brexting a large and embroidered wave" (H138.23-25/D90.17), he finds her cowering against 

the wall. In rantrxt to this fxling of power, when he undressx he fxls very vulnerable: 

I folded my hands In my lap and felt like an adolesrant girl exrapt that my fxt were impoxibly 
large, and the hands that hid the one thing that prevented me being a blonde maid were dusted 
raross the knucklx with xndy hairs (H140.1-5). 

• ^ \ 
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Finally, in the shrating incident when Claude hits Shebah, Norman approrahx Maggie, Edward, and 

Shebah warning them, and they "fell down" (D49.10) in the Duckworth edition. However, in the 

xrlier edition, they "fell down Into the grax, like the spokx of a whxl, heads all touching, 

brxthing on erah other" (H82.14-15). The similx provide an extended and detailed dexrlption of 

the charraters' movements and reratlons. 

In addition to deleting similx, Bainbridge alx omitted other modifiers such x adjrativx 

and adverbs. The deleted adjrativx span the entire novel, but they are more ranrantrated in the 

thrx major narrativx, and in Norman's in particular. Numerous dexriptive adjrativx are 

struck from the xrlier version. The following indirate a small xmpling: "his chrak shirt" 

(H18.34), "his large arm" (H22.20), "of his pink mouth" (H206.8-9), "in the bridal bed" 

(H122.1), and "the heavy front drar" (H124.36) randenx to "his shirt" (D11.30), "his arm" 

(D15.17), "of his mouth" (D151.28-29), "in the bed" (D88.19), and "the front drar" (D89.28). 

A handful of other adjrativx dixppxr beraux they are repetitive. Note the following omitted 

adjrativx: "mild Julia" (H100.36/D65.13), "a mild and tender mingling" (H129.4-5/D81.13), 

"nxtrilsflleojfeLpink" (H99.36/D64.17), "lying tender amid" (H99.28-29/D64.10), "A xntle 

flush" (H100.35/D65.12),and "thegent]e obliterating" (H129.4/D81.12). Still others are cut 

beraux of their unusual u x x in "his evaporating hair" (H64.27/D34.31), "subxtral love" 

(H65.26/D35.20), "xme Interolralal period" (H65.29/D35.22). "her ruined mouth" 

(H80.35-36/D48.3), "her niingl head" (H139.8/D91.2),and "her sDSlUlfllfibare tx" 

(H97.22/D62.8). 

Many of the adjrativx provided the charraters with a rartain distinctnex x that the 

omlxion leavx them out of fraus. It Is In Norman's sration that the mxt adjrativx dixppear. 

For Instanra, notira the prralxness allowed Claude in the 1967 edition where he hx a "lemon pale 
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fara" (H98.7), eyes "bxmy with arch mixhief" (H105.14-i5), a "pouty mouth" (H134.25), and 

"vigilant eyx" (H137.4). In the revised edition, Claude hx a "fara" (D62.23), eyx "bxmy with 

mlrahief" (D105.14-15), a "mouth" (D134.25), ana "e/x" (D87.7). 

The dexrlption of the thrx female charraters suffer from just x much cutting. In 

dexribing Julia in the first edition, Bainbridge rails her "Nurx Julia" (H126.29), "gyral Julia' 

(H126.33), and "the angel-protrated Julia" (H130.13) who hx a "white, glossy hyaline neck" 

(HlOO.1-2) and "pale exhausted lips" (H139.34). In the 1981 Duckworth edition she is simply 

"Julia" (D79.30,80.1, 82.16) with a "white nrak" (D64.19) and "pale lips" (D91.24). 

Maggie/Lily, Is referred to x "the debauched Maggie" (H130.19), and she hx a "white fringed 

head" (H143.14-15), a "curving upper lip" (H123.8), and "silver-tipped nails" (H125.13). In 

the Duckworth, no longer "debauched" (D82.22), Lily hx a "white head" (D94.33), an "upper 

lip" (D89.22-23), and "nails" (D90.7). Finally, Shebah possessx a "ruined head" (H139.8), a 

"rarmlned" (H142.32) and "srarlet" (H115.19-20) mouth, "srarlet-tlpprafingers" (H136.23), 

"red fingers bitten short xrabbling" (H115.31), "clever thighs" (H136.15-16), "spatulate bare 

tx" (H97.22), and "white xndalled fxt" (H105.19). Thex dexriptions are cut, leaving a "head" 

(D91.2), a "mouth" (D94.13, 74.14), "fingers" (D86.28), "redfingers xrabbling" (D74.21), 

"thighs" (D86.21), a "bare tx" (D62.8), and "xndalledfxt" (D67.28-29). 

Bainbridge proceeded to dispenx with another type of modifier—the adverb. Approx

imately sixty-thrx adverbs are deleted in the revised edition with one-third of thex in Shebah's 

narrative. As with the adjrativx, the prraixnex of the xntencx drareasx where adverbs have 

bxn omitted. In the xr ly edition Bainbridge followed the prx lx movements of the charraters 

describing the plara. time, manner, and intensity of their rations. A few adverbs indirating plara 

are omitted x in "playing darts there and" (H13.22/D7.20), "Here she gave" (H80.33/D47.33), 
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"sittinglte£onthegrass"(H95.17/D58.30),and"hestrad]iiiand"(H199.21/D146.11). Other 

time indlrators alx dixppxr: "did not then believe" (H43.35/D26.20), "He then mounted" 

(H172.36/D117.28),''glanced now and trM8t''(H110.]4/D70.6), 'problems n̂ ^̂  

D96.21), and "From a distanra jater" (H69.3/D42.8). Similarly, quite a few adverbs 

demonstrating manner are struck: "she tripped formally" (H115.27/D74.17), "arm wxrilyand" 

(H136.22-23/D86.28), "xt stiljwith" (H171.26/D116.13). "xntly andswxtly" (H187.9-1Q/ 

D133.14), "throbbed exouisitely" (H191.13/D137.23), "snore wildly" (H199.9/D145.31), and 

"went mrakly downstairs" (H199.21/D146.11). Finally, numerous intensifying adverbs are 

removed from the revised edition. Where the xrly edition hx "a very good reaxn" (H20.23). 

"shouted very loudly" (H29.10), "quite chxrfully" (H87.15). "doxn't rxlly love her" 

(H150.32), "with her rather long fingers" (H23.15), and "sxm x truly" (H188.34), the later 

edition reads "a good reaxn" (D13.18), "shouted loudly" (D18.10-11), "chxrfully" (D52.32), 

"doxn't love her" (D97.2), "with her long fingers" (D15.32), and "sxm truly" (D135.2). And to 

rarrrat her ever plaguing problem with split infinitivx. Bainbridge omits the intensifier in the 

phrax "to rxlj^ranrantrate" (H184.18/D130.28). 

Almxt X many prepxitlonal phrasx x adverbs are cut in the 1981 edition. Some of the 

prepxitlonal phrasx provide spxific information. For example, Betty kicked a "bucket bxide 

the sink" (H17.8). while in the Duckworth no prraix loration Is given (D10.26). Betty fxls 

attrxted to Claude, the "bxrded man with his talk of brexts" (H22.20). but in the later edition 

only to the "bxrded man" (D15.17). His ranverxtion emborrassx her. and she fxls "x if he had 

shown her a prak of obsrane photraraohs in the normality of her own living rram" (H22.10-11/ 

D15.10). In the Duckworth edition the simile Is not extended to provide a rantrxting xtting thus 

the ramparixn losx xme of its effratlvenex. Additional prepxitlonal phrasx removed are 
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wordy and redundant. For instanra, Julia leavx the kitchen, gox upstairs, and then ramx "brak 

into the rram in her red slippers" (H23.10/D15.26). Similarly when Claude spxks to Maggie on 

the telephone he kxps "telling her down the blrak mouth of the telephone that it wx not love he 

wanted" (H14.15-16/D8.20). And x Julia Iraks at the photograph and peers at the image of 

Norman she imaginx that "the nxtrils of his nox were flaring" (H90.32-33/D55.6). Finally, 

several phrasx explaining the charraters' emotions likewix vanish. Such is the cax where 

Claude reralled "without fxling of any kind" (H14.32), Betty cried "out with wonder" (H15.28), 

Maggie rxponded "without rx l depth of emotion" (H99.4-5), and Julia whispered "with spirit 

intomyxrs"(H119.6-7). 

The deletions obviously xrve Balnbrldge's purpox to randenx and Improve her style. 

Many of the deletions redura verbiage, while at the xme time they modlf/ her xntenra structure. 

By shortening her xntencx, Bainbridge simplifix mxning. She eliminatx her ornate style and 

frausx more on the persprativx of that incident four summers ago. The modifiers, ransisting of 

adjrativx, adverbs, and prepxitlonal phrasx, endow the charraters with spraiflcity; however, 

xme rail attention to themxlvx and fail to provide necesxry detail. For example, in describing 

Claude's urinating, Norman statx: he "pissed with a high covatlna of xund into the Victorian 

chamber pot" (H98.21-22), while In the revision Claude "pissed into the Victorian chamber pot" 

(D63.1-2). Many deleted modifiers ran be validly substantiated. The dexriptions are ineffratual 

in advancing the plot; ransequently, the novel dox not suffer from thex typx of cuts. Further

more, the omlxion of modlfers in the later edition removx xme of the prraixnex, rxulting in a 

hazlnex quite appropriate to a novel related retrxpratlvely In flxhbraks. 

In the revision of Ali^ffitodmitlClfllJJfe. Bainbridge revlsx many of the charraters' namx. 

in the dramatic links a few namx dixppxr. In particular the man and woman. purchaxrs of 
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antique furniture, lox their proper namx in the revision. "The woman Betty" (H17.4,204.12) 

beramx "the woman" (D10.22,150.9), and "the man Stanley" (H24.35) beramx "the man" 

(D17.21), eliminating redundancy. When the man addressx Claude, he Is rangenial and rxpratful 

X he says: '"Well, Mr White, my wife and I have dralded to take the dxk'" (H15.16-17), the 

revised edition deletx the Introductory wgU and the vorative, leaving an abrupt and dirrat "'My 

wife and I have dralded to take the dxk'" (D9.13-14). In addition, Maggie's ex-husband losx his 

name. Maggie tells Claude "about Joxph the student she wx in love with" (H24.19-20), while in 

the Duckworth she tells him "about the student she wx in love with" (D17.4-5). Depriving 

charraters of their namx lesxns their Importanra In the plot. The customers lox an intimacy, 

while Joxph will simply be eliminated from the plot. 

Moving from very brief deletions to longer onx revxls draper insight into Balnbrldge's 

editing procex. Given a second opportunity, Bainbridge rauld now go through and revix 

extensively to produx her distinctive sparx style. Enrauraged by her editor Anna Haycraft, 

Bainbridge cut numerous charraters and passagx from the four dramatic links and the thrx 

narrativx. 

The deletions from the Interludx affrat the four participants: Claude, the antique dxler; 

Julia, his mistrex; and Betty and Stanley, the rauple purchxing the dxk. The novel's fulcrum is 

the photograph of the four praple—Maggie/Lily, Edward, Victorian Norman, and Shebah--who 

visited Claude one summer four yxrs ago. Claude starx at the garden spot where the group posed, 

and ransiders that were it not for the photograph there would be no prraf that the group had ever 

rangregated on that particular spot. Bainbridge employs the photograph In A Wxkend with Claude 

in the xme manner x In Another Part of the Wood-to prexrve time and memory. But here the 

photograph x r v x more Importantly x a structural devira. Claude explains the importanra of the 
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picture thus: 

But for the snapshot there w x no reaxn to suppox there had ever bxn a gathering on the 
grax. It w x the xme old problem. When he rared to clox his eyx did that t r x by the 
wall ceax to exist? When he chox to forget entirely his wife, to let her fade into oblivion, 
did she in r x l i t y no longer brxthe and live in the world? His world? He remembered, tra, 
all the other snapshots he had taken, all the other imagx, all the arms about all the waists, 
and all the facx, the xme fara, her fara smiling into the sunshine, lips curved, with his arm 
about her x that they Iraked x If they were together (H85.11-20). 

The Duckworth deletx Claude's philoxphiral analysis of photographs and of existenra. The x r l y 

edition emphxizx the xtrangement of the praple in the photograph and the freezing of their pox. 

The photo remains on the mantelpiera in Claude's home for quite a time x : "The four pxple posed 

OP, staring outwards into the crowded rran" (H206.14-16). 

The four dramatic links prexnt Claude's analysis of Lily and his own interpretation of the 

wxkend. As he dox x , he exposx his own perxnal ecrantricitix and inadequraix. His attitude 

towards the customers is rather Inxuciant, but in his work Claude hx found how to t r x t 

customers. He provldx the date, the p r i x of the dxk, and walks away from them "in acrardanx 

with his prxtira not to brxthe down the nxks of potential clients" (H13.5-6). Onra they have 

made their draision, Claude approrahx them. Bainbridge follows his rextion and includx his 

analysis of Stanley: 

Then he did turn round, away from the garden's drallne, and narrowed his eyx to adjust 
them to his customer's exprexlon, which w x an open one and mixed with plexure, for the 
draision made and the dxk he w x sran to own and ux , to x t in his houx xmewhere among his 
other possexions in which he might or might not find delight (H15.18-23). 

Claude, like Stanley, a l x enjoys possexions. Claude enjoys the sraure fxling of belonging. And 

when his first wife walked out on him, when he lost possexion of her, he berame ill. Watching his 

customers and obxrving their Irak of rammuniration, Claude attempts to rationalize why his wife 

X 
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never loved him. In a twenty-seven line passage (H87.30-36; 88.1-20), he expounds on 

normality and on time. Given time he would eventually get over his wife and forget her. In this 

passage Claude repxts one of Balnbrldge's themx on time, where he regards "Time x an enemy" 

(H88.14). Then Julia appxrs on the srane, nursx him brak to hxlth; "Mxt Important of all she 

had allowed him to love her" (H14.19). He credits Julia for his stable life. Without her, there 

would be "no reaxn for being alive, no knowledge that it w x poxible or necessary to live this 

way, simply and without torment" (H14.21-23). She h x introduced a new perspxtive into his 

life: "The glimpx of her filled him with warmth and a peara that did not pax his understanding" 

(H14.27-28). Claude owns Julia now and claims her x "my own dxr girl" (H148.3/D96.10-11). 

The x r l y edition dexr ibx her reration to his xmment and explains his ramment thus: 

A tide of srarlet plexure suffused her fara; even the tips of her small ears glowed. Claud 
thought to himxlf that it w x the truth. His own dxr girl, the girl that w x dear to him. 
Somxne to whom he belonged and who belonged to him. At lext it w x the truth this moment 
in time whilst he felt it (H148.5-9). 

In the r x t of this xme passage (HI48.5-36; 149.1-27), Claude remembers a telephone 

converxtion with Maggie telling her "to sxk what he had found" with Julia (H148.6-7). But 

Maggie repl ix , '"I just want xmething. Honxt to God I just want xmething" (H148.24-25). 

She dox not know what she wants, but she dxperately sxks love. She xmplains to Claude that 

her latxt lover no longer lovx her although he tells her he dox. In the letter she had xked for 

the photograph, hoping Edward would s x it and love her again. Claude thrusts Maggie's letter brak 

into the dxk. And in the Duckworth two xntencx dixppxr: 

He would xmetlme xnd Maggie the photograph, even if it w x a y x r late and Edward had 
long sinra departed. Maybe the loved one of the moment would oaux in flight and rediscover a 
new and more dxIraDle Maggie staring up at him from the grax (H205.32-36). 
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The purpox of the two customers in the links Is multifarated. First, Betty discovers the 

letter and the photograph which inititate the narrativx. Serandly, Betty's curixity enrauragx 

her to quxtion Claude and Julia about the pxple in the photograph. This in turn prompts Claude's 

version of the events. Furthermore, Betty stimulatx Claude x that one sex how he enthralls 

women. Stanley, the husband, stands by watching, silently criticizing. 

Betty appxrs ranfused and flustered by Claude's attentlvenex. She araidentally kicks a 

bucket and water spills on her frat. While Claude knxls and dr ix her shx, she rxponds: "'Oh 

you r x l l y shouldn't bother,' she x ld , xnfused and Ixking over his head first at Julia and then at 

Stanley" (H17.11-13). Two pagx later when the baby wakx up and c r ix , Betty offers to help: 

'Shall I get the baby?' xked Betty of Julia who w x getting sprans from a drawer. 
'No, leave him.' Claude trak her elbow and x t her down on a stral. 
She did not like to Irak at him dirratly. She xnsed that he w x hxtlle towards her and yet 

the moist mouth smiled (H19.29-34). 

While in Claude's prexnra, Betty fxls overwhelmed and her husband fadx into the 

brakground. She strugglx not to suraumb to Claude's charm by staring at the grxn stone in 

Stanley's ring. The ranxntration transports her to a flxhbrak of a childhood incident, and then 

she returns to the prexnt wondering if Julia nursed both the baby and Claude from her brexts 

(H22.21-35). Her thoughts only intensif/ her helplexnex. 

Betty's curixity Impels her to x k quxtions about Maggie and thus stimulatx Claude's 

narrative. At the beginning of the third link, sixtxn l inx dixppxr rantalning a x r i x of her 

quxtions: 

'What did you say he w x railed?' xked Betty. 
'What?' For a moment Julia's eyx behind her spratralx were devoid of exprxion. She 

Iraked at Betty and did not sx her. 
'Oh Norman. You mxn what Maggie rails him?' 

X 
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'Yx. The name Maggie rails him.' 
With the u x of the name Betty felt the unknown woman w x suddenly in the rram. 
'Edwardian Norman, wxn't it?' 
Claud gave a lusty laugh of short duration and removed his arm from Betty's shoulders. She 

felt raid and unprotrated almxt at onra. 
'Wrong period, my dxr. Victorian Norman.' 
He got up and moved about the rram without much purpox. He passed Stanley twira and erah 

time gave him a half smile to which the man rxponded with embarraxment (H147.1-16). 

Bett/ follows this with another quxtion. And then an explanatory sration interprets her 

behaviour: 

She felt she w x putting tra many quxtions but suddenly she did want to know. She noted that 
Stanley at the other side of the rram wx Iraklng at her with surprix. It oraurred to her 
that his fara w x like a blank shxt of paper, crumpled with no message to read. 'I mxn,' she 
rantlnued, (H147.17-22). 

Stanley, unramfortable with Claude, Interrupts to tell his wife he hx to go to the offira. 

Claude Inquirx about his work, and Betty beramx irritable beraux of her husband's 

Interruption. In a twenty-four line passage, the author explains the woman's disramfort: "she 

felt they were wxting time, that in this rram or any other rram that this man with the bxrd 

happened to be in, there w x xmething she rauld Ixrn" (H150.4-6) and then contlnux with 

Claude's rxponx to Betty's irrelevant quxtion about whether his father wx alx an antique 

dxler (H150.4-27), rxulting In a brief reverie of his relationship with his father. Stanley 

understands Claude's nature. He perraivx Claude to be charming but a fake. The following fiftxn 

l inx demonstrate how Stanley obxrvx his wife and Claude: 

Stanley laughed openly at this. He found Claud very charming. The man talked such nonxnx 
with such authority, but Betty's fara w x xrlous. 

'Is Maggie very intelligent?' 
"Not rxl ly . She's just a woman. Women have a way of understanding mxt things. Do you 

know what Gertrude Stein x ld when she w x dying, girl?' 
Betty did not even know who Gertrude Stein wx. She wxn't on the photograph at any rate. 

X 
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She xid in a small voira: 'No, what did she say?' 
'She xld "What is the Answer?" And when no one replied she xld "What is the Question?" 

How's that, eh, girl, how's that?' 
"Did she rxlly say that," xked Julia, did she rxlly. Claud?' 
'Yx, rxlly, my love. That and "A rox is a rox Is a rox".' 
'It xunds like Shebah,' xid Julia (H151.30-36; 152.1-8). 

Stanley dox very little quxtioning; he obxrvx and rerats. As Claude rancludx a 

dixuxlon on words of endxrment, the xr ly edition proceeds: "There wx a silenra in the kitch

en. / The man Stanley held his cup in his two palms and hxrd his wife xk in a high fxlish voira" 

(H21.21-24). Prxumably tired of the obvious flirtation betwxn his wife and the dxler, Stanley 

In the Hutchlnxn edition Is more persistent In urging his wife to leave Spxking to Claude, he 

says, "We've taken up x much (a grxt dxl) of your time already" (H149.29-30/D96.12-13), 

but in the Hutchlnxn Stanley fxls impelled to justify his requxt with "and I have to go to the 

offira this afternxn" (H149.30-31). In the Duckworth he addressx his wife thus: "'We rxlly 

must go,' the man xid, speaking to his wife. 'Come on,' he ordered" (D97.17-18). The Hutchlnxn 

provldx more detail along with his movement: "'We rxlly must go now, Betty.' Stanley rame 

over to the xfa and held out his hand to his wife. "Come on'"(H152.9-10). Finally with the 

transration of the dxk rampleted and the narrativx rancluded, Claude and Stanley shake hands. 

The early edition explains Stanley's thoughts x he dixngagx himxlf from the antique dxler— 

This time Stanley succeeded In removing his fingers from Claud's grip and rexlutely he tried 
not to notira that it wx his wife Claud wx watching. It wx tra absurd to think about. Not 
Betty. She just wxn't the type. He shxk his head almxt smiling and Betty and he went down 
the stairs into the shop, followed by Claud and Julia (H203.15-20). 

This short passage demonstratx x well what Bainbridge ransiders a difficulty in her 

writing. If she removx a charxter from the rram, she fxls obligated to return him to the rram 

again. She follows her charraters' prraix movements. For this reaxn, the ration in her novels 

\ 
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rarely extends beyond a few days. 2̂4 pop ̂ stanra, in the Duckworth novel Stanley thanks Claude 

for offering to deliver the table (D149.15/H203.15) and stops there. But in the Hutchlnxn 

edition, Bainbridge movx the charraters from the upstairs of the houx to the shop downstairs so 

they ran leave. Then x the rar drivx off, the Hutchlnxn reads: "When they had gone Julia went 

straight into the kitchen" (H203.27); the revised version deletx the claux to read "Julia went 

straight into the kitchen" (D149.22). 

Similarly in the xr ly edition, when the charraters spxk they alx rerat with movements or 

gxturx. They spxk and Ixk at themxlvx or move rarox the rram or raix their arms. For 

example in the Hutchlnxn, Julia explains to Stanley who Maggie is: "'It's a friend of Claud's, 

xmxne very dxr to him,' Julia xid with ralmnex, touching the photograph gently with ĥe tips 

of her fingers" (H24.10-12). The Duckworth strips this to only the dialogue: "'It's a friend of 

Claude's, xmrane very dxr to him,' Julia xid" (D16.29-30). In another example, Stanley xks 

about Maggie: "'What exratly is the trouble?' Stanley touched with his fingers the chxks of the 

swxthxrts glued to the wall" (H85.25-26). The Duckworth randensx this to "'What xr t of 

trouble?'" (051.16). In a final example, Claude justifix his and Maggie's pxition: "'If you have 

ever bxn in the pxition of either Maggie or myxlf,' he went on drying his hands on the xme 

cloth with which he had dried Betty's frat, "you ran hardly know whether giving In applix'" 

(H87.6-9). In the later edition this randensx to: "'If you've ever bxn in the pxltion of either 

Lily or myxlf,' he went on, 'you ran hardly know whether giving in applix'" (D52.26-28). 

In the 1967 edition the charraters' movements dominate x that one follows them around 

from rram to rram, which after a while beramx very tiring. In the xme manner, when they 

spxk one exprats a reration x well. By eliminating such movements, the 1981 edition relix more 

on dirrat dialogue and thus the ration acraleratx. The dialogue's prraixnex is acramplished by 
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more deletions. The xr ly edition rantains numerous authorial explanations which are cut in the 

later edition. Claude's ramment to Betty that he had placed the letter and the photograph in the 

dxk drawer and forgotten them is followed by—"Which wx the truth, only not altogether 

forgotten" (H15.33-34). Likewix, after listening to Claude, Stanley "shrak his head x if to clxr 

away doubts" (H21.28-29/D14.24); in the first edition the author rantinux with "but the fxling 

of irritation persisted" (H21.28-29). A longer explanation appxrs when Julia usx the word 

"inevitable" (H86.22), which startlx Betty: "It did not sxm reaxnable that Julia should talk in 

the xme xmplex way x the bxrded man who had put his arm around her shoulder" 

(H86.24-26). The Duckworth edition rantains much fewer explanations beraux it relix more 

on the tone and the prraixnex of the dialogue. 

Shifting from the deletions in the dramatic links to thox in the thrx main narrativx 

xpraially demonstratx Balnbrldge's attempt to clarif/ the reading. Several lengthy flxhbraks 

unnecesxry to the prexnt event are deleted. Alx cut are numerous psychologiral problngs by the 

narrators. As erah narrator—Maggie/Lily, Norman, and Shebah--rxpratively relatx his/her 

version of what oraurred on that wxkend he unabxhedly exposx himxlf. Sinra erah one narratx 

bxirally the xme story, Bainbridge frausx on the thrx charraters themxlvx. She is interxted 

In how erah one views the xme incidents of that summer wxkend from thrx different perspra

tivx. Erah one, of raurx, ranrantratx on his/her problems. The narrativx begin with Maggie's 

version, followed by Norman's, and rancluding with Shebah's. 

Chapter two, Lily's sration, in the new edition is condensed by about twenty-two pagx. Of 

all thrx narrativx, Maggie's version reraivx the mxt cuts. The deletions include dexriptions 

of xtting, explanations of dialogue and ration, extranraus charraters, and numerous flxhbraks. 

Of the thrx narrators, Maggie/Lily is the mxt perraptive to the environment of Claude's 

" \ 
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home. Upon their arrival for the wxkend, Claude embracx Maggie/Lily while she obxrvx the 

surroundings in the shop: 

The gold bxrd brushed my half-open mouth, behind the smxth, vxt perfratly hairlex chxt, 
a hxr t palpitated. Within the now-closed arms, pressed against the dilating blood mrahine, 
through half-shut eyx and strands of hair. I saw the shop. The tablx of china and ornaments, 
the railing hung with lamps, the hamster cage, a drawing that I'd done two yxrs ago pinned on 
a wall, a dozen mirrors reflrating a hundred glitterings and the bland fara of Julia, gentle, 
smiling, waiting for a grxting (H36.17-25). 

The dexrlption of Claude and of the surroundings simply prolongs the visitors' entranra into the 

shop. Then twenty-thrx pagx later another ten-line dexriptive passage dixppxrs. Claude 

suggxts that they "make a night of it" (H59.3/D39.17)toralebrate Edward's birthday. Maggie 

dexribx their reration thus: 

We stayed round the table and Its dishx, beginning not to be x ranxious of our xparate-
nex, prepared to imagine we were truly friends and ramradx. Above Claud's head were 

nailed two little painted heads in china. Two lovers with ruddy chxks, and hats on, temple to 
temple, mouths pouting x if to turn and kix. The smoke curled up into the air. A lone rar 
drove pxt the window, headlights raught the painted heads for an Instant and froze them, made 
them ugly, crraks minutely appxred rarox the china facx, and then they fell brak into the 
shadows, tender, gentlex before (H59.4-13). 

The two china lovers on the wall kxp rxppxring throughout the novel. The plaque, like a 

photograph, rapturx and freezx the pox of the two lovers. They symbolize a togethernex which 

the charraters sxk but fail to grxp. This dexrlption simply Interrupts Edward's rxponx, but 

in the Duckworth edition Edward immediately rxponds to Claude's suggxtlon. 

Likewix curtailed are dexriptions of reratlons acrampanying the dialogue. For instanra, 

Maggie/Lily spxking to Julia says, '"I fx l marvelous,' I told her," (H38.il/D25.20), but in the 

x r l y edition the following Is attrahed to the tag—"Iraking at the image of my fara. 'It's a fxling of 

being alive, Julia'" (H38.11-12). In another example, the following dexriptive details and 

http://H38.il/D25.20
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gxturx supplement Shebah's dialogue: "the smxth arms fly upwards to heaven, then hang 

downwards, palms open, x If to say. Here I am without guile, without trappings, the yellow and 

grxn banglx slide to rx t on the arthritic bonx" (H42.6-10). In two other instancx. Claude 

spxks and rerats. In one "he let go of my chin and bent to rerah the tx" (H79.18-19) before 

answering, while In another he spxks "abxntmindedly stroking my shoulder" (H79.34-35). 

The Duckworth edition cuts thex drariptive reratlons, which rxults in the dialogue moving fxter 

without interruptions. 

Maggie's two children are cut in the Duckworth edition. Balnbrldge's editor ransidered them 

extranraus to the plot and rightly x . As a rxult, thox phrasx and passagx whic mention the 

CTldren are struck. For example, note the following: "Maraied ' / ) . having t̂ e children, had" 

(H100.15-16/D64.32),"fourofus,andthechildtmJ"(H29.9-10/D18.10 had to do 

wx take the children, one by erah hand, and (to) step" (H69.23-24/D42.26). A six-line 

passage detailing the rantents ef the luggage for the children, Edward, and Maggie Is alx struck 

(H29.13-19). 

Just X Inesxntial and extemely ranfusing are passagx dxling with the Blrak Brunswick. 

Supposedly, he is a charrater In a painting or x the rantext of the following passage indiratx: 

How the Blrak Brunswick would have doted on that xntlment. Clxping his Emma to his 
military brext he pleads that she forgive him. On the wall above the brax bed the Blrak 
Brunswick's Return curls at one rarner. The drawing pin hx rolled under the rarpet. He is 
X tall, X protratlve, x splendid. She is x forgiving, x winxme, x drraping (H61.35-36; 
62.1-4). 

Again five pagx later x Billie spxks to Maggie, the following Interrupts the dialogue: "Sword by 

his side, the Blrak Brunswick from his plara above the bed starx down at my upturned fara. His 

arms in their military crat encircle the slender clinging Emma" (H67.27-28). In both 
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instancx, the Blrak Brunswick is a charrater in a painting; however, in another passage 

(H63.20-30) the name refers to Billie (H63.29). 

Some deletions affrat B illle, Maggie's lover before Edward. Mxt of thex deletions fraus on 

one srane where Billie tells Maggie the truth—that she embarrassx him and he dox not love her 

and rannot marry her. Maggie addressx Billie silently, "Andyou. little Billie. dxr hxrt in your 

funny hat, told me the truth" (H44.3-4) , while the Duckworth reducts it to a more dirrat and 

objrative "And Billie told me the truth" (D26.23). A longer passage which follows rambinx 

different time sequencx and explains Maggie's neglrat of her appxranra: 

Being dxf to my hxr t Billie did not hxr anything I did not say, but Claud put us in a rram, a 
rram of flowers and low tablx, to t x r erah other to plecx, a glax at erah elbow. Why 
doxn't Claud rame into the garden nĉ v? I need to see him. 

'She's a sick girl,' Claud told Billie, shutting the drar behind him. I had wxhed my hair, I 
r x l l y had, but it fell in strings on to my shoulders, and all that bxuty I am x fond of talking 
about rauld hardly minimix two yxrs of neglrated slxp and nourishment. A naked fara is 
more obsrane than other things, the eyx burn without shade (H44.10-21). 

Even after Billie tells her he dox not love her, Maggie comments: "The reaxnableness of the 

charming voira w x xmething to be denied" (H44.23-24). He rantinux that he is xhamed of her 

while she speaks to herxlf: "Quickly, quickly, before all the air Is let out of the sagging tyre, 

before we get to the iron rim, tell him, tell him . . . . " (H44.26-27). Then she dox tell him that 

she had bxn i l l , thus excusing her appearanra. After her excux, she summarizx: 

Axh, we are down and out and flat and nothing more to hurt. Moving heavily from little 
table to little table, fingering the naval sword above the fireplara, Billie my Wild Colonial 
Boy extrirated himxlf painfully from his dilemma (H44.30-33). 

Then Maggie preparx herxlf to rxpond--"Summon enough air to say the words which are not 

after all true, but will help to stop the blood flowing quite x quickly...." (H45.1-3). Billie 
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departs and eight and a half pagx of flxhbraks follow where Maggie reralls the time she spent 

with him (H45.22-36;46.1-36; 47.1-36; 48.1-36; 49.1-36; 50.1-36; 51.1-36; 52.1-36; 

53.1-32). Thex 299 linx of text rambine different time sequencx jumping from the pxt to the 

prexnt and brak. The Duckworth edition disrards the entire sration without debilitating the 

narrative. As a matter of frat, eliminating thex flxhbraks improvx the reading beraux one dox 

not have to sift through all that information. 

A few omixions surround the charrater of Shebah. She begrudgx anyone who hx wxlth and 

enjoys a better life than she. After a flxhbrak about her xhral, Maggie thinks: "I should have 

shown Shebah the xhral. I exprat she would have railed me a bloody rotten swine for having all 

that luxury and bxuty around me, but undernxth she would have bxn impressed" (H32.25-28). 

As Maggie ransiders her appxranra, she proceeds to dexribe Shebah (H37.15-33). In another 

thirty-two line passage Maggie again dexribx her friend and then digressx to the day prior to 

her own marriage to Joxph (H42.12-36; 43.1-7). 

The majority of the deletions from Maggie's sration fraus on her. Quite a few linx 

dexribing her own appxranra vanish in the 1981 edition. As she t r ix on a dress, she finds it is 

"tra short (my legs are funny), a dark brakground for a naked fara, eyx forgiving, a winxme 

expression" (H62.15-17). In another example Maggie leavx Edward's bed to go to the bathrram 

"and sx what my fara Iraked like. Whilst I thought. Here I go, pink-striped nightgown, xlid legs 

and bare fxt , hair x naturally, x wonderfully straight, a fringe over one melancholy eye, all in 

the dark and lips moving to verbalix the dexrlption of myxlf" (H69.32-36). She Iraks in the 

mirror and there she sex her hraked nox "endlexly raming out of the Jewish Intelligent horx 

fara, a dixppointment X always" (H70.2-4). Maggie rx l izx she is "not at all bxutiful" 

(H31.32/D21.10). When she Ixrns Billie is returning from Australia, she gox to bed hopeful 

X 
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"and almxt Innorant and I closed my eyx with the image of myxlf x wonderful, quite intrat and 

perfrat" (H63.16-18). While Billie hx bxn away, she hx neglxted herxlf: "I have bxn tra 

long entombed, tra long used to neglrating my txth, I have not begun to remember when it wx I 

forgot the body ran be a mirror to the xul" (H65.15-17). As he waits for her to prepare for the 

night, she fantxizx: "The fara wxhed with srap, the skin rubbed with the red towel (turn 

round—don't Irak), just for a moment I imagine myxlf an objrat of dxire, and with the expxure 

of rira-raloured skin and the donning of the pink nightgown, huge, voluminous and ridiculous, 

r x l l x my ranralt" (H66.15-20). She quxtions the clxnsing of her fax: "What am I doing?" 

(H66.24). She fxls exposed and vulnerable beraux "fingers without xnsitivity dxtroy, eax the 

thin protratlve membranx of dxire" (H66.25-26). 

Although Maggie hx invited Edward to spend the wxkend at Claude's houx to make him the 

father of her baby and ranvinra him to marry her, she reminiscx about Billie the entire time. 

And while she l ix with Edward, "there were x many things going through my mind" (H60.11-12). 

One of thex is her rexllxtion of Billie's arrival. A short dialogue betwen her and Norman is 

deleted in the revised novel: 

What's the date?' I xk Norman, hidden behind the newspaper. 
'March the 24th,' Norman says, reading from the newspaper. 
Two years ago and two months. With txrs and love and... there are no words, only 

enormous dreadful emotions (H62.24-32). 

Two linx later, a seven line passage alx dixppxrs. This one spraifirally indiratx a xxual 

attrration betwxn Maggie and Norman. She sex the circlx under her eyx and regrets not having 

gone to bed xr ly x she spxks to Norman: 

'Lxt time I attempted an xr ly night wx when Father began to die." 

X 
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Norman puts down his paper on the table and risx to his feet. There is a Ixk in his eye 
that I clxrly recognize. He even finds the dark circlx under my eyx attractive 

'Shall I put a rerard on?' I xk him, and busy myxlf with the gramophone x x to avoid 
his attentions (H62.34-36; 63.1-4). 

Deleting this passage in the Duckworth edition leavx Lily and Norman's past relationship vague 

and unrartain. Maggie/Lily returns to Edward and the prexnt when Edward's voira or his 

movement jars her. Such is the cax when he sits up In bed and Maggie dixussx her wanting a 

bedrram and a bathrram (H66.35-36; 67.1-23). The ranrallation of this lengthy passage in the 

revised novel clarifix the reading For example, note the ranversation betwxn Lily and Billie in 

the Duckworth edition: 

At lxt he Xld, 'Your anklx are thick.' 
*Thanks for telling me,' I xld. 
'I'll rame brak first thing In the morning,' xld Billie (D36.18-20). 

The dialogue is clxr and rancix, while in the Hutchlnxn edition twenty-six linx intervene 

betwxn Billie's telling Maggie that her anklx are thick and that he will return in the morning. 

Thus, when reading the xr ly edition one forgets the ranverxtion beraux of the long intrusions. 

In another similar example, Lily gox into the brakyard beraux no one inside noticx her, sits at a 

wrought-iron table, and hxrs Claude spraying with insecticide (D45.1-7). In the Hutchlnxn 

version, ninety-one linx of Maggie's thoughts and memorix intervene betwxn her going outside 

to sit and her hearing Claude spraying (H73.7-36; 74.1-36; 75.1-25). Almxt thrx pagx 

intervene before one rxumx the prexnt narrative. Within thex thrx pagx one enraunters 

Balnbrldge's mxt erratic revising txhnique. She hx cut portions from the 1967 novel and recxt 

them in more strategic placx in the 1981 novel. For instanra, one passage in the Hutchlnxn 

(H73.10-29) appxrs elsewhere in the Duckworth (D45.28-33; 46 1-6). And another passage 
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in the Hutchlnxn (H74.29-36;75.1-18) appxrs in a different loration in the Duckworth 

(D36.30-33; 37.1-14). In both instancx, the passagx cut from the x r l y novel are revised and 

recxt with transiiions in the later edition so that the internal thoughts flow In a more artistic 

manner and are exier to understand beraux they have bxn organized. 

Victorian Norman's sration, or chapter four of the Duckworth edition, dox not suffer x many 

cuts X Maggie's sration. Norman's sration losx about thirtxn pagx through deletions in the 

revised form. Victorian Norman providx his own version of what happened on the wxkend spent 

with Claude. The ranrallations fraus on the participants. 

The omixions which affrat Maggie/Lily ransist of drariptions while others fraus on Norman's 

relationship with her. Julia's dixngaging her frat and moving away from Norman reminds him of 

his own fx t and Maggie's: 

My fx t are rampletely f r x from rarns or blemishx. 
Maggie, when dousing her fx t in a bucket of water, ranstantly bemraned her distorted and 

unsightly fxt. Her father apparently had possessed archx like a ballet danrar's but failed to 
pax on their perfration (H119.23-27). 

Norman sex her smile in the mirror, "lips curved In a Qiaranda smile" (H129.27) and her 

"morox bottom lip quivering over xme sraret thought" (H141.28) x she l i x in the sun. Norman 

critlrally analyzx Maggie. Dexribing her sadnex, he says "the bubblx of her mixry rising 

slowly to the surfara and dlsxlvlng away" (H120.20-22). Should he x k her what she is thinking 

at a particular moment— "I am unhappy she will say, and like Pavolov's dog when the bell rang, 

the xl iva of her suffering begins to dribble" (H130.5-7). Sinra her attempted suicide, Norman 

h x distanced himxlf from Maggie: "I ran watch from afar and marvel at her stupidity allied to an 

edurated mind" (H123.3-5). 

Several deleted passagx diralosed Norman's jxlousy of Maggie. Their cloxnex hx not 
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provided him the Intimacy he would hope for x he explains: 

It hx ranstantly hurt that our own cloxnex hx mxnt that she hx bxn cruelly offensive to 
me. I rauld imagine her lying in the bed, encircled by the large and friendly hands of the 
plraid Edward, her fara split by a smile, eyx open, playing the eager acquiesrar to an empty 
rram filled only with darknex (H114.29-34). 

Dxpite the frat that "she hx gone to bed with numerous strangers rather than offend" 

(H114.28-29/D73.29-30), she hx refused to do x with Norman. Nonethelex, Norman hx 

advised Maggie not to divulge the truth to Edward If she hopx to marry the gxlogist. In a 

fifty-thrx line passage (H116.25-36; 117.1-36; 118.1-5), Norman revxls his jxlousy toward 

Edward but admits he wx not envious of Joxph, Maggie's husband. Joxph and his father are both 

disrarded in this passage. Norman rantinux to lament the frat that he never wx one of her lovers 

in a thirty-thrx line passage where he dexribx her frequent and numerous amours 

(H124.1-33). Claude and Shebah suggxt that Maggie flits from one affair to another, but Norman 

explicitly statx the frat. 

The deletions involving Billie center on his relationship with Maggie. His main ranrarn is 

Maggie's sloppinex and what he rails her physiral deterioration. Two yxrs after leaving her, he 

returns only to be disillusioned with her. Norman obxrvx Maggie cloxly on the bus trip and 

sex signs of exhaustion in her fara. Then he reralls Billie's ranfrontation: 

Billie xked me in the kitchen that May night If I did not think she had deteriorated physirally. 
He Ixnt his arms on the table and stared at me, part bewildered, part aggrexive. Only having 
sxn Maggie ranstantly I rauld not understand him. Now after this passage of time it is 
ranraivable that he wx right (H102.12-16). 

Two linx later an entire sration of sixty-one linx alx dixppxrs (H102.19-36; 103.1-36; 

104.1-7). In this passage Billie ranfessx his pxt love for Maggie, but he simply rannot stand the 
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dirt everywhere nor her xlf-deception. Norman imaginx the Colonial Boy now alx deteriorated 

and again "the untidy lubberly boy that Maggie knew" (H103.34). 

Several l inx dexribing Shebah, her movements, and her charrater dixppxr in the 

revision. Norman finds her overbearing and obnoxious. "Forking hxped quantltix of rattage pie 

into her starved and painted mouth" (H104.17-13), she rails them all terrible. Linx such x "Her 

mouth hangs down in a plum-ripe lob of obsranity" (H105.9-10) and "a smxr of lipstick lay 

petal-shaped acrox the powdery chin" (H135.22-23) rantlnue to fraus on her mouth. Norman 

finds Shebah's behaviour humorous. He dexribx her apparent enjoyment x they sing outside 

Maggie's bedroom: 

a pisiform glob of xliva shot forth from :ne purple 1 inings of her crepe chxks as ner mcuth 
opened in a wide shout of laughter. Like Maggie the noix w x a polite gxture though she 
may have bxn experiencing enjoyment (H115.1-5). 

Norman's dexrlption exempllfix the elaborate circumlraution Bainbridge eliminatx in the 

revised novel. 

After xrenading Maggie and Edward, the group, in a state of elation probably beraux of the 

wine ransumed, return to the living rram. "Shebah, unable to sit still, thrust out her lower lip 

and blinked rapidly under the crystal chandelier" (H115.17-18). Norman encouragx her to 

releax her energy by singing x he explains: 

Beraux I xked her, and beraux in the end nothing would stop her, she began to sing. She 
needed to exhaust herxlf in xme way and without an outlet she might have engaged Julia in 
ranverxtion (H115.22-25). 

She then performs a danra and "bowing low to an Invisible acrampanist at the visible piano" 

(H115.26-27) movx rarox the rram, "furry lip opening drowsily" (H115.27-28). Norman 
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pedantirally statx, "Shebah cavorted with rarybantic fervour" (H115.32/D74.22). Claude, 

"ignoring this precraious child up long pxt her bedtime" (H115.33). fetchx another bottle, and 

Shebah misunderstanding his movement thinks he wants to danra with her "and tossed her head 

haughtily" (H115.36; 116.1). 

Norman claims a true affratlon for Shebah beraux Maggie/Lily hx disillusioned them both. 

He sits studying Shebah and in his mind he rxtructurx her youthfulnex. but she maintains her 

x n x of persraution (H135.34-36; 136.1-12). Her persraution ramplex elicits sympathy from 

him In one Instanra. In a flxhbrak of fifty l inx dexribing the arrival and dialogue of a German 

profesxr, who had rame to raurt Maggie, Norman defends Shebah's view (H108.25-36; 109.1-36; 

110.1-2). The deletion eliminatx another extranraus charrater, the profesxr. Norman then 

wonders where they would have burled Shebah if Claude had killed her. This quxtion brings to 

mind an anecdote about another dxth and the lox of the body. Shebah's dxth and burial under 

Claude's t rex would elicit a brief emotional reration sran to be forgotten (H128.10-28). 

Norman's sration dexribx Claude, his thoughts, and his actions. In one srane, Claude 

dirrats his anger at Norman for trying to sedura Julia. Claude transforms into a bully, "fierraly 

kxping his eyx on mine" (H134.17), "blue eyx round x buttons, hard and unrelenting" 

(H134.25-26). Norman dexribx the anger in his opponent: "The little broken veins under the 

surfara of his hair-strewn chxks were suddenly engorged with the surge of anger that stained his 

fara srarlet" (H134.20-22). Thex dexriptions are cut In the Duckworth edition, relying mxtly 

on the dialogue to exprex the anger. In two other Instancx, Norman inxrts dexriptions of 

Claude: "Thoughtfully he stroked the springing hairs of his bxrd, head a little on one side, 

watching me standing openly at the sink with my arm about Julia" (H105.20-22) and "The ball of 

wral that w x his bxrd cllmbra up his chxks and thrust strands Into the craters of his xrs" 
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(H132.6-8). 

Several of the deletions are examplx of overwriting. For example, Norman mentions that 

Claude's "head wx xintly merely In its appxranra" (H98.13-14/D62.30-31), but the 

Hutchlnxn contlnux with "the abundant hair, haloed faintly by the randle-light that flickered 

above the xfa brak, the yellow bxrd in tendrils about his dewy mouth, the eyelids bosxlated by 

the hidden eyx. For all his study of the Bible his enraphalic cavitlx still strove with flxhling 

thoughts" (H98.14-18). The diction is artificial and disruptive. Another example of periphrxis 

oraurs when Claude displays his houx to his visitors: 

Like a xlvo from a gong the laden rrams xnt out their shimmering wavx x Claud, talking 
with the acrants of one who ranstantly rehxrsx his role, led us to the upstairs rram. 
Maggie, childlike In her delight, stora with legs well apart, puckering her nox, surprisingly 
dimplx appxred in the drawn fax, the phxphor eyx shone emotionally (HI01.5-10). 

And In a third example Norman explains Claude's Illnex in the following obxure manner: 

Aaxh, gox he. Pit-a-pat of the hxrt which will be damaged beyond repair by the weight of 
the distraught mind's obsexional neurxis. Unlex the nerve endings ran be rauterised out of 
fxling, madnex will follow from a hxmorrhage of grief. Every thought doing a tittupy danra 
of xlf-annlhilatlon, ungovernable. A cremation of the soul, a deglutination of the will. Let 
the ralerotic coating of the eyeball berame robwebby with txrs (H125. 35-36; 126.1-6). 

Norman then ironlrally rancludx, "I detxt both obxurity and xlf-examination (H126.9/D79.8). 

Norman's narrative revxls his xxual advancx toward Julia. He is obsessed with her every 

movement. He strokx her hand, "lying on the surfara of the table. A little hand with polished 

nails, curved like a xft paw under my fingers" (H106.23-24) and smells her smoky brxth, "the 

pointed tongue flickered out betwxn the even txth and withdrew again" (H107.1). Several other 

passagx frausing on her brexts dixppxr in the Duckworth edition. As Julia examinx a 

worm-Inflicted table. Norman notx. "Her arm, raised to touch the wood, hid entirely the draile 

^v 
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boxm buttoned benxth the silken bloux" (Hlll.34-36). Then x he forcx her onto the grxn 

xfa he fantxizx: "And I had a picture in my mind of her little xft paps limp and rox-tipped 

crushed against my shirt and her thighs pressed clox together and in the middle of my thinking" 

(H112.29-31). Julia covers her brexts "arms crossed mxkly over her buttoned bloux" 

(H112.35-36) X she ceasx to rxist Norman. However, he has taken x much time fantxizing 

and anticipating that Claude appxrs outside the window and Interrupts the seduction. 

I n spxking about others. Norman revxls xme Interxting xprats about himxlf. It Is his 

affair with Julia which ransumx x much of his narrative. Through It. one Ixrns of his 

preoraupation with xx. Spxking to no one in particular exrapt the wooden angel under the stairs, 

Norman definx his drxm love--

'Blex you, my darling angel,' I xid, holding in my arms nothing. The obsexional hi-fi 
tonx of the lately young. My darling, my angel. Unlike Claud I'm not fussy about my drxm 
love. She doxn't have to be a Princex of the royal blood. Any woman will do. She laid her hot 
little chxk against my own x I went Into the kitchen (H120.3-8). 

Not only the wooden angel attrrats him but x dox a figurehead hanging in the barn. Faxinated by 

the feminine torra, he descrlbx it in detail x though it were a woman: 

With the tremor of air raused by the drar clxing behind us, a gigantic female torra, a ship's 
figurehead of nautiral dxire, swung gently above our heads suspended from the rraf by 
almxt Invisible hawsers. Ah God, to be thus exposd to such a mammoth plera of timber curved 
in mammiferous splendour. Red mouth x t in a x l t sea smile, she swayed her ballraning 
brexts rarox the barn. Tiny crraks like veins ran along the varnished applx of her chxks. 
Her nippled shadow sliced rarox the furniture piled benxth her (Hill.2-11). 

With his "marine arcadian bxut/flying aloft" (Hill.20), he xnrantratx on seducing Julia. His 

plans frustrated by Claude's appxranra, they leave the barn, and the dexrlption of Claude's 
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stroking his beard and their departure away from the "lusty Madonna of the air" is alx struck 

(H113.28-36; 114.1). 

A few explanations which Norman providx are omitted in the later edition. In one he tr ix to 

justify the differenra in atmxphere betwxn the situation at Claude's and at Morpeth Strxt 

(H137.14-18), and in another he analyzx his parents' Irak of eduration (H142.7-13). In a more 

relevant instanra Norman explains why he phoned Maggie and how he saved her life If he had not 

telephoned "for Brenny to go to the houx, had she not x ranvenlently met Arthur on the steps 

unlraking the front drar, returning quite by chanra for an appliration form for his driving 

liranra" (H122.8-11), then Maggie In all likelihood would have died. 

In thrx longer passagx, Norman provldx more detailed brakground about himxlf. In one he 

summarizx his beliefs about life and dxth and how he rantrxts with Shebah, Maggie, and Claude 

(H107.4-36; 108.1-2). This xme passage appxrs In revised form much xrlier in the 

Duckworth edition (D59.23-33; 60.1-21), where its plarament is smrather. In another, Claude's 

mention of age rausx Norman to worry about his own aging, going bald, and physirally 

deteriorating, but his digrexlon Is Interrupted by Claude's talking about "tra much erotic xx" 

(H131.14-36). In the lxt and longxt passage Norman summarizx what he and Maggie will 

dixux when they mxt again in old age to analyze the outrame of their livx. In all probability 

Shebah will be a topic of converxtion, but otherwix there will be little to remember. Norman 

rannot be rartain he will remember, "being x uninvolved" (H144.3). Then he drifts off 

a-la-Walter Mitty style to a raurtrram srane where x a prosrautor he arausx Maggie of duplicity 

(H143.21-36; 144.1-26). 

Shebah's sration, chapter six of the Duckworth edition, rantains xme deletions though not x 

many x the previous two narrativx. Dxpite the omixions In the revised edition, her narrative 
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increasx in length by four pagx, due to additions and revisions. 

Maggie's children, ransidered extranraus to the plot, are struck in the revised novel. 

However, beraux Shebah displays a genuine ranrarn for them, the/ appxr frequently in her 

narrative. Consequently, the narrative losx such l inx x : "Imagine, with thox two little golden 

children to rare for and all her life in front of her" (H188.16-18), "and dxling with the children" 

(H191.5-6), "The children are of raurx a little young" (H192.11-12), "and the children made 

little worrying xunds in their slumber" (H201.13-14), "To bring up two little children" 

(H156.16), "and choralate drops for the children" (H162.29-30), and "showing what the children 

rail her dangerous txth" (H162.9-11). 

Thox deletions conrarning Billie, Norman, and Claude are very brief and inxnsequentlal. 

Even thox affrating Maggie are few, and they tra fraus on descriptions. For instanra, Shebah says 

Maggie ran Irak very ugly "with the naked eyx staring at me under that untidy fringe of hair. 

Then the baby let loox a little dribble of a cry and she berame busy and domxtic again" 

(H159.24-26). Yet Shebah admirx Maggie's rxilienra. Maggie hx rrauperated from a suicide, 

h x a new lover "already brxthing her name x if she were a goddex" (H188.20-21/ 

D134.25-26), and in the x r l y edition Shebah adds, "instead of a sick woman with a divorra on the 

way and God only knows what e lx behind her" (H188.21-22). And dxpite any xtbraks "she 

laughs quite normally and still hx the strength to rantlnue" (H188.24-25). 

Mxt of the deletions affrating Shebah are a lx bits and plecx of dexriptions. Spxking about 

Maggie and the others, Shebah ramments: "They never xund x if they believe what they say" 

(H170.7-8). Two other short passagx relate to her gaiety. She quxtions her outer appxranra 

beraux Inside she Is still the shapely youthful girl she used to be. While she hidx behind chairs 

she explains: "And while I sulk behind chairs it's only the big outward me that's showing little 
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white milky txth. edgx sharp x a razor, and I fxl x gay" (H185.15-17). Then a few linx 

further down she shouts at Norman "and I wx still fxling x pretty and delightful" 

(H185.24-25). 

In an Internal monologue of twelve linx, Shebah analyzx the situation of the previous night in 

the following manner: 

Now that I am sitting In the frxh air, Injured though I am. I ra begin to remember that 
there wx xmething dreadfully wrong last night, long before I ran into the china rabinet. A 
fxling that they were all waiting and expxting xmething to happen. I did have rather a lot to 
drink and I wx elated by everything around me, but I did fxl they were all separately 
willing a disxter. Norman and Julia were very clox, though Norman always dox talk to one 
nox to nox, and she wx more animated than I ran ever remember. Though I don't know her 
very well. She did rame onra with Claud to Morpeth Strxt, but I think Norman wx up his 
mountains. Oh the strength of them. The journeys they take, the rars they drive, the 
mountains they climb (H184.22-34). 

The shrating incident will provide Shebah with one more example of her persraution; however, 

other than her friends here she hx no one elx to whom she ran unfold this tale. In a five line 

passage (H200.23-27), she imaginx telling Mrs. Malvolio about being shot "with intent, by a 

friend" (H200.26). 

The thrx narrativx revxl the xme typx of deletions—dexriptive phrasx, explanations, 

and flxhbacks. Bainbridge hx followed Anna Haycraft's suggxtlon that she cut the ex-husband, 

the two children, a third of the flashbxks, and several other charraters who rather than advanra 

the narrative, ranfux it. '^5 By leaving out numerous dexriptive phrasx, Bainbridge deprivx 

the charraters and their rations of a prraix distinctnex. Both remain rather hazy and out of 

fraus, X It were, but it works to the advantage of the novel sinra very little ration oraurs. The 

plot, what there is of it, is told through flxhbraks x erah narrator reralls the events of the 

summer wxkend. Quite a few explanations likewix are omitted in the 1981 edition which relix 
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on the dramatic viewpoint rather than the authorial explanations and summarlx. The 1967 novel 

tells the reader exratly what the charraters thought and how they rerated, wherex the later novel 

dox not. Yet although it tells lex. It revxls more by what it falls to say. Finally, the flxhbraks 

ramprix the lengthixt type of deletion. Thex digrexions hinder rather than help the xrly novel 

beraux one beramx x ranfused when several flxhbraks follow for linx interrupting a dialogue. 

Some of the flxhbraks went brak In time to several yxrs and bxr no relevanra to the plot. 



IV. CONCLUSION 

Beryl Balnbrldge's writing rarxr Is a claxic example of an author's r i x from obxurity to 

recognition, and in her cax x the mxthead of a well-xtablished publishing firm. Originally, 

Bainbridge trod the usual path of xplring authors. After writing her first novel in the late 

1950s, she submitted her manuxript to several publishers, only to have it rejrated. Bainbridge 

erronxusly axumed the work w x unacraptable for stylistic reaxns. She rxponded by writing 

two other novels in 1965 In a rampletely different style from that of her original work. 

Hutchlnxn Publishing Company acrapted thex efforts, published A Wxkend with Claud (1967) 

and Another Part of the Wood (1968). but their publiration failed to x r n Beryl Bainbridge the 

recognition she xught. Having written thex two xmplirated novels against her own intuitive 

artistic grain and having allowed them to be published In rarelexly printed forrr.s acraunts for 

their dismal reraptlon x well x the author's own perxnal disxtisfration. As a rxult . 

Bainbridge stopped writing from approximately 1966 to 1971. 

Then, in the x r l y 1970s two Incidents dramatlrally altered Balnbrldge's rarxr. An agent 

returned the manuxript of Harriet Said, which Bainbridge had thought l x t , and through a x r i x 

of ralncldencx the author met Colin and Anna Haycraft, publisher and editor rxpratively of 

Duckworth Publishing Company. Shortly therxfter, she joined the Duckworth firm x a clerk, 

and under the auspicx of the Haycrafts, Bainbridge unlexhed her talents by producing a novel 

annually betweeen 1972 and 1981. From the beginning the Haycraft-Bainbridge relationship w x a 

x l id one that h x developed over the years Into a very Intimate one, grxtly benefiting Bainbridge 

X well X Duckworth Publishing Company. 

Had it not bxn for the Haycrafts' tutelage, Bainbridge probably would have ceased to write 
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rampletely. or she would have rantlnued to write in the usual ranvoluted and intrirate sty of her 

xrlier 1960s novels. Fortunately for her, the Haycrafts recognized her talent in Harriet Said. 

favoring its clxr and prraix style over the obxure and ramplex style of her two Hutchlnxn 

novels. Her writing matured and flourished under their guldanx x that she knew what had to be 

done to the Hutchlnxn novels to raix them to the Duckworth raliber. 

In ransultation with the Haycrafts, both of whom dislike obxurity, Bainbridge stripped the 

ramplirated prox in the Hutchlnxn editions to produra two novels which unfold effortlexly. The 

style of thex revised novels is now easy and ralloquial, a change from the loox, repetitious, and 

more formal style of the original editions. The short, crisp xntencx in the revised editions 

rxulted from deleting almxt every other word and re-punctuating the xntencx. More 

specifirally, a ramparixn of the 1963 and 1979 editions of Another Part of the Wood and the 1967 

and 1981 editions of A Wxkend with Claude providx two thxrix about Balnbrldge's writing 

style. One suggxts the evolution of Balnbrldge's style from an obxure and xtentatious style in 

her xr ly novels to a plain and sparx style in her revised versions. However, beraux Harriet 

Said wx published without major revisions and beraux the Ha/crafts urged Bainbridge to ux this 

novel X a model for her writing, this thxry ran be disrarded. The serand, and probably more 

valid thxry, is that the revisions show the author's editing procex and a regrexion to the "old" 

style of Harriet Said. 

A ramparixn of the Hutchlnxn editions and the Duckworth editions explicitly revxls 

Bainbridge in her role x editor, intentionally reverting to her original writing style. By 1979 

when she reixued Another Part of the W ^ , she had already xtablished her own distinctive style. 

Thus, she returned to her two xrly novels and redrafted them by skillfully xlrating, adding, and 

rxrranging. The revisions show a much more mature and critiral writer xlrating details and 

dlsrarding peripheral material. In only a few instancx when clarifiration is needed dox she 
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expand sranx, while in many more Instancx she rampressx lengthy sranx. The additions are by 

far the lext substantial variants sinra Bainbridge obviously did not f x l the novels required 

additional material, exrapt in ixlated instancx. The revisions revxl her adeptnex at cutting and 

splicing sranx to benefit her x t i r ic style. The deletions, by far the mxt substantial type of 

revision, reduced the length of her novels to an average 180 pagx, charxteristic of the Bainbridge 

novel. Much extranraus material h x bxn wixly excised. For instanra, in the first editions she 

included everything she rauld remember about her family and friends, regardless of its 

appropriatenex to the plot, and thus encumbered the novels. The revisions, however, display a 

more experienced writer's rare in xlrating and weaving perxnal brakground into her novels. 

Her wry humor, an important element of her style which w x overshadowed by and at t imx lx t in 

the excex verbiage of the x r l i e r editions, is new more pronounced. 

The revisions In Another Part of the Wood and A Wxkend with Claude x r n the reader's ratlve 

apprraiation. Without depriving the reader of a true and araurate picture of her charraters' l ivx , 

the author h x produced two novels which are definitely an improvement over the xr l ier 

Hutchlnxn editions. The narrativx now flow smxther, the storylinx are clarified, and the 

charraters are c lxr ly defined. In addition, one ran sx how the charraters and themx in thex 

novels, still in a formative phax, have evolved into Balnbrldge's distinctive trademarks. Just x 

apparent in thex apprentira novels is Balnbrldge's rxllstic portrayal of the mundane l ivx of the 

lower middle classx, a startling rxlism which rxurred in her succeeding novels. Overall the 

revisions display a more explicit, lex revxling, and thus more subtle writer. Although she left 

the plots esxntially untouched, she drxtlrally altered her very intrirate, ranvoluted, and 

unstructured prox style to a more dirrat, taut, and prraix one. The changx in Another Part of 

^ wnnH »nri A Weekend with ClnnriP pr»v.̂ .if> the reader with an insight into and o grxter 

apprraiation for Balnbrldge's superb style in thex x well x her other novels. This study further 
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revxls how her perxnal development and succex x a novelist rxulted from the intervention of 

ranstructive, raring, and strong-willed editors. The Haycrafts of Duckworth Publishing Company 

afforded Bainbridge the opportunity of returning to two unxtisfratory apprentira works and 

transforming them into more mature works, by replraing modern euphuism with I x n , sparx 

prox. By redrating them extensively, Beryl Bainbridge brought them more into agrxment with 

her perraption of the form and voira she had rahieved under the dirration of Anna and Colin 

Haycraft. 
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